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The Future.
We've Been There Before.
1977
We make history with

the introduction of the
first digital synthesizer/_.,
sequencer

-

the

Synclavier.®

1980
Io,imubtMiiiAONIqttlNMt$

A new Synclavier

keyboard design accompanies powerful

new features like sound

Our commitment to third -party software
development ensures the widest variety of user
interfaces. For example, with our EditView

window and
Lucasfilm's new
SoundDroid
Audio Editing
System, you now
have your choice
of tape- or film style editing.

Lucasfil n's SoundDroid is the first in a series of
third parry user interfaces created for NED.

layering and real -time
The DSP Option, a 24 -hit digital mixer/digital signal processor.

digital effects.

This is not the first time we've introduced a
revolutionary new digital audio product today
with the promise of a long and profitable future.

1982

matter of fact, as the company that
started it all, we've made our share of promises.
But a look at our track record (at right) shows
we've delivered on those promises and in
the process changed the way the industry
works. At the same time, customers who
bought systems even way back in 1977 have
been able to
upgrade
every
step of
Centra
Machin,
the
way.
Room
As a

-

Take, for
Dialog

I

example, our
With MultiArc.
multiple users user spar prou'ssù>_q
latest break and storage resources from a central machine room.
through, the
DSP Option. It's a 24 -bit, multitasking
mixer /digital signal processor that provides 5band EQ, automated level control, multitrack
digital I /O, plus sample rate conversion. And
it's compatible with all current Synclavier and
PostPro systems.
TM

What's more, the new DSP Option eliminates
the Achilles' heel of digital audio: back -up.
Loading and saving can occur in the background while you continue working.
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At

New England Digital

introduces the first
commercially available
disk recorder,
Sample -to -Disk ®

1985
Presenting the new

polyphonic sampling
Synclavier and the

first multitrack disk
recorder/editor,
Direct- to- Disk'

-

The Tapeless Studio!®

1988
New England Digital

Macintosh, paving
the way for new, easy goes

to -use screens like our

own EditView"'m and

third -party software
like SoundDroid.'

1990
Enhanced with the

And here's a look at the future: because the
DSP Option incorporates our new MultiArc
platform, it provides for a true multiuser
system tomorrow, where multiple users will
share the same disk and processing resources.
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By investing today, you can take advantage
of such powerful features as 24 -bit signal

processing and multitasking. What's more,
your investment will be rewarded in the
future, as true multiuser operation becomes
a profitable reality.

today's Synclavier and

more, send for a complete
brochure package on the DSP Option and

PostPro' workstations

MultiArc.

new DSP Option,
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revolutionize the
industry again

as

multiuser systems.
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Consultants -who needs them?

Editorial:

Studio Sound's viewpoint on events and trends, and their
implications

5

news, moves and comment from inside and outside the
recording industry

News:Events,

10

Information on new products, developments, upgrades and
software updates

Products

Music News:

16

Product updates and developments from another side of the
business

Consultants -Who Needs Them ?:

Sean

some Dmport ntnts

out

considerations when planning and designing a studio

Noise Levels- Living With The Regulations:
Stephen Court explains why music is a special case

Tape Life

Julian Mitchell reports from the South of France on a studio that
is expanding into the international market

45

An Era of Concern:

How

Digital audio cassette launch and Kenwood write -once CD.
By Barry Fox

Francis Rumsey reports on opinions and
-DAT
comments on professional DAT's future and
other digital topics aired at the Los Angeles AES Convention

Pro

30
39

masters? Barry Fox
investigates some serious deterioration problems with tape manufactured during a
certain period of time

Business,

22

David Mellor begins a series tracing the building of
a major new London studio

AIR Movements.
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21

Practicality.

Perspective

US columnist Martin Polon asks is stereo television an

American phenomenon?
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Master Studio System
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Open thoughts at the close of the year
While writing this column in mid-October, we are being assailed by a procession of
business stories-acquisitions and failures. There is much `sorting out' taking place
in the industry and it does not appear to be restricted to within the UK. In such a
climate it is not surprising to see a slowing of new studio projects although perhaps,
as we are still seeing new openings, either things are not really as bad as they seem
or worse is yet to come.
In this issue we look at several sides of design. Sean Davies takes a cautionary
look at the practical side of deciding what you want: how to go about finding
someone to do it for you and still remain on speaking terms until after the project is
completed.
We also commence what we hope will be a series of some importance in the story
of the new AIR Studios. AIR's London studios are currently in Central London but
they will shortly have to leave. The search for new premises has been happening for
many years -there are not many suitable buildings for locating a major multi- studio
facility within the centre of London. The new location has been found and some
basic work started on conversion but the project is vast and will take quite some
time. AIR have been very co-operative in keeping us informed of progress and with
their assistance we will follow very closely the problems, difficulties and successes
encountered in transferring a studio and reputation between locations.
Barry Fox has taken a look at problems that have come to light with tapes of a
certain vintage. Far from necessarily wishing to `bash' the tape companies, we felt it
far more urgent to alert anyone with important tapes of this age to go and check
them. If we act soon it should be possible to save most of them but if they
deteriorate beyond a certain stage there is nothing that can be done and we may end
up losing some valuable recordings. So read and act.
So that is the last issue of 1990 with the '90s proper beginning with 1991 (I am
reliably informed). I look forward positively to the next year but without a doubt it
is going to be a tough one.
One last thought that has almost nothing to do with any of the above. Most
manufacturers of compact discs have adopted the SPARS derived DDD/DAD/AAD
type codes for indicating the use of digital and analogue processes within the
making of the recording. In general terms the first letter refers to the initial
recording process, the second refers to the mixing medium and the third denotes
digital mastering. In many ways a DDD rating is misleading as the signal could
have been in and out of analogue in the mixing process, with all the possible
`damage' that can entail, and still retain the DDD coding. The last D is also
something everybody can claim as, for PQ coding, editing and other mastering
processes, the CD master is always in the digital domain-there was not really any

alternative.
With the arrival of some of the recordable CD systems, such as that from Kenwood
and others about to launch, it is possible to feed an analogue signal into the
processor and add the PQ information afterwards or leave the processor to write its
own code. In this case does it mean CDs made in this way should really be coded as
AAA?

Keith Spencer -Allen
Cover: AIR London's new studio under construction. Photography by
Anthony Butler
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With just a few weeks to go, it's still not too late
to arrange participation if you haven't already.
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And there's the MIDEM Guide,
the indispensible year long reference source.
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Book your advertising campaign in
the MIDEM Daily News and reach the 6000+
industry executives who'll be there every day.
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CONTACT: PETER RHODES

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION ORGANISATION,
METROPOLIS HOUSE, 22 PERCY STREET, LONDON W1P 9FF.

TELEPHONE: 071 528 0086 FAX: 071 895 0949 TELEX: 920173

Take the Avalon studiosystem by D&R. This state-of-the-art
piece of equipment is the culmination of 18 years of research

and development.
The Avalon offers you the superlative features and sound
quality of consoles costing hundreds of thousands of dollars
more. Its high-tech design and advanced electronics give you
total control over each and every sound.
Your creativity deserves the Avalon - and putting it to work
will be the boost you've been dreaming of.
Take a giant step forward and try the Avalon.
Write or call D&R: Headoffice, D&R Electronica b.v.,
Rijnkade 15B, 1382 GS Weesp, The Netherlands,
Phone (..) 31 2940 18014, Fax (..) 31 2940 16987.
U.S.A. Office, D&R USA, Rt. 3 Box 184 A,
Montgomery TX 77356, USA,
Phone (409) 588-3411, Fax (409) 588-3299.

D&R. EVERY SOUND UNDER CONTROL

PPM per DIN 45406
VU. per USASI (ASA) C16.5-1961

Oscillator 1kHz sine wave
OVU ( +4dBm)

The new reference standard. For CD mastering.
Analog or digital recording. Concert sound and broadcast production.
Measure voltage and power. Pre -view levels with
peak-hold time set to infinity. Measure peak -to- average
ratio with concurrent PPM and VU displays.
Use the calibrated 1kHz oscillator to set the meter's
line level `zero' from 20dBv to +12dBv. Select a
power 'zero' of 100W or 1,000W

n-

The microprocessor based SX205 Precision Audio
Meter gives you repeatable 1 /2dB accuracy. Please
call or write for more information and a data sheet.

In

UK:

17 Letchworth Point
Dunhams Lane, Letchworth
Herts, SG6 1ND UK
TEL 0462 480000

International Representation:
J.W M. (M) Ltd.
PO Box 115 Swindon, Wilts

TEL (0367) 52605

SN21DA

FAX

UK

the

SOUND TECHNOLOGY plc

Signal processing at its best

(0367) 52614

FAX

0462 480800

Telex 826967 WILSON
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TWO INSTANTLY FORGETTABLE NEW POWER AMPS FROM YAMAHA
Put Yamaha's new P2700 and P2350 power amps in your
rack and you'll never need to think about them again. They'll
always be there for you, calmly delivering 350 wpc (8e) and
175 wpc (8S2) of effortless power with uncompromised sound

quality and workhorse reliability.
One thing P Series users do remember about their amps
however is the power to price ratio. And always with a smile.

YAMAHA

For further information on the P Series Power Amplifiers, please complete,
this coupon and send to: Yamaha -Kemble Music (UK) Ltd., MI & Pro
Audio Division. Mount Avenue. Bletchlcy, Milton Keynes, MKI 11E.
Name
Address
Postcode
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Studio Sound, December 1990

TCD is the new digital division of Thatched
Cottage Audio based in a brand new 5,000 sq.ft

complex adjoining the present Royston site.
Having become Europes largest 8 and 16 -track
specialist the time had to be right to move into
the completely domain, whilst continuing to
provide the same quality of friendly efficient
service combined with a comprehensive range
of equipment kept permanently in stock and on
demonstration. You may not have realised that
although we are not based in a major city we
CAN deliver goods the same day anywhere in
the UK. Why not give TCD a try? Regular
clientele include Real World, Eel Pie, Swanyard,

AND
D
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£499
£799

Sony DTC1000ES
Beyer MC740
Foster 4030 synchroniser
Aphex 612 Expander /Gate
Korg M1
Tascam ATR60 2 -track 1/2' inc. trolley, mint
Electrospace Time Matrix -6 delays in one
Foster 4050 remote /autolocate /SMPTE for E16
Proteus 1
Tascam MSR24 -24 track
Yamaha SY55 (smaler SY77)
Tannoy Little Gold Monitors
Mai S1000 KB (full S1000 + keyboard)
Tannoy Super Golds (15')
Allen & Heath Saber 24:16:24
Tascam MSR16
Foster 5030 8 way line matching amps ( +4db -10db)
Symetrix 51la single ended noise reduction
Yamaha TX7 (DX expander)
TAC Magnum (demo) 26 -26 + patchbay
Bel BD8OS (stereo 16 sec sampler)
Bel BDE2400ES (24 -sec fully editable MIDI sampler)
Soundtracs Quartz 24 channel. (3 months old)
Soundtracs PC Midi 24
Foster R8 (demo)
Saber 24:16:24 plus Tascam MSR24
Sounderaff 6000 28:24 mint
Akal S1000 inc 2 meg expansion s/h
Akai MG14D
Casio DA2
Fostex 4010
Roland D50
Studiomaster 16:16:2
Graff high speed cassette copier

£875
£550
£750
£399
£850

WE SELL KEYBOARDS

Kong M1R ex (extra 2 meg)

£865

£1500
£299
£399
£550
£5999

not give us

£2499
£1299
£5999
£2999
....£150
£299
£299

£10999
£399
....£499
£15999
£4500
£999
£11999
£8500
£1999
£1599
£399
£499
£599
£799
£399
£1699
£599
£399
£899

The latest issue of our 40 page full

colour magazine is now available
along with our current price list.

call?

PACKAGES

At Thatched Cottage we have put together a number of packages based upon complete systems, each offering compatible items
with substantial discounts (although it is possible to change them within a given package). Whole studio systems are available
for 8, 16, and 24 track, and we have faxpaks on 4 & 8 recording, MIDI, our Thatched Cottage school and finally financial advice
(loan and leasing schemes available). All the details are free just give us a call.

-

BRIEF

I
N
Recent agencies include TAC (look at the magnum console),
Amok, New, Tannoy professional, Focusrlte and ANS. We
are still waiting for the Yamaha Digital Workstation, but the
Mal Adam12 track is selling well (we have deals on fully
loaded S1000 y disk drives as well). We can package the

TCD HOT TECH
Roland S770 the ultimate sampler?
Korg Wavestation
new blockbuster.
Akai A -dam 12 track digital.
Akai DD1000 optical drive recorder.
Casio DA7 DAT.
Akai 51100 sampler
Deck 4 track software for Soundtools
Yamaha TG77 (rack SY77)

-

Tascam MSR24 1' 24 track with most desks.
Computerwise, C -Lab and Cuban are still most popular
and the Proteus II full orchestra module is simply stunning.
Recent visitors to our 24 track studios include Ches
Hawkes and Nik Kershaw working on a soundtrack for a

TCD SPECIAL OFFERS
Korg M3R
Akai 51000 2 meg expansion boards
Sock 12:8:2 desk
Function Junction Plus

£499
£150
£699
£550

Alesis Microverb II
Alesis Midiverb Ill
Drawmer DS201 gates (unbalanced)

£99
£175
£250
£259
£125
£199
£399
£149
£750
£433
£299

EVS1 expander

Akai S950 3/4 mag esp boards
Alesis HR16 drum machine
Yamaha TG55 sample player
Multiverb RT (under half price)
Atari 1040 + monitor + C -Lab Notator
Roland U220
Sound Ideas C -D library
Alesis Ouadraverb update chip (extra effects)...E17.99
£694
Roland D50
£275
Alesis Quadraverb inc. update
£499
Casio DA7

Write or telephone for your free copy.
Allen & Heath Saber

- £3999 + VAT

We have obtained a strictly limited supply of the famous A
& H Saber. Each desk is configured 16:16:2 (giving full 32
inputs, all with eq and midi), net within a twenty lour input

If you require any further information on any of

the services which we can provide give us a call
on0223 208110 or on the main TCA number
0223 207979 (11 lines) for full details and
brochures. The faxpack, which give details of
installation facilities, the service department,
demonstration facilities, the recording school

and the equipment should answer any
questions. If you are converting any kind of
audio purchase why not give us a call - you
have nothing to lose! We didn't become the
largest pro -audio retailer In EUROPE without
being the best!

a

£599
£499

This is a smell selection from our current stock - give
us a call and we will be happy to send you a full up -todate list. All prices exclude VAT.

,

AL
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Despite our prominence in the pro audiomarket some people still don't
realise we sell keyboards! In fact, our
dealerships include Yamaha, Emu,
Roland pro-audio, Akai, Korg, Waldorf
and Casio, with all popular models in
stock (along with staff who know how
to use them). Next time you need a
keyboard, sampler or expander why

SECOND HAND & EX -DEMO UNITS
Acoustic Energy AE2 ex -demo
Waldorf Microwave amazing analogue synth
Proteus XR mint

NOW

BUT

CHOICE

Erasure, Iron Maiden, UB40 the Who and record
companies include MCA, Chrysalis, WEA, RCA shouldn't you be on this list.

Studiomaster 24:8:16 Mixdown
Atari 1040 + Monitor + Creator
Tannoy Little Red Monitors

SERVICE

AMAZING

SAME

THE
.

frame allowing future expansion. This world class console
has six full sends and is the ideal desk to accompany the
Fostex G16 or Tascam MSR16.
This advertised at around halt the retail price - if you
are considering a professional sixteen or twenty-tour track
console - give us a call!

STOP PRESS

new film with Roger Daltrey, and several new MIDI courses
have been added to the school prospectus. Finally, last
month's complete studio installations included Nenah
Cherry, David Sylvian, Barry Upton (Brotherhood of Man),
LA Mix and Amazon.

ATARI SOUND TOOLS PACKAGE
Digidesign Sound Tools for Atari. Atari Mega 4
inc monitor and mouse. DAC 200 meg.R/MHard
Drive (+ interface).
£3750 +VAT
Total package price
AKAI MG14D

-

£1799 +VAT

with an additional
two tracks for synchronisation, the MG11D is a superb
A rack mounted twelve track recorder,

quality recording tool. Balanced/unbalanced connections, a
full autolocate/remote available, and noise reductions built
in, give totally professional quality at an amazing price
(autolocate/remote £299 + VAT).
Limited stocks available.

-

Sony DTC55ES DAT player

-

£479 + VAT

Hot on the heels of their industry standard DTC1000ES

comes the revolutionary new sony DTC55ES. With
switchable rates of 32khz, 44.1khz and 48khz, coupled with
audio, digital and optical inputs and outputs. Unlike other
cost -effective DAT recorders on the market the DTC55ES
comes complete in a fully rack mounted format, with full
track identification and search facilities. At present there is
nothing in the market which even begins to compete with
its many features and amazing price - £479 + VAT !!

M11 -J12
CAMBRIDGE

TCA TRAVEL

TCA Travel... in case you didn't know our fully equipped ABTA/IATA
Thatched Cottage travel agency has been up and running for some time
now, expandiong our high standard of service and great value intro the
travel industry. whether you are organising a tour, visiting a trade show
or simply booking a holiday, give us a call. What have you got to lose?
Contact Gill Scott or Nicki Brazier on 0223 314577 or 0860 450499

(mobile)
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Tele-Cine acquire

Otan acquire King

Ultrasound

Instruments

Tele -Cine will shortly be opening a
new digital audio -for -video post
facility. The original plans for
diversification into audio post

existing managing director and
founder will become head of audio; he
will be partnered by Barry Day who
moves from his present position as
VT transfer facilities manager, to
head of digital video.

-

production work have been expanded
by the recent acquisition of
Drumlight, formerly Ultrasound.
The new facility will be based at
Tele- Cine's Charlotte Street premises
and will consist of two digital
studios, one 24 -track and the other
based around a hard disk editing
system. These studios will work in
conjunction with a digital equipment
area.
Tele -Cine managing director John
Rowland commented, "Audio has
sometimes tended to be regarded as
of secondary importance during video
post -production and transfer. The
upgrading of video formats, with the
advent of Dl, D2 and 'DX' has
provided us with the opportunity to
meet the clients' growing
requirements for digital audio."
David Woolley, Drumlight's

Otani have announced an agreement
for the acquisition of the assets and
operations of King Instruments. The
purchase will make Otani the largest
manufacturer of audio and video tape
loading machinery in the world. Jack

Soma, president of Otani in the USA,
commented, "Otani have been looking
for manufacturing capacity in the
US, in order to provide freedom from
the foreign exchange nightmare and
any potential restrictions on imported
goods."
No immediate changes to the staff
or operation of King are planned but
according to Otani, several

organisational possibilities are being
considered; the King operation may
serve as a manufacturing source for
Otani worldwide.
This acquisition by Otani follows
their takeover, last year, of Sound
Workshop and Digital Creations
Corporation, New York -based audio
mixing console and automation
systems manufacturing companies.

D V na ud i o

Acoustics

UK MIDI

Acoustician and monitor designer
Andy Munro and Danish loudspeaker
manufacturers Dynaudio have joined

Association

forces to form a new company,
Dynaudio Acoustics. The company
has been formed with the purpose of
developing and bringing to the world
market a new range of professional

UKMA has now been active for over
6 months during which time it has

made appearances at the MIDI Music
Show, Atari, APRS and BMF shows.
The membership has risen steadily
and currently includes Akai, Roland,
SSL and Yamaha as well as various
publications, retailers and
individuals.
MIDI Monitor, the monthly, UKMA
newsletter, has grown in size from
four to 12 pages and includes sections
on MIDI quirks, questions/answers
and general MIDI articles. UKMA is
soon to become a member of the
MIDI Manufacturers Association
(MMA). The detailed MIDI Spec and
MIDI File Spec are both obtainable
from UKMA and annual membership
is £34.50. Group membership is £69
and manufacturer /distributor
membership is £138.
For more information, contact Vic
Lennard on 081 -368 3667 or write to:
UKMA, 26 Brunswick Park Gardens,
New Southgate, London Nll lEJ,
UK.
10

Have kitchen, will travel. A flightcased kitchen complete
with stainless steel basin, 2 hotplates, water heater,
coffee machine and fridge. All from Pro -Art Cases the
people who also bring you flightcased bars, baths, sofas,
dishwashers and many more. Pro -Art Cases are
distributed in the UK by CP Cases. Tel: 081 -568 1881

AKG buy Quested
At the recent AES exhibition in Los
Angeles, AKG Acoustics announced
the acquisition of Quested Monitoring
Systems. Roger Quested will continue
to play a major role in Quested's
future expansion.
Quested founded the company in
1985 for the purpose of custom

Studio Sound, December 1990

designed and built, studio monitors.
During the past 5 years QMS have
equipped studios in Europe, North
America, the Middle and Far East,
including USA, Canada, Japan,
China, Germany, Italy and over a
dozen other countries.

monitoring and loudspeaker systems.
Dynaudio have been suppliers of
high quality hi -fi systems for many
years and are OEM suppliers to
many leading professional monitor
manufacturers. Andy Munro had
been using Dynaudio drivers in his
designs for about 5 years.
Within the new organisation, all
manufacturing, production design
and after sales support will be
handled by the advanced systems at
Dynaudio in Denmark. Market
research, marketing, sales and user
feedback, will be handled by the
London office. Distribution of the
systems is to be achieved through a
network of `Licensed Monitor
Houses'. Conventional dealers will
have access to the products but only
the passive systems, which require no
setting up or special knowledge.
Parties interested in either of these
roles, or as distributors, should
contact Dynaudio at their London
offices. Tel: 071.352 8100.
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THE AUDIOFRAME DIGITAL PRODUCTION SYSTEM

1,000 iVORDS
WON'T DO IT JUSTICE.
A DEMO
AT STIRLING WILL,
To see AudioFramé s 8 track disc recorder, hill facility digital mixer,
HDDA'" 24 bit high definition digital audio, universal digital
interface, 16 voice digital sampler and audio event list in action call
Stirling on 071 624 6000 to arrange your demonstration.

AudioFrame
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can't speak for themselves...
"We recorded and mixed the Beautiful South's new
album on these little M1 nearfield monitors. They really
are outrageously accurate, ridiculously loud, and the

record's No. 1!"
Mike Hedges
Record Producer

"One of the reasons that people come here is the
monitoring.

I

recall that Polydor called me up to

congratulate me once. They had just had 3 separate
projects from here, with 3 different engineers, going to
3

different cutting rooms. Every one was cut flat.

the first time ever, apparently! Do

I

like my M2s?

It

was

I

couldn't live without them!"
Rod Gammons

Berwick Street Studios

"I use M2s in my own studio and on location. Working
with artists like George Michael, Hall and Oates and
Living in a Box

I

need a reference point which is

absolute."
Chris Porter
Engineer and Producer

"Our dubbing engineers feel that we have the best
audio Post Production facilities in the Network. We use
Dynaudio Acoustics M3 systems throughout, and they
play a key role in this claim."

Graham Lee
TVS Southampton

"The DA -M4

is simply the best monitoring system that
money can buy. It's the first setup I've had where the
console doesn't get stacked up with different monitors.

People like them so much, they ask me to swap
apartments with them! Seriously, though, out of 10
album projects since May, only one has had to be
remixed. That's impressive."

Freddy Hansson
Sweet Silence Studios. Copenhagen

dynatudioacotistics
The Studio
13-16 Embankment Gardens
London SW3 4LW
England
Telephone 071 -352 8100
Telefax 071 -351 0396
12
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B&K record the circles
Following last year's publication of
Circular Evidence, a study of crop
circles by Pat Delgado and Colin
Andrews, the BBC joined forces with
a special team, known as Crop
Watch, to keep tabs on new
developments. The team has already
made two films on the subject over
the past year, and a third, currently
in production, is due to be shown
later in the autumn on Daytime UK.
Produced by Crop Watch's David
Morgenstern, the latest programme
was shot at the height of media
interest during the summer, when
500 crop circles were discovered in a
4 month period. Making the film
involved mounting a 24 hour
intensive surveillance, using low
light cameras of a crop circle in fields

News from the AES

near Bratton Camp, Wiltshire.
During the shooting of the first
film, an amount of electronic
interference was picked up by the
microphones, suggesting reports that
crop circles emit a buzz or hum at
seemingly random intervals. BBC
Sound needed a particularly sensitive
microphone to monitor these sounds
and enlisted the help of B &K.
B &K provided the BBC with a
4007 omni mic, which has a flat
frequency response up to 40 kHz. It
appears, however, that crop circles
only `energise' at certain times and
during BBC Sound's visit to the
fields there was not a hum or a buzz
to be heard. Undaunted, Crop Watch
will continue to work with B &K to
discover the source of the sounds.

Exhibitions and conventions
February 19th to 22nd AES 90th

Congres, Montreux, Switzerland.

Convention, Palais des Congrès,
Paris, France.
April 15th to 18th NAB, Las Vegas,

June 25th to 27th Multimedia 91

USA.

June 5th to 7th

APRS, Olympia 2,

conference & exhibition, Olympia 2,
London, UK.
July 10th to 12th Pro Audio Asia
91, World Trade Centre, Singapore.

London, UK.

September 8th to 11th Light

June 13th to 18th International

Sound Show 91, Olympia 2, London,
UK.

Television Symposium, Centre des

&

Our next lecture will be held on
Tuesday 11th December and will be
given by Dr Peter Craven on the
subject of Room and

Loudspeaker correction using
Digital Equalisation. "The idea of
flattening a loudspeaker response
by electronic means is not new, but
until recently it has been practical
to correct only a few of the grossest
features. Digital EQ can give `ruler
flat' speaker responses, and can
even cope with the myriad peaks
and dips introduced by room
reverberation. However, a flatter
frequency response does not
necessarily result in better sound!
"The talk will explain the
technology developed at B &W and
will highlight some of the physical
and psychoacoustic issues involved
in attempting to reduce listening
room reverberation by predistorting the signal. Progress to
date will be demonstrated."
The lecture will be held at the
IBA, 70 Brampton Road, London
SW3. The IBA is opposite Harrods
and Knightsbridge Underground
station, between the Nationwide
Anglia Building Society and Boots.
The evening starts with coffee at
6.30 pm followed by the lecture at

pm.
Now is the time to start planning
for the next AES European
Convention which will be held at
the Palais de Congrès in Paris
7

between 19th and 22nd February
1991. With a wealth of Papers,
Workshops and Technical Visits
and the largest Exhibition of ProAudio Equipment to be seen in
Europe in 1991, it is the event not
to be missed.
The Papers are available from the
last AES UK Conference which was
on the subject of Hard Disk
Recording. This brings the
number of Proceedings from AES
UK Conferences to four. These are
Sound with Pictures (May 1988),
Sound Reinforcement (May 1989),
AES/EBU Interface (Sept 1989)
and Hard Disk Recording (May
1990). They are priced between £10
and £20 and are available from the
address below.
For further details on any of the
above or information on joining the
AES, please contact:

Heather Lane, AES British
Section, Lent Rise Road,
Burnham, Slough SLl 7NY. Tel:
0628 663725. Fax: 0628 667002.

Corrections
In brief
London Sound Centre's Hilton
link: The London Sound Centre,
musical instrument and outboard
equipment hire specialists, is to
operate from under the corporate
umbrella of Hilton Sound. Both
companies will keep separate
identities and operate their own
equipment inventories from different

produced by tc in Denmark so that
their hardware experience can be
implemented into the product, while
Steinberg will concentrate on
enhancements to the software and

distribution.

Audionics put Hallam on air:
Audionics Ltd, the Sheffield-based

broadcast equipment manufacturer
and installer, put Hallam FM on -air
at the new Meadowhall shopping and
Electro-Voice change name:
Electro -Voice SA have changed their leisure centre, which opened in
September. Audionics were
name to Mark IV Audio AG. The
responsible for the audio system's
company were originally established
design, manufacture and installation.
as the European sales and assembly
Clair and tc agreement: Clair
subsidiary of the American audio
products manufacturer Electro- Voice, Bros Audio and tc electronic have
signed an agreement concerning their
which was taken over by Mark IV
joint development of the tc 6032 EQ
Industries in 1986.
motor fader remote control. tc
tc and Steinberg joint venture:
electronics and their distributors will
tc electronic and Steinberg have
be the only sales distribution source
entered into a joint venture
agreement for the production, support for the product and Clair Bros have
agreed to continue further
and further enhancement of the
development and enhancements to
Mimix console automation system.
the product.
The Mimix system hardware will be
offices.

Due to information available to us
at the time of writing some recently
published distribution information
was incorrect.
US distributors for Philip Drake
Electronics are Redwood Marketing
Inc, PO Box 270007, Nashville, TN

37227-0007, USA. Tel: (615) 254-7400.
Fax: (615) 242 -5774, and not RTS
Systems as given in the September
issue.
UK distributors for ASC Studio

Trap products (September) are
Hannah International (UK) Ltd, PO
Box 355, Cardiff CF2 3XE. Tel: 0222
495868. Fax: 0222 462812.
Music Lab Sales were given as the
UK distributors for Summit Audio
in the October issue. Their present
sole UK distributor is Autograph
Sales Ltd, 102 Grafton Road, London
NW5 4BA, UK. Tel: 071 -485 3749.
Fax: 071 -485 0681.

Address changes
Boothroyd Stuart's Meridian have
moved: Meridian Audio Limited, 13
Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs
PE18 7EJ, UK. Tel: 0480 434334.
The address for new company

Meridien Communications,
recently set up by Elliott Brothers as
their sales and marketing division, is
32 Greenwich Market, London SE10
9HZ. Tel: 081-293 0909.
TimeLine, manufacturers of Lynx
synchroniser systems, have moved to

2401 Dogwood Way, Vista, CA 92083,
USA. Tel: (619) 727 -3300. Fax: (619)
727 -3620.

Otani have moved their UK
operation to new larger premises
giving them double the space of their
old location, and room to expand all
areas of their business. Otani UK
Ltd, Unit 13, Elder Way, Waterside
Drive, Langley, Berks SL3 6EP, UK.
Tel: 0753 580777. Fax: 0753 42600.
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BMG/RCA recording studios is the
first US facility to order the CEDAR
sound restoration system from
CEDAR Audio, Cambridge, UK.
BBC Radio 2 are installing three
SL 5000 M series consoles in a major
modernisation of their transmission
suites. The consoles have 28 channels
and are fitted with SSL's Instant
Reset computer system. Also a second
SL 5000 M series audio production
system has been ordered by North
German regional broadcaster Radio
Bremen.
Recent SSL ScreenSound
installations in Europe include
Manchester-based Framework post production in the UK and Fahrenheit
601 in Paris, France.
Soundcraft's French distributors
SCV Audio have announced the
installation of a 32- input, 24- output
3200 console at JJS Production near
Paris, France. The desk has been
fitted with Optifile III automation. A
major post-production company in the
South of France, Sud Atelier Video
have just placed an order for a partfilled 24-input, 12- output 3200.
Molinare have taken delivery of a
40 -input Amek Mozart desk, which is
to replace their existing Amek
M2500. To install the desk a crane
was hired which hoisted the Mozart
to a substantial height and swung it
through the studio window.
The 1990/91 operatic season at the
London Coliseum will feature a
specially designed Cadac sound
console from Clive Green & Co. The
32- channel desk was commissioned as
a long term solution to meet the
sound requirements for the wide
spectrum of productions staged by the
English National Opera.
EMI Music Publishing have opened
a new recording complex in the West
End of London comprising a 24 -track
recording studio and a 16 -track preproduction and programming suite.
The main studio is equipped with a
Soundtracs Quartz desk and Otani

Contracts
ABC, one of America's main TV
networks, have installed a 48-channel
Neve 66 series broadcast console in
their soon to be completed TV3
production studio in New York. TV3
has been designed specially as a
news- dedicated studio and the 66 will
be controlling the audio production
for a variety of news and current
affairs programmes.
Anglia Television, UK, has
installed a customised 24-channel 66
series broadcast console, bringing the
total of Neve desks currently in
operation at Anglia to nine.
Limehouse Television, part of the
Trilion group of companies, is to take
delivery of a 52-input version of
Amek's new broadcast console, the
B2520. This is the first order for the
new broadcast version of Amek's well
established G2520 multitrack console.
The new version includes an extra
eight stereo subgroup buses in
addition to the normal 24 multitrack
buses.
Granada Television have recently
taken delivery of another Amek
Classic, for their Studio Two in
Manchester. The console is equipped
with 24 -track monitoring and Audio
Kinetics' MasterMix II automation.
AMS have announced the delivery
at Television South's Plymouth site
of the first combined Logic
1 /AudioFile Plus in the UK. TSW are
already operational with the
combined system in a post -production
suite. AMS have announced an order
from Thames TV for two 16- output,
8 hr AudioFile Plus systems plus a
Logic 1 digital mixing console.
Bernard Sumner, New Order
guitarist, has ordered a 36 -input
TAC Magnum, which is to be
supplied fitted with MIDI muting
automation. The console was ordered
through Syco, TAC's London-based
pro-audio dealer.

Harman Audio will now distribute
in the UK the Audio Logic range of
signal processors made by DOD
Corporation in Utah, USA. John
Hornby Skewes will continue
distributing Digitech, another DOD
range. Harman UK, Mill Street,
Slough, Berks SL2 5DD, UK. Tel:
0753 76911.
Levitan Studio supplies in Tel
Aviv have been appointed sole
distributors for Studio Magnetics

Agencies
HHB Communications have been
appointed UK and Eire distributor of
Solid State Logic's Screensound
audio-for -video recording and editing
system. The company will also be
responsible for UK sales of the
newly -launched SoundNet digital
audio network, designed to work in
conjunction with multiple
screensounds. HHB Communications,
73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10
6QU, UK. Tel: 081 -960 2144. Fax:
081-960 1160.
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recording products in Israel. Levitan
Studio, 4 Ben Shemen Street, Tel
Aviv 67442, Israel. Tel: (03) 218967.
Brüel & Kjaer have appointed
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multitrack with various outboard
gear.
American engineers George
Massenburg and Alan Sides have
each bought Sony PCM-3348
48 -track digital audio recorders.
Bruce Springsteen has also taken
delivery of a Sony PCM -3348 48-track
digital audio recorder. The Sony
DASH multitrack is being used to
record material he is currently
working on in A &M Studios,
California.
Sound on Sound Studio in New
York, USA, have invested in a Neve
VR60 with Flying Faders automation.
Secret Recording in Florida have also
invested in a Neve 60-input VRP
post -production console and a
60 -input V series console, both with
Flying Faders, and two Mitsubishi
X-880 32- channel digital recorders.
The Saul Zaentz Company Film
Center in California have announced
the installation of an Otani Premiere
console in Stage Two, their newest
film mix suite. The Premiere is
configured with 136 inputs.
LucasArts Entertainment, a newly
formed company consisting of former
Lucasfilm divisions, have announced
the purchase of four new Premiere
consoles for their new Skywalker
Sound South audio post-production
facility in Santa Monica, CA.
Digital Audio Research have
announced the first sales of their new
DSP system to Wild Tracks Studios
in London. Ten Pin Alley, exclusive
producers of all the radio commercial
work for UK radio station Severn
Sound, is the most recent UK post production facility to install the
SoundStation II digital audio
production system. The unit has an
8- channel system. Sintonia, a post production house in Madrid, have
also invested in a SoundStation 11
system. The unit is 8- channel with
TimeWarp and Optical disk storage
options.
Recent NED contracts include a
Sound Control, based in Belfast, to
distribute the 4000 range of
microphones throughout Ireland.
Sound Control, 45 Dragan Crescent,
Duncrue Industrial Estate, Belfast
BT3 9JP, N Ireland. Tel: 0232
772491.
Stirling Audio have secured the
sole UK rights to distribute the
range of Sonic Maximizers being
produced by Californian -based
company BBE Sound. Stirling
Audio, Kimberley Road, London NW6
7SF, UK. Tel: 071 -624 6000.
Neve have appointed HHB
Communications to distribute the

PostPro SD system to Nippon
Television in Japan; a Synclavier
9600 to Speak Easy Studios in
Singapore; a PostPro SD system to
Belgium's SC Polygone Production
Bruxelles; and an 8 -track PostPro
Video London, UK.
Castle Sound Studios, near
Edinburgh, has become the first
studio in Scotland to offer digital
multitrack facilities, following the
recent purchase of a Mitsubishi
X-850 32 -track machine.
Philip Drake Electronics have
been awarded a large contract by
BBC Television for the design,
supply, installation and
commissioning of three transmission
suites for the Network transmission
area serving BBC1 and BBC2.
The London Tape Company have
expanded their duplication capacity
following the latest delivery of two
Lyrec P2518 slave units.
BBC Scotland have recently
purchased an Amek Mozart for their
Edinburgh studios. It will be used in
conjunction with a digital audio
workstation/multitrack system.
tc electronic have recently
delivered 15 of their 1280 stereo
delay lines to PKE Ltd, in Kewdale,
Australia, for use as a broadcast
telephone obscenity delay. tc
electronic have delivered 25 tc 1280
stereo digital delay units to Disney
Studios for use in their film /video
post -production department.
Norwegian Broadcasting, NRK,
based in Oslo have received delivery
of two FRED editing systems from

Lyrec.
The installations department of
RG Jones, London, are completing
an audio and video system for the
five conference rooms in the
department of Trade and Industry's
new Buckingham Palace Road HQ.
Another installation is the new press
room at Conservative Party Central
Office, which is being fitted with a
sound system.

Prism series of dynamics and
equaliser modules and the 33609-12
range of limiter compressors.
The Home Service have
announced three more overseas
distributors for the Optifile 3D
automation system. In Sweden the
distributor is Soundtrade AB, Box
3042, 171 03 Solna, Sweden. In
Australia GUVT, 19 -25 Marsden
Street, Camperdown, NSW,

Australia. Tel: (02) 550 5488. Fax:
(02) 517 1946. In New Zealand Protel
Ltd, 13 Kensington Street, PO Box
1073, Wellington, NZ. Tel: (04)
854874. Fax: (04) 842 112.

Ready to Rack
Sixgate. Six professional quality noise gates in a single rack unit
package. Features include Key Inputs and Sidechain inserts.
.IN!tx,

qt;',

¡.:aa,

Quadcomp. Four professional quality compressor /limiters in a
single rack unit package. Features include Sidechain inserts, multi
LED gain reduction metering and stereo link switching.

Multi Q. A six channel parametric equalizer, with an exclusive
internal patching system that lets the user access up to 6 channels of
parametric EQ, either individually or in multiples without the need
for patch leads. A unique creative tool for any EQ situation, in one
rack unit.
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THE HIDDEN
REASONS
FOR SUCCESS

Systems

United States and Canada

Tel: 714 649 -2346

ARX SYSTEMS U.S.A.

Great Britain

Tel: 0923 34050

MTR Ltd

Spain
Excel S.A.
Belgium
Eurocase

Tel: 811 2563
3 239 6995

Tel:

France

Tel:

Etelac

Germany

1

43 002770

Tel: 06 174 23433

Mike Rolands Music Service

Italy

Tel: 06 438 6644

Mack S.R.L.

BC1204
A UNIQUE BROADCAST CONSOLE
The AMS SoundField is internationally renowned as the
cleanest sounding and most accurate stereo imaging
microphone in the world.
But it's the SoundField's flexibility that really impresses
producers and engineers. Because, either during the session
or even after the artists have gone home, the effective
position of the mic can be electronically altered by remote
control, up -down, in a circle,, or zooming in and out like
a camera lens.
To experience how a SoundField can surpass your
collection of studio microphones, and save you money . . .
call AMS for a demo.

Long life top quality components throughout.
High quality Broadcast specification.
Low cent for radio in the 1990's.
Despite its low cost, the BC1204 is purpose built for
broadcast applications. Commonly used facilities are provided
as standard with numerous options available for future
expansion. Don't be misled into choosing a mass production
mixer which will neither suit your needs nor survive in the
arduous on -air environment. The BC1204 will reliably serve
your broadcast needs for 10 -15 years.
Call us today for further information
ELECTRON ICS
M. PINFOLD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
FFORDD DERWEN, RHYL CLWYD LOS 2YR NORTH WALES
UNIT

Telephone 0745 338864

F.

No 0745343693

lor

SoundField

More than a microphone
AMS Industries plc
Billingson Road, Burnley,
Lance, BBII 5ES, t:K
Tel: (0282) 57011 Fax: (0282) 39542

44

Tel:

London Office:
The Courtyard,
Gloucester Ave, NW1 8JD
01 722 3925 Fax: 01 577 3677

Sonic Solutions new systems
Sonic Solutions have launched
several new products including a
lower cost 2 -track system, a
multitrack sound -for-picture system,
a DSP processor, a CD premastering
system and a digital effects processor.
The Sonic Mini Editor is designed
as an entry level system to the Sonic
System with the same waveform
editing displays but is limited to
2 -track editing at 16 bit. The Mini is
however, expandable and options can
be added including background

own SCSI disk bus allowing seven to
12 virtual disk channels. Sonic
Solutions claim the system will
support almost any number of

channels.
The CD Premastering System
Version 1.0 adds a number of
features such as interfaces for
recording two channels to or
receiving four from an erasable
optical disk; recording, processing
and playback of digital audio with
any word size between 16 and 24
bits; a varispeed function allowing
pitch and time variation as material
is loaded to hard disk; and an
archiving program for back up or

loading and unloading, multitrack
editing, machine control, 20 bit
editing, varispeed, PQ editing,
Mixing Desk option, NoNoise system
and the ability to work with the
working progress.
Start Lab CD Maker.
The Sonic FX digital effects
The Multi -track And Sound For
processor is a processing card
Picture System is based on the Mac II compatible with the Mac II NuBus
computer and includes features from
with software modules being licensed
the Sonic CD PreMastering System
separately. The software modules will
including waveform editing, realtime
include 31 -band graphic equaliser,
signal processing and realtime
Designer Reverb, Special FX
playback of edit lists. The system
(flanging, phasing and doppler),
will slave to NTSC, PAL, SECAM
Designer Dynamics, and Realtime
and film devices with software
Squeeze/Stretch.
options for segment editing, looping
Sonic Solutions, 6115 California
and time stretch/squeeze. NoNoise
Street, San Francisco, CA 94121.
will also be available for background
Tel: (415) 751 -8666.
functions. The system can be built up UK: FWO Bauch, Borehamwood, UK.
in blocks of four in/outputs with its
Tel: 081 -953 0091.

Feltway active monitors
Feltway is a new Swiss company
designing and manufacturing active
monitors. Currently there are three
models in the range all with a
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similar design-all are 3 -way active
systems.
The electronics for each monitor are
contained in a box mounted on the
rear and this may be removed from
the unit for service or maintenance.
The smallest in the range, the 83,
has an 8 inch LF unit and a 52 Hz
lower limit; the 103 with a 10 inch
LF unit and a lower limit of 39 Hz,
and the 103E is a variant on the 103
with a front mounted port that
extends the LF response to 31 Hz.
Cabinets are built from a
honeycomb material that is derived
from aircraft construction and is very
light and rigid. All the models are
available with Gel Coat (a clear
finish over the honeycomb structure)
or Carbone (black piano lacquer).
Feltway claim specifications 107 dB
SPL at 1 m and crossover frequencies
of 350 Hz and 2.7 kHz on all models.
A range of accessories are under
development for different mounting
requirements and fixings.
Feltway SA, Ch du Stand 18, 1026
Echandens, Switzerland. Tel: 21
702 42 94. Fax: 21 702 42 94.

Drake digital converters
Philip Drake Electronics have
introduced a range of digital
converters within their 9000
Eurocards series. The PD 9365
Analogue Audio Parallel Digital
Board is a stereo A/D converter based
around the UltraAnalog AFE 20048
processor. Audio is sampled at 128x
normal sampling frequency (48 kHz)
and forms 20 bit digital output.
There are no user adjustable controls
although jumper links do allow
changing of the sampling frequency
to 44.1 kHz.

The PD 9356 is a 24 bit parallel to
EBU digital converter. It has two

distribution outputs, a
synchronisation input and access to
status, user and validity bits. The
front of the card has LED indication
of DC power on and a switch to select
signal reference to output.

The last of the three cards is the
PD 9367 AES/EBU to stereo
analogue audio converter. This
converts 20 bit digital audio to

analogue balanced output. There are
four LEDs to indicate operating

state -power on, input signal
presence, signal error and signal
close to failure. The unit is normally
supplied with 48 kHz sampling rate
although 44.1 kHz is available as an
option. All three of the cards fit
within the Drake PD 9000 series
Eurocard frames.
Philip Drake Electronics Ltd, The
Hydeway, Welwyn Garden City,
Herts AL7 3UQ, UK. Tel: 0707 333
866.
USA: Redwood Marketing Inc, PO
Box 270007, Nashville, TN
37227 -0007. Tel: (615) 254 -7400.

Aphex Dominator II
The Aphex Dominator II is a stereo
multiband limiter that has been
designed to cover a wide variety of
applications in recording, broadcast,

mastering and post -production with
the unit being available in two
models -the 720 for general use and
the 723 for broadcast and
transmission applications. The unit is
designed for minimum audibility of
the limiting actions and therefore
greater loudness.
Features include a trimmable peak
ceiling over a 34 dB range,
switchable crossover frequencies and
an automatic limit threshold
function.
The 723 has either 50 or 751.4s pre emphasis after the input circuitry
and before the limiters and
switchable de- emphasis, after the

final limit but before the output
stage. When the de- emphasis circuit
is switched in, the programme signal
remains flat below the threshold and
follows the curve as input rises above
the threshold.
Aphex have also released the Mac
801M software option for the model
800 Studio Clock. This provides
complete control of all functions and
includes extensive Tempo M editing
features, desk accessory and a MIDI
manager on a single disk.

Aphex Systems, 11068 Randall
Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352,
USA. Tel: (818) 767-2929.
UK: Sound Technology plc, 6
Letchworch Business Centre, Avenue
One, Letchworth, Herts SG6 2HR.
Tel: 0462 480000. Fax: 0462 480800.

Toa speakers

Augan optical

Toa's new line of 'Engineered Sound'
loudspeakers includes five
components, a wide range of
loudspeaker systems and three
versions of mounting hardware.
The component line consists of
18 inch and 15 inch ultra -linear
woofers (HLS- 6UL2 -8 and
HLS- 38UL -8), 1.4 inch and 1 inch
compression drivers (HFD- 651 -8/16
and HFD-353) and a 90x40
supertweeter (HT- 371 -8/16).
The loudspeaker line includes two
subwoofers (SW- 46S-UL2 and
SW- 46W-UL2), a 3 -way flying system
(SF-30), a 3 -way arrayable system
(SF-60), a two -cabinet electronically
controlled system (SR-Fl and SR -L1)
and the F-500 /F-600 2 -way systems.
UK: Toa Electronics Ltd, Brentwood,
Essex. Tel: 0277 233882.
USA: Toa Electronics Inc, South San
Francisco, CA. Tel: (415) 588 -2538.

recorders
New Dutch company Augan
Instruments launched a complete
range of optical disk recorder /editors
during the recent LA AES. Currently
there are five different models each
with facilities tailored for a
particular application. All the models

are based around a rackmount unit
containing one or two optical disk
drives and maybe a hard disk
depending on the applications. Each
unit also has the same remote control
panel that handles all the system
functions.
Models available include
Go-oP 204P 4-channel production
recorder /editor, the Go-oP 208AV
8- channel optical recorder for A/V
applications, Go-oP 208C 8- channel
optical system for jingles, Go-oP 204S
4-channel system for commercials and
the Go -oP 204N 4-channel system for
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news applications. Each of the
systems can be expanded with a wide
range of options for printers, monitor

Augan Instruments BV,
Wilhelminastraat 31, 6881 LH
Velp, The Netherlands. Tel: 85

screens, other drives and jukebox
stores, etc.

648966.
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Dynamic Processing
Has Reached A New Peak.
The name Klark- Tèknik has always been synonymous with audio technology at its highest level.
Innovative engineering combined with quality
components ensure products of outstanding
musical purity and durability.
Now, that same commitment has been brought
to dynamic processing. With the new Series 500.
The DN500 is the only two -channel compressor/
limiter /expander that lets you use its processing
functions in any combination with full function
variable knee compression, independent peak
limiting and clipping. Plus a variable ratio expander/
gate for total dynamic control.
Most importantly, it delivers all the clean, quiet
sound quality and reliability you'd expect from
Klark -Teknik.

-

The same high standards are common to all
Series 500 products from the compact DN504
Quad Compressor/Limiter, to the flexible DN510
Dual MIDI Noise Gate and DN514 Quad Auto Gate.
If you're looking for the ultimate in dynamic
processing, visit your local Klark -Teknik dealer
and find out more about the Series 500. Because
at Klark -Teknik, we never set a limit on quality.

-

KLARK LEIC
Klark- Teknik Research limited

Klark Industrial Park. Walter Nash

Road

Kidderminster. Worcestershire UY11
Tel: 0562 741515

7111.

Fax: 0562 745371

Klark- Teknik Electronics Inc
200 Sea Lane. Farmingdale
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NY 11735. USA
Tel: (5161 249 -3680
Fax: (5161 420 -1883

Klark- Teknik (Singaporel

England
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Limited

7500A Beach Road. 05 -305 The Plana
Singapore 0719
Tel: 293 9736
Fax: 293 9738
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In brief

Audio Precision Portable One
Audio Precision have announced the

addition of a portable audio test set
known as the Portable One. This is a
2-channel design with full stereo
measurement capability as well as
dual bargraph displays. The unit has
12 different measurement functions
that are selected by pushing a
button. Audio Precision say that
performance has not been

compromised for size and that it is
also suitable for high quality
henchtop measurements. A captive
protective cover for the front panel is
,il,u available.
Audio Precision, PO Box 2209,
Beaverton, OR 97075 -3070, USA.
Tel: (503) 627-0832.
UK: SSE Marketing, Unit 2, 10
William Road. London NW1 3EN.

to electronic's TC1280 stereo
audio delay line has been updated to
display delay settings in frames as
well as feet, metres or seconds.
AMS have announced the first
update for the AudioFile Plus -the
ability to have eight simultaneous
inputs and 16 outputs. They have
further announced a reduction in
price of AudioFile Plus systems with
storage capacity of 4, 6 and 8 hours
as a result of reductions in the cost of
Winchester storage.
Studio Magnetics have launched
a 2 inch full track replay alignment
tape containing the three commonly
used EQ standards on a single reel of
Ampex 456. The tape contains all the
standard test tones with the most
needed being 90 secs long. Studio
Magnetics (UK) Ltd, Unit 4 Radfords
Field Industrial Estate, Maesbury
Road, Oswestry, Shrops SY10 OHA,
UK. Tel: 0691 670193.
UK company TSC have developed
an Akai compatible 8 Mbyte memory

board for the S1000 /1100 samplers.
Up to four boards can be installed in
each machine giving a maximum
memory of 32 Mbyte. The card is the
TSC8 and TSC will allow a trade in
on redundant 2 Mbyte boards. TSC, 9
Hatton Street, London NW8 8PR,
UK. Tel: 071 -258 3454.
JBL have added a new smaller
model to the Control series of
speakers. The Control Micro is based
around a single 41/2 inch driver unit
offering a claimed output of 60 W
and a frequency range of 100 Hz to
18 kHz. The cabinet is made from
acoustically damped polymer and is
magnetically shielded. The Micro is
available in black and white finishes

with optional wall and ceiling
mounting fixtures.
JBL Professional, 8500 Balboa
Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329.
Tel: (818) 893 -8411.
UK: JBL/Harman, lb Mill Street,
Slough SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.

The Eventide range is now so
flood it's moved some to tears.
Whereas many
processors are

of today's

most popular signal

of Eastern origin, there's one name that stands

out from the crowd. The name is Eventide. American
innovation and design flair have been combined to create

Eventide's H3000 Ultra- Harmonizer range

- an answer to

any audio professional's prayer.
First up, there's the H3000SE that gives you pitch
shift, reverb, delay and other time -based effects

- all with

exemplary l6 -bit audio quality. Spin the control wheel,
choose one

of 200 presets, change a few parameters

- and

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, 73 -75 SCRUBS LANE, LONDON NW!O 6QU

numeric keys. footswitch or MIDI
program change with the transition
time between changing fader settings
being variable from 0 to 25 secs.
All the hardware and software for
the automation is held within the
.113700. The system uses 256 k of
RAM for memory with a 31 inch
floppy disk drive for storing
automation data. Each disk can hold
six titles of realtime data with
alphanumeric titling done by a rotary
dial. Data from the faders and
switches are available at the MIDI
Out socket for use with external
graphic displays with the proper
software although there are no plans
to produce such a unit.
TEAC Corp, 4-15-30,
Shimorenjaku, Mitaka -Shi, Tokyo
181, Japan. Tel: 0422 45-7741.
UK: TEAC. 5 Marlin House, The
Croxlev Centre, Watford, Hells WD1

Tascam M3100 consoles
Tascam have launched the M -3700
series of consoles, an automated
console based on the established
M -3500 series of multitrack recording
systems. The automation allows
control of fader levels, channel.
monitor and aux mutes, and EQ

11I1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111
__

on/off.

The system operates in a choice of
two modes -realtime and snapshot. In

.

,.
..r:::3111;

realtime the automation operates
against SMPTE /EBU timecode
(timecode generator included), MIDI
timecode or MIDI clock. Modes for
Write, Update, Read and Manual
modes can be independently selected
for each channel and group while in
the Write mode the user can specify
faders only, switches only or both. It
is also possible to bypass the fader
VCAs. The snapshot automation
mode allows the storage of all fader
levels and switch status as a single
snapshot with capacity for 99
memories.
The snapshots can be recalled via

AY'A.

Tel: 0923 225235. Fax: 0923

:16290.

USA: TEAC Corporation of America.
7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello, CA
906.10. Tel: (2l3) 726-0303.

you've got the effect you've been looking for. As soon as you

While we're on the subject of broadcast applications, take a

-a unit that takes

try any Ultra- Harmonizer, you'll notice that it doesn't

look at the BD -980 stereo pr fanity delay

sound like any other effects processor. The effects are

the stress out of running phone -ins and live radio shows.

HHB can quickly transform your H3000, giving it

inspiring, different, creative.
Or try the H3000S. The sounds allfeature the same
sparkling audio quality as the H3000SE. 48

the features of any other model in the range.

of them are

taken up by the remarkable Steve
Vai Preset Collection, perhaps the best

We could go on to talk about the

versatile MIDI

H3000B. It provides an impressive
palette of ready-to -use treatments and
sound effects to dramatically

enhance any on -air presentation.
PHONE 081 -960 2144 TELEX 923393 FAX 081 -960 1160. IN SCOTLAND, SOUND CONTROL,

implementation, the
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in formative LCD display and the ease

- but

of programme editing

starting point any musician could imagine.

Many broadcasters choose the

H3000 series'
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that

might be rubbing salt into other
people's wounds. So call HHB for a
demonstration, and you'll understand

why there are afew tears being

shed in the East.
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FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSOLE AUTOMATION

OPT FOR

OPTIFILE
(over 200 others have)
Optifile 3D is a pro smpte system that can
easily be fitted to any mixing console.
It is very user friendly: ask Marcus Studios,
Steve Levine or Dave Gilmour and of course its competitively priced.
Call the Home Service or your local dealer
for more information.
Smpte driven.

Over 200 existing Optifile users.
THE standard for desk manufacturers.

Very user friendly with full colour graphics

For music, A/V, broadcast & theatre.
Uses existing faders and mutes

MANUFACTURED BY AD SYSTEMS, INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATION:
THE HOME SERVICE
Unit 2. 10 William Road. London NW1 3EN. Tel: 071 388 1820. Fax:
071
388 0339
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Australia Greater Union Village Technology - (02) 550 54 88 Belgium :
EML - (011) 41 52 78
France : AD Système - (1) 42 53 31 18 Hong Kong : Audio Consultants
Co Ltd - (852) 351 36 28
Italy : Audio Palombi - (02) 254 07 21 Malaysia : Meteor Sound & Lighting
Norway : Audiotron A/S - (02) 35 20 96 Switzerland : Decibel SA - 021/921 Systems - (03) 291 65 59
75 93
Sweden : Soundtrade AB - (08) 730 04 00 Spain : Rafael Campos Royo (03) 675 50 11
Singapore: Swee Lee Co. - 336 78 86 UK : Studio Timeline
081 994 44 33
Venezuela : Acoustilab - (02) 987 48 45 W.Germany : Mega - Audio
- (067) 21 26 36
:
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Roland Studio M
Roland's MV30 Studio M combines a
30-note eight-part multitimbral
RS -PCM sound source with a 16 -track
sequencer in a small powerful, yet
eminently accessible package. Eight
tracks of the sequencer, which is
operated by tape transport type
controls, are dedicated to the internal
sounds leaving the rest free for
external synths. Data can be edited,
including systex, and the unit's
31/2 inch storage is standard MIDI file
compatible. Internal sounds can be
added via ROM card and treated by

Akai 51100
As a development of the 51000 stereo

sampler, Akai have announced the
S1100 with built -in SMPTE
reader/generator and cue list
programming. The unit, which is
outwardly very similar to the S1000,
contains a realtime DSP and will,
with the release of Version 2.0
software, be capable of recording
direct to 650 Mbyte magneto optical
disk.

Zeta Mirror 6
Heralded by many in the know as
the last word in MIDI guitar
controllers, Zeta's Mirror 6 gets
about as close as any manufacturer
has to squeezing the most down the
5 -pin DIN while compromising the
player's technique the least. Based
around a rather pleasant fully
featured and functional solid bodied
electric and available in two
versions-the Standard with EMG
Select pickups and the Deluxe with
EMGs and Kahler trem -the Mirror 6
combines fret scanning and pitch
extraction with picked envelope
triggering. Consequently the
company claims a 1 ms MIDI trigger
time and response is certainly
consistent throughout the neck.
The guitar is connected by multipin
to a lU controller unit, which in turn
communicates via MIDI to a synth.
The controller can also blend the
guitar pickup output with that of the
synth and this surfaces on the guitar
front in the shape of a pot. Other
controls include a 3-way selector for
optimising scanner performance for
chord, lead or neck tapping styles.
The beauty of the arrangement is the
level of custom adjustment that is
available to the player allowing very
fine tapering of sensitivity and

response across MIDI for an
individual's technique. This results in
a guitar controller that feels as if it's
in control.
MIDI modes supported are Multiple
Mono and Poly, the former putting
some constraints on the type of synth
that can run with the Zeta.
Essentially the company have set
about installing as full a MIDI
implementation as can be found on a
guitar controller -and they all work.
A brief mention of some of the
highlights would have to include the
use of the whammy bar and a soft knob on the guitar front as MIDI
continuous controllers, the ability to
place a phantom capo and still play
below it, the alternate tuning of each
string's synth and the sheer speed
and ease with which the whole
system responds.
Guitarists who over the years have
lost interest in the quest for a MIDI
guitar controller because of the

inadequate and downright bizarre
nature of the systems on offer could
have reason to celebrate. The Mirror
6 works.

Zeta Music Systems, 2230
Livingstone Street, Oakland, CA
94606, USA. Tel: (415) 261.1702.
UK: Harbour Town Distribution, 71
Thornton Road, Manchester M14
7NU. Tel: 061 -225 5647.

Sampling is

16

bit linear, phase

built-in effects. Interestingly, the
MV30 allows the user to alter the
levels, pan connected synths via front
panel sliders and store these
movements into memory along with
the sequence data. The system is
enhanced by the inclusion of a large
LCD with associated alphadial,
keypad and dedicated function
buttons. Capacity is 50,000 steps
with 446 resolution.
UK: Roland, West Cross Centre,
Brentford, Middx TW8 9EZ. Tel:
081 -847 1528.

USA: Roland Corp, 7200 Dominion
Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040. Tel:
(213) 685 -5141.

locked stereo at 44.1 and 22.05 kHz
with standard memory of 2 Mbyte
expandable to 32 Mbyte. SCSI port is
standard as is a digital port and the
51100 comes with built in digital
effects for reverb, chorus, pitch shift
and delay storable in 50 presets.
UK: Akai Professional, Middx. Tel:
081 -897 6388.
USA: Akai Professional, Fort Worth,
Texas. Tel: (817) 336-5114.

Studio Sound's Music News is
compiled by Zenon Schoepe

created. A complete score can now be
printed, the order of parts can be
changed in score edit and the display
auto quantise function has been
C -Lab's CreatorNotator Version
improved. Rests can now be deleted,
3.0 is out. The manuals have been
enharmonic shift is possible, scroll
completely rewritten and include a
bars change the active staff in Score
cross -referenced index. New Creator
features include an interactive editor Edit, program and volume columns
called Hyper Edit, an enhanced RMG are available in the Track List and
the sequencer now features an
page with fader groupings and
improved analytic quantise function.
Adaptive Groove, which recognises
Updated replacement documentation
rhythmical structures and auto
completes the package.
corrects accordingly. A Macro
New for Yamaha's SY77 synth is
function permits complex mouse
Steinberg's Synthworks SY77
movements to be replaced by a
editor/librarian, which features a
keystroke.
Notator enhancements include Page DX7/TX7/DX71I /TX81 Z sound
translator for transferring sounds
preview for viewing and editing
into SY77 equivalents. The graphics
pages prior to printout, a disk of
orientated package operates with pull
down -loadable fonts, cue notes,
down menus, includes a sequencer,
diatonic insert, MIDI meaning of
MIDI rechannelisation, micro tune
accents and staccato, and tuplets.
editor, an on-screen keyboard and
Version 2.0 software for Roland's
5770 sampler offers improved sample several methods of data entry. Disks
are interchangeable between Atari
wave editing and digital processing
and SY77 drives.
capabilities, expanded stereo
JL Cooper have released a remote
resampling options, greater file
editor/librarian for the Synapse MIDI
sorting and management efficiency,
patchbay/processor, which permits
eight individual outputs and
naming of inputs, outputs and
increased operating ease.
presets. Routing is controlled via popSteinberg's Cubase Version 2.0
features an Interactive Phrase
up menus and all Synapse functions,
such as filtering, zoning, transposing
Synthesiser, which allows different
and patch mapping, are accessible.
versions of existing music to be

Software
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CONSULTANTS

WHO NEEDS THEM?

started the second
Russian Revolution there was (and
perhaps still is) a group of people
known as Kremlin Watchers, whose
task was to read between the lines of the reports
in Pravda or the communiques of party
conferences. All of these, to the uninitiated,
contained the same bland statements that in
all yourself or to take professional advice. It
effect meant everything that had been done in the
amazes me how many people decide to be their
past was good and the future would be even
own acoustic designer. Is it really likely that
better. A careful study of the choice of words and
someone who hasn't studied the subject and has
phrasing would reveal, however, the victories and
never done it before is going to get it right first
defeats of the various groupings in the party
time? Would you design your own motor car
caucus.
including suspension, brakes and steering and
We have some of the same in our own press, a
then drive it without having anything checked by
'full and frank exchange of views' means a
a professional?
blazing row with no possibility of agreement on
Of course, any room with a microphone in it can
anything, 'a close watch will be kept on the
be called a studio and any room with a pair of
matter' means it will be forgotten immediately.
speakers is a control room but they will be
In the recording world when we read a report of
bitches to work in unless luck and chance
a studio and the manager says 'we did our own
combine to give a passable sound. A good studio
acoustic design and we got Fred Smith of FS
design will immediately show itself by the relaxed
Acoustics to do the fine tuning and we're really
feel when working in it, the ease with which you
happy with the result'
we should read, 'we did
our own acoustic design
to save money, but it
was a total disaster, so
we asked Fred Smith to
help us out. He said we
should rip it all out and
start from scratch, but
we couldn't afford to, so
after a lot of pleading he
did the best he could. If
we make enough money
we hope to be able to
tackle it properly in
about 2 years.'
There are also the
unreported feelings of
Fred Smith, "I wish my
name wasn't associated
with this job, it was a
rescue mission but it
filled in some time
between decent studio
contracts."
It is unfortunately true
that studio construction
or reconstruction projects
often do not run as
smoothly as they could,
costs get out of control
and schedules become
meaningless, with the
final result sometimes
falling short of
expectations.
Suppose you have
decided to build a studio,
or perhaps you already
have one and you want
Two extreme examples of building suitability are cinemas, which
to refurbish it. The first
the other end of the scale, there is a wood clad building
decision is whether to do it
Before Mr Gorbachev

Sean Davies points
out some pitfalls of
studio design

...
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can get a good sound and the feeling of confidence
that a mix made in the control room will sound
good anywhere. Such characteristics are reducible
to reverberation patterns, angles of surfaces,
treatment materials, etc, but it takes a lot of
accumulated experience to be able to predict the
behaviour of a design, and it is this intangible
commodity that a client pays for when he consults

an acoustic designer.
In case you are thinking this is a PR exercise
on behalf of acoustic designers I will readily
admit that recording studio design is a very
young discipline and we are still not at the top of
the learning curve. Also, the needs of the
recording engineer are changing rapidly. For
instance there are many control rooms big enough
for the engineer and two or three other people but
you will find two synthesisers wedged between
the back of the desk and the monitor speakers.
Again, since the introduction of digital recording
and domestic CDs the presence of tape
mechanisms, cooling fans, etc, in the control room
raises the noise floor above that of a quiet
domestic room: the
record buyer can hear
more than the engineer.
Part of the problem is
that a building, or an
internal construction
will be expected to last
for 7 to 10 years as
opposed to the mixing
desk /tape machine,
which might be replaced
in 4 to 8 years.
Classic acoustic design
relating to concert halls
and large auditoriums
has little relevance to
recording studios, you
cannot scale down the
dimensions of, say, the
Grosse

Musikvereinshalle in
Vienna and expect a
good studio because the
wavelengths of sound do
not scale down.

are ideal. While at

Electronically produced
music, whether from an
instrument or a
computer can produce
very high energy levels
from about 30 Hz
upwards: you might take
a look at the spec sheets
of general purpose
acoustic treatment
materials-they nearly
all stop at 125 Hz. All
this means that studio
designers have had to
develop a new branch of
acoustics with new rules
and new materials.

SEEPORT

FOR
AUDIO ADVICE
THAT ISN'T
OFF
THE SHELF

THE PORTABLE
AUDIO MIXER
There has never been anything like it!

YOU NEED IT!

Includes
variety of
features for
radio, TV,
film and
video.
a

LONDON BOROUGH OF

ISLINGTON,'

-RITANNIA

ROW
Broadcast
SEEM
Telecommunication
RUOIOR/5
Audio/Video

JPA.Box 115
N-1380 HEGGEDAL, Norway
TAI.: +47 2 79 77 30
Fax: +47 2 79 61 54,Telex 79 207 SA N
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SALES

Call us for effective advice in music
recording, broadcast, sound reinforcement
systems and installations.

Telephone: 071 -226 1226 Fax: 071 -226 5396

-

BRITANNIA ROW SALES LTD. 35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N1 8QH

HEAR AGAIN

The Koss Studio Pro's

Studio and broadcast professionals have long preferred the full
frequency, deep bass sound of Koss' professional headphones.
Foam -filled Pneumalite earcushions provide a tight seal that totally
isolates the listener from distracting outside sounds and irritating
feedback. Reliable, durable and with outstanding sound quality the
Studio Pros represent the finest in Koss headphone design.

PRO /4AA
Brought back by popular demand, the PRO /4AA has
been preferred by professional music lovers for
years. Using an oversized diaphragm and I" voice
coil, the PRO /4AA delivers an extended range with
outstanding sensitivity for precision monitoring.

PRO /450
is Koss' latest contribution to the
studio recording industry A unique dual element
dynamic driver delivers extended low frequency, full
midrange and outstanding treble clarity and a special
multi-pivoting shell design provides greater
flexibility and maximum comfort, whether you're in
the studio or at home.

The PRO /450

-

K O SS

HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N78EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717
SS

To.

Name

1290

International, 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Please send me full details on Koss Studio Pro Headphones.
Address

Post Code
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Choosing the

other end of the scale, is

building

So you want a studio built: you may

already have

a building, either owned or leased, or you may be
looking for one, or you may have a piece of land
and be prepared to build from the ground up. This
last option is the most cost effective in the long
term because every pound you spend is going
where you want it, ie you are not adapting a
building designed for another purpose. However,
the high initial cost of building from scratch
removes it from the options list for many people.

If you are adapting an existing building you don't
want to spend too much money making it suitable
for housing a studio, this money comes out of the
total budget so reduces the amount available for
equipment, etc. Two extreme examples of building
suitability are cinemas, ideal because they are
solidly built, have no windows to be blocked up or
overglazed, have a large unobstructed area and
generous ceiling height and usually a very solid
floor, which can take heavy loading, and at the

Do You
Know

these
terms?

a woodclad building with
many windows, steel roof trusses supporting a
corrugated iron or similar lightweight industrial
roofing and a timber floor on domestic -type joists
over a cellar. Acoustic isolation in this last
building is virtually non -existent, so whatever you
pay in purchase or rental is really only getting
you a piece of land but probably without the
freedom to build what you really want.
This is the best time to bring in your acoustic
consultant, right at the beginning. Most
consultants will give one local visit free but don't
expect him to view several properties at no
charge, you are after all using his expertise and
time.

Selecting
consultants
OK first things first. If you are a producer and/or
musician you will probably visit quite a few
studios and you will know the type that suits you

Standard Monitor

a reference loudspeaker system for
the mixing and mastering of recorded music.

a reference from which qualitative
judgements can be made.

Tracks (noun) channels on a multi-track
recorder (verb) accurately reproduces the audio
qualities of another transducer.

Monitor Standardm- a close -field recording
monitor system from RADIAN. The only one
which accurately tracks large recording monitors.

What does all
this mean?
RADIAN's new MM -8 Systems are
the only close -field monitors to
utilize full-sized compression drivers.
RADIAN's new MM-8 Systems

offices.

reproduce explosive transients
with clarity and ease.
No more distortion or break -up from
fragile domes and cone tweeters.

If the project involves no more than the internal
reconstruction of an existing studio, or making a
studio in a suitably prepared building, then you
probably don't need an architect. However, if
structural work is involved, planning permission
required, or the studio is to be in a listed
building, then I strongly suggest you employ one.
There are two main advantages: 1) fully qualified
architect with 'RIBA' after his name is able to
take out an insurance policy with unlimited
liability -no one else can do this; local authorities
are used to dealing with architects so planning
permission, etc, should go more smoothly. If your
project is outside the UK but you are using a
British -based designer, then a local architect is
invaluable for sorting out the necessary statutory
work, let alone producing a building specification
in the builders' own language.
Here arises a potential problem area:
architectural courses do not include humility in
the syllabus, although some students learn it
themselves. Neither is this quality always found
in acoustic designers. The architect may feel they
spent a lot of years and hard work to get a

RADIAN's new MM-8 Systems
provide coherent, point-source

Model MM-8

sound for superior stereo imaging.

RADIAN's new MM-8 Systems eliminate the "sweet spot." Their ultra wide-angle (120 °)
dispersion delivers the same tonal balance to everyone seated at the console.

Call, Write or Fax for Detailed Information
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best. It shouldn't be difficult to find out who
designed your favourite. You probably know one
or two freelance engineers and you can elicit their
opinions on which studios they like to work in.
Don't bother to ask a studio owner or manager if
he's happy with his studio's design: who would
admit to having bad acoustics?
This is the point to get one thing clear, the
most important aspect of a studio design is the
acoustic performance. This may seem like stating
the obvious, but it is easy for the client to get
carried away with decor, the reception area, the
recreational facilities, etc. These are important
but if any of them take priority over the acoustics
then there will be a lot of impressed visitors who
will not re -book.
Now for the most important single question in
studio building, do you have a clear idea of what
you want? It doesn't matter if you don't, provided
you tell your designer and allow time for
discussion and sketch plans. A certain recipe for
trouble is to give the designer a close deadline
allied with a tight budget, then after work has
started, come out with a dreaded line such as 'I
think maybe we should make the isolation booth
a bit bigger,' or 'I think we'll put a programming
suite on top of it next year,' or even 'I've decided
to go for another eight inputs on the desk, which
means it won't fit in the control room.'
Our industry is known for the laid back way we
do business but this can cause havoc where bricks
and mortar are concerned and the client thought
he was getting something different from what he
sees. Obviously, you will at the very least want
some idea what the finished job will look like,
and here comes one of the first common problems:
most designers will have plan and elevation
drawings prepared to normal building
requirements, eg site survey, existing structure,
new works (at a scale of 1:100 or 1:50) and detail
sections at 1:20. If you are not familiar with
architects' drawings then it may be difficult to
visualise the final appearance of the project. Ask
for a set of perspectives, they will cost a bit more
but you can get a much better idea of the feel of
the place.
Do you need an architect? Isn't the designer
already an architect? The answer to the second
question is probably no. In spite of the long and
rigorous training an architect has to undergo,
they are unlikely to have been given more than
the classic concert hall acoustic theory already
referred to plus acoustics of dwelling places and
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time and effort to make that knowledge and

At last, a guide

that caters for
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experience available on a much broader scale.
In sixty full -colour pages, we've produced the

and capable of performing effectively in demanding
professional environments.

And while you'll find us

definitive guide to the best and most popular choices
in professional audio and video equipment.
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specification

details, the HHB Selective Guide is certainly a great

On a worldwide basis, HHB is continually.

deal more than a mere product catalogue. It's the

researching thousands of products from hundreds of

essential reference source for anyone working with
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professional audio and video technology.
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recognised professional
qualification and are not
going to play second
fiddle to some knob twiddling hippy who
thinks he invented
sound. While the
designer feels it is an
acoustic project and is
not going to surrender
control to someone
whose knowledge of
acoustics stops at
Sabine's formula,
however many letters
he's got after his name.
If, as the client, you
already have an
architect in mind, sound
him out on his attitude
to working as part of a
team with a designer.
Very often an acoustic
designer will already
have established a good
working relationship
with an architect so the
conflict would not arise.

recommend the least
costly way of meeting
the requirements.
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Planning

give an idea based on
previous jobs but there

permission

Part of the problem is the belief that once you have contacted the Fire Officer
you will be forced to provide many exit doors, steel staircases, smoke detectors
'Statutory Requirements'. and a bucket of sand in every toilet

What are these? As far
as Britain is concerned there are four main areas:
planning permission; building control; change of
use; fire regulations. This is not a definitive
statement, just an outline guide. Electrical
installations are also covered by statutory
requirements but if you employ a competent firm
of electricians they will take care of these.
Do you need planning permission? Perhaps.
Suppose you are a musician and you want to put
a piano in a room in your house so that you can
write music and/or practice, you do not need
planning permission, or any other permission for
that matter. Maybe the piano is electric, perhaps
a synth, and maybe you also have a tape machine
and a mixing desk. Still OK. So you get some
musician friends in to help finish off some tracks,
still OK as long as they don't make too much
noise. Now suppose your friends like your place
and ask 'Can we come in and do some things
ourselves? We'll fix up some kind of money, or
maybe you'd like some points on the album.' Not
OK, it is now a commercial studio, and you need
planning permission.
There was a time when the term 'Recording
Studio' was like a red rag to a bull when it came
to some councils. Nowadays things are a bit more
reasonable. The main concern that the planning
committee will have is whether the proposed
studio will cause a nuisance to neighbours and /or
damage the environment. A good set of drawings,
together with adequate information about steps
taken to soundproof the building(s) and answers to
such questions as how much traffic would be
generated and what parking facilities would be
created will help. The council would also circulate
your neighbours with a questionnaire. It's better
that they should know about your plans
beforehand, so get to know them and reassure
them.
If the project involves structural work (eg
knocking out a floor, putting up new supports for
internal walls, floors, etc) then you will need
26
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What will it cost and
how can you be sure it
really will be the cost,
not half of it?
So often a prospective
client will come along
and say 'I want to build
a studio, I've got a
budget of £/$x,000'. Well,
OK, you've got to start
somewhere but the
client's budget figure is
usually based on how
much he can borrow less
the cost of the gear he
has already decided on.
The only proper way to
estimate the cost of a
studio project is to do
the design, then get a
quantity surveyor's or a
builder's estimate. The
designer may be able to

building control approval. This is given by the
District Surveyor. He is only interested in the
safety of the proposed works, plus some other
factors such as any changes to drain runs or such.
A set of drawings supported by the calculations of
a qualified structural engineer will be what he
wants, and provided these are in order there
should be no problem in getting approval. In any
case, safety is in your interest as well, isn't it?
Suppose you are taking over a commercial
building, maybe a shop or offices. You shouldn't
need planning permission because it is already a
commercial property but you may need permission
to change its use. There may be some difficulty if
you want to convert a shop as some councils don't
like blocked off windows in a row of shops but
there should not be much difficulty otherwise.
In spite of the low popularity of self immolation
it's amazing how many people would rather put
up with a death trap than check on the fire
regulations. Part of the problem is the belief that
once you have contacted the Fire Officer you will
be forced to provide four exit doors in each room,
five steel staircases to the next three buildings, a
smoke detector system that sets off high pressure
sprinklers every time somebody lights up a
cigarette and, of course, a bucket of sand in every
toilet. Not all of this is true. Even the Fire

Brigade admit that the Fire Regulations are 'a bit
complicated' but the basic points are: if you are
running a commercial business you are legally
bound to provide adequate means of escape for
those using the building (or part of it) in case of
fire, also to provide adequate means of fighting a
fire. (Fire Precautions Act, Section 9A.) This
obligation covers both employees and customers.
In addition a Fire Certificate is required if there
are more than 20 people in the building or more
than 10 people on any floor other than the ground
floor. Your local Fire Prevention Officer is himself
under a legal obligation to give you (or your
agent such as the designer) free advice, also to

are so many variables
that each design has to
be treated individually.
As a client, don't take
designer's off-the-cuff figure as a binding estimate.
As far as a notional budget is concerned,
deciding the figure beforehand and making that
the absolute limit, is like going into a showroom
and saying to the salesman 'I have a budget of
£1,000, I want a new car.' Or to quote a
colleague, 'he's trying to build a studio for what it
doesn't cost.'
Unfortunately, some designers feel they should
try to do the job within the client's unrealistic
budget because if they don't, someone else will do
an admittedly bodged job, but get another name
on his client list and the attendant publicity.
Perhaps the biggest single cost factor in the
early stages is the decision whether or not to float
the structure. This means building a room within
a room, so that there is no solid connection
between the studio (or control room) and the
outside world. Floating is the only sure way of
preventing the low frequencies from travelling
into adjacent buildings. If your studio is to be
situated near residential buildings it is almost
essential to float it, unless the monitor speaker
power is severely restricted. If you are considering
speech recording, or quiet acoustic instruments,
then you will need to float in order to keep
disturbances out, unless it is in a very quiet rural
area.
There are two main ways of costing a job:
design and build; competitive tender.
In the first, the client gets an all- inclusive
figure from the designer, which covers all design
work, drawings and the construction down to
surface finishes. It may also include power wiring
and sometimes audio wiring.
In the second approach the designer quotes for
the design work and a full set of working
drawings, with possibly a Bill of Quantities (this
is a breakdown of the work into stages with man hours and materials laid out) produced by a
quantity surveyor, who may also be asked to put
an estimated figure against each stage. Copies of
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THE PLUS POINT

During the 1980's, one hard disc
recorder both established and dominated
the market - AMS AudioFile'."
AMS now announce AudioFile PLUS'M
as part of a continuing policy of
upgrades that take AudioFile into the
90's and beyond.
With a transfer of operating software
to the latest technology 32 bit,
transputer platform,
4 Megabyte
AudioFile PLUS'" offers yet faster
to
the
ability
and
operation
accommodate a range of major new
features - further distancing AudioFile
from other disc based recorders.

1

Extended System Architecture also
provides for 8 simultaneous inputs/
outputs, in analogue and /or several
digital formats.
Whether you have yet to make up
your mind about hard disc recording or
you already own an AudioFile, you'll
find it comforting to learn that this
system upgrade is once again available
for all existing AudioFiles.

s

rr p`J
4- auDIoFILEO
Setting the pace for hard disc recording
AMS Industries plc
Billington Road, Burnley,

Lancs, BB11 SES, UK
Tel: (0282) 57011 Fax: (0282) 39542
AMS London: (01) 7223925

New York: (212) 586 73
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AMS USA: (707) 7624840

Chicago: (312) 527 4569

MACRO REFERENCE_
FOR INCOMPARABLE SOUND_
The sound is incredibly transparent,

unbelievably true. It's as

incredibly natural. Crown has also

Digitally ready with

a

dynamic range

enhanced ODEP'" (Output Device

that approaches the environment in

experiencing a live performance. Yet,

Emulator Protection) circuitry for

which we live, Macro Reference will be

the sound is a result of Crown's newest

the industry Reference for years to

technological achievement. Macro

Reference, creating precise transfer
function (monitored by IOC ") and

Reference. A 20 bit amplification

thereby accurate control of the music

Reference to truly appreciate it. Visit

system with the essence of 20 bit digital

signal within the amplifier.

your Crown dealer today. Comparing

if

you were

sound.
Reference is the ultimately damped,

come. But you must experience Macro

To assure that Reference can function

high excursion amplifier. A dual velocity

supply was designed around an

feedback system enables Reference to
take its low frequency damping range to

advanced toroid which nearly eliminates

excess of 20,000. This makes low -

revolutionary convection cooling system
with computerized, proportional fan

in

end response tight, well- defined and

apples to apples, there is no comparison.

under exacting requirements, its power

Crown. Guaranteed Excellence.
Crown International, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1000
Elkhart, Indiana 46515 -1000 U.S.A.
Telephone: 219/294-8000
Toll -Free: 800/535 -6289

electromagnetic interference. And its

assist prevents thermal overload in
high- demand situations. This makes

Reference quiet enough to use in even
the most discriminating environment.
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the Bill of Quantities (without the estimates!) are
then given to as many builders as the client
wants to consider for the job, and the builder will
return the document with his estimates. If a
quote is either way up or way down in the QS's
estimate you can see where the builder is cutting
corners or loading it a bit too much.
Although the competitive tender is a standard
method in the building industry, studio
construction is a very specialised form of building,
and a builder new to the work may be a bit
frightened by the odd angles of walls and ceilings,
and the awkward collisions of surfaces, etc, so he
may quote a bit high to cover himself. It may be
better to allow the designer to suggest a building
firm familiar with studio work.
From the client's point of view the design and
build format is convenient. There's only one
backside to kick and the buck cannot be passed.
For a new building from the ground up it has
advantages but my own view (which may not be
shared by other designers) is that on the
conversion type of job there can arise a conflict of
interest. There are always unexpected snags on a
conversion, the original drawings (if any) may not
be accurate, or the original builders may not have
kept to them. A simple looking thing like a drain
pipe where it wasn't expected, or a doorway that
has to be moved can cause £500 to £1,000 extra
expense. If the designer is also the main
contractor and the client has driven a hard
bargain on the overall price, then the extra
expense has to come from somewhere, either the
designer's fees or the constructional cost. There is
thus a temptation to ease up on part of the
building spec to preserve what was probably not a
wonderful margin in the first place.
If you need to make money from your studio,
then you will obviously hope to see it full as
much of the time as possible, so don't skimp on
the air conditioning. A split system (where the air
handling unit with the fan is in the room) may be
cheaper to install but if work has to stop while a
noisy unit clears the air your studio will get a
very tacky image, however good the gear and
acoustics.
From the designer's point of view there are
certain types of job that are best avoided. If the
prospective client makes a big deal of the kudos
and wonderful publicity that will result from the
project, he probably hasn't got the money to pay
the first invoice. If a client says `I've done the
design myself but I'd just like you to cast an eye
over my drawings' he's trying to get a design job
for one day's pay. If he's an overnight star who
wants his own studio, insist on meeting his
manager and/or accountant to see if anybody is
controlling his spending, or he's likely to run out
of money halfway through the project.

Schedules
Naturally, every client wants the studio up and
running in the shortest possible time. If money
has been borrowed then the interest is already
being charged before the builders arrive. Very
often, this aspect of financial planning is
overlooked, or `guesstimated' without reference to
a designer or builder. The result is a cash flow
crisis before the studio opens. It is also one of the
causes of a client saying to the designer `it has to
be finished by this date'. With due respect, that's
a very stupid way to approach a job. Unless the
client is a qualified designer, draughtsman and
builder, how can he judge if his imperative
timescale is practical? There will be variables on
each job that can affect the timescale, such as

access to the site (parking restrictions), a place for
a skip, delivery times on specialised materials,
arrangements for demolition of existing structures
(maybe there is another studio in the building
and you don't want to have to close it down, or
perhaps the waste from the demolition has to be
bagged and carried offsite to minimise dust and
dirt in the rest of the building).
Here, then is a suggested procedure for a
smooth-running project: 1) once you have decided
you want to build a studio, choose a designer, 2)
set aside enough money to pay the designer to
investigate buildings and/or produce a feasibility
study or outline sketch plan, 3) get a rough figure
for the constructional costs plus all other fees, add
a bit for contingency (say 15%), get a rough idea
of the timescale involved, allow the designer
and /or architect to sound out the situation re
statutory requirements, 4) get your accountant to
draw up a plan separating working capital from
constructional costs and allowing for stage

payments as agreed with the designer/builders, 5)
once the financial package is agreed, get down to
the detail design matters with the designer.
Remember that if there is a long delay in getting
your finance arranged the designer or chosen
builder might have had to take on another job,
they also have bills to pay. You can avoid this by
putting them on a retainer.
All that I've said can be summed up in one
word: enthusiasm. A good acoustic designer (like a
good recording engineer) is obsessed with getting
a better sound and it would be nice if the bills got
paid meanwhile. If everybody on a studio job feels
that there is a real interest in getting a good
result then both the quality and speed of work
will benefit. If, on the other hand, the client tries
to be clever and save a few pounds by being
tricky, or changing his mind after the job has
started, then both designer and workforce will be
anxious to gef off the job as soon as possible with
inevitable consequences.

Said vs. Otan
24-track Replacement Heads:
You'll Like the Difference.
Otari's own MTR -90 record and
playback heads are excelLnt.
Proven Permaaoy cores and
shields. Clean response with low
crosstalk. Trot_blefree

Just like Ours.
In fact, we guarantee to deliver
the same mechanical and
performance specs to
your 100% satisfaction,
or your money back.

1

So why change to Saki

ANN

when replacement tine
comes? Because our
Made in U.S.A. heads
are priced significantly less
than Otari, anc we offer
immediate delivery from =lock.
Ours vs. theirs-the differenc is worth a closer look.
Call us now for all the de-,ails.

SAKI
SAKI MAGNETICS, INC.
26600 Agoura Road, Calabasas, California 91302
Fax (818) 880 -6242
Phone: (818) 880 -4054
Telex 2 -4546
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NOISE OEVES
LIVING WITH THE REGULATIONS
UK recording studios have functioned
since January 1990 under the Health &
Safety at Work legislation's restrictions
on noise levels over time. Our articles
earlier this year reasoned that levels
under the EEC directive were set too
low. In this article Stephen Court of
Court Acoustics looks at the
neurological and psychoacoustic aspects
of sound levels and why nothing is as
straightforward as it once seemed
attempt to legislate over sound
levels is hazardous, if only that, unlike
industrial sounds, music is so
subjective. There are no established
measurement parameters, simply because music is
aperiodic and transient. More to the point,
measured sound is very different from perceived
sound.
Audio spectrum analysis has shown us that
what the microphone interprets is quite different
from what our ears interpret, and although we
still have a lot to learn about our ear/brain
system, several factors confound any real attempt
to establish guide parameters in sound levels.
In order to appreciate just how we hear these
sounds, it is important to understand how the
hearing mechanism works. Sound waves arriving
at the outer ear are converted by the tympanic
Any

membrane -the eardrum -to mechanical energy,
which passes on to the bony stirrup mechanism in
the middle ear. The bone structure in the middle

ear then passes the mechanical information
through the oval window in the cochlea, where
the basilar membrane through a matrix of hair
cells, converts the mechanical energy into
electrical information for passing to the brain.
The basilar membrane is the acoustic equivalent
of the retina. Instead of rod and cone cells
converting photon energy into electrical impulses,
the minute and delicate hair cells act as
transducers converting acoustic energy or
vibration into electrical impulses. As well as
passing information to the upper (intelligent) and
lower (reactive) centres of the brain, they also
connect to the hypothalamus in the brain stem.
This is a very important connection since it not
only allows sound to control our emotions and
responses, but due to the efferent nerves
(feedback) from all parts of the brain to the ear, it
also gives us control over how we react to sounds.
These hair cells, respond to the frequency and
amplitude of sound and like the rest of our nerve
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cells, and unlike all our body cells, do not
regenerate once they are damaged or destroyed.
Prolonged exposure to high sound pressure levels
damages these delicate hair cells, and causes a
temporary threshold shift in our hearing.
Continued exposure to high sound levels destroys
the hair cells providing a permanent threshold
shift, that is permanent hearing damage.
Over the past 20 years several attempts have
been made to establish a maximum sound
pressure level to prevent hearing damage. The
ceiling has varied from 80 dB to 95 dB depending
on which local or government authority was

undertaking the tests, and generally, the
maximum safe limit has been on the conservative
side, one assumes in order to cover those
instigating the final figures.
For every official paper on restricting noise
levels, there are just as many consultants and
noise specialists who have based their work
almost entirely on subjective measurements with
conventional sound level equipment. There are
countless references in medical and professional
journals where virtually no reference is made to
the nature of the noise in terms of its structure
and our response to it.
The newest paper issued by the Health and
Safety Executive established these levels as
85 dBA over a normal working period, with
maximums of 90 dBA.
The problem with all these figures is that they
are obtained under laboratory conditions using
conventional sound pressure level measuring
equipment.
The latter usually comprise calibration
microphones read with moving coil meters, which
lack the sophistication of the hearing mechanism,
and ballistically are quite different from our ears.
Especially, the meters used in assessing hearing
levels, have a finite rise time, and give no
indication of the nature of the sound they are
measuring. A sinusoidal waveform -a pure tone
reads virtually the same as squarewave or
complex musical waveform and yet to the ear
these are very different signals.
Fig 1 shows three different Automatic Volume
Control systems (AVCs). The first, the tensor
tympani, is an ' electro- mechanical' device, which
alters the compliance of the eardrum. As sound
levels increase, the TI' reflex reduces the
compliance of the eardrum and so reduces its
sensitivity to sound. Although its rise time is
finite, it can often be heard as a `popping' in the
ear under high sound level conditions.
The second AVC mechanism is the stapedius
reflex. This is a very interesting form of gain
control as it appears to be frequency conscious.
The vibrating stapedius rests on the oval window
of the cochlea. Its displacement is proportional to
the amplitude of the incoming sound, and is
greater at low frequencies since there is more
energy at the lower end of the spectrum.
As the sound level or amount of low frequency
information increases, in order to prevent over displacement of the oval window, the stapes
`twists' on its axis thus reducing the effective
sound transmission into the cochlea. This works
perfectly well on natural sounds since the balance
of level between low, mid and high frequencies is
virtually constant. This balance is explained later
but in man -made sounds where the relative levels
of bass, mid range and high frequencies are very
different from natural sounds, these automatic
gain controls can be defeated. For example, if the
bass content from broad band signals is removed
or the mid range content is disproportionally
high, the stapedius reflex is `fooled' into thinking
the overall sound level has been reduced. This is
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MICROPHONE
TECHNOLOGY
Developed from the C41 4, one of the most highly rated studio micrcphones of all time by very many engineers the C414B-ULS incorporates
the electronics of the successful AKG C460 pre -amp, to set a new standcrc
in low noise

-

high effec'ency studio microphones.

Because of the digital age specification, coupled with the four selectable

polar patterns, and switchable pre -attenuation and bass roll -oF, the
C414B

-

ULS has an

extraordinary wide ran !e of uses for vocal and

instrumental recordings and on stage performance.

A significant variation of the C414B -ULS
less version

is

the C414B -TL, a transforme-

-

which some engineers prefer, for its powerful low end repro-

duction
In

either configuratior the C41 4 proves yet again that AKG ead the way

ir microphone sound engineering.
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FIG 2: Measurement comparisons using calibration mics in various environments
over a hour period
1

very obvious in discotheques for example, where
the loudspeakers have insufficient low frequency
performance, such as small or ceiling -mounted
enclosures. Since the excitement in music is
caused mainly by the low frequency content,
absence of sufficient bass from inadequate
loudspeakers is compensated by the disc jockey
simply turning up the volume until sufficient bass
is obtained. At which time the mid range is
overdriven into very high distortion and the
combination of excessive mid range energy and
high distortion levels in the midband have the
effect of defeating most of the ear's natural
automatic gain controls, causing a severe overload
of the auditory system.
Our ears' automatic gain control systems are
collectively known as the Acoustic Reflex. It is a
very complex apparatus and there are many
papers on its workings in neurological and
psychoacoustic texts. From this article's point of
view, its particular quality is that it is essentially
a broadband device intended for natural sounds. It
functions least of all on narrow band, mid range,
fast transient sounds. The presence of such sounds
is very common in electronically generated or
amplified music, in badly designed sound systems,
or sound systems driven beyond their capability
into distortion. It is far more important to pay
attention to these details rather than the
measured sound pressure level per se.
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Experience and field tests show that prolonged
listening to narrow band/distorted sounds
promotes listening fatigue and temporary
threshold shift more than natural sounds or high
quality reproduced sounds. It is, therefore, safe to
say that physically (not socially) uncomfortable
music is synonymous with hearing damage.
In which case, according to the measurements
and tests, the 'danger' level or Infra Reflex
Threshold, is some 15 to 25 dB lower on poor
quality /unmusical sound, than it is on high
quality sound be it popular or classical music.
This 'Infra Reflex' effect where the threshold of
our Acoustic Reflex is considerably lower on
narrow band sounds, is adequately demonstrated
when playing music on a transistor radio with a
theoretical SPL maximum of 88 dB (1 W amplifier
with 88 dB efficient speaker) and observing how
much louder it is subjectively than the same
music on a hi -fi system whose theoretical
maximum SPL is 115 dB (100 W amplifier with a
96 dB speaker).
It means that the threshold of feeling is
considerably lower on narrow band/high distortion
signals. An excellent example is radio 'phone in'
programmes. If the FM tuner /amplifier is set to
give maximum comfortable sound level on the
broadcaster's voice, ie through studio microphones
et al, the caller's voice via the telephone line not
only appears to be much louder but is extremely

uncomfortable physically, even though the peak
programme level is exactly the same, and
therefore the SPL is the same on both voices.
Similar problems have also been found on other
sound sources, where the midband SPL and
distortion is high. Police motorcyclists were found
to be suffering from varying degrees of temporary
threshold shift. The problem was isolated to the
re- entrant type loudhailers used on their
motorcycles. Even though the measured SPL by
standard laboratory apparatus was not
particularly high, the combination of speech, ie
midband information, and extremely high
distortion levels associated with this type of
speaker, showed that absolute sound levels were
not the only factor in contributing to hearing
damage.
In more detailed articles, where spectrum
analysers have been used rather than SPL
meters, as previously mentioned, there is
practically no difference between the two.
Fig 2 shows the outputs of calibration
microphones averaged over 1 hour in the
respective venues of a rock concert, a hi -tech
discotheque, a classical concert hall and a studio
control room. Apart from the emphasis on vocals,
ie mid range at the rock concert, the results are
remarkably similar. That is, they show very little
measured difference despite their acoustic
difference conceptually -specifically the effect they
have on our hearing.
Attempts to impugn on medical grounds rock
concerts, discotheques or any other kind of
musical venue, are further confounded by Fig 3,
which shows the output of the same analyser
microphone, averaged over 1 hour in Windsor
High Street. According to these SPL
measurements, traffic wardens and street workers
are subjected to the same noise levels as rock
fans.
Fig 4 shows the reading taken from a typical
low quality discotheque comprising four small
ceiling- mounted speakers with 12 inch drivers in
undersized cabinets, and low cost compression
drivers. This venue, of all those measured, despite
being the lowest broadband SPL measured, was
by far the most uncomfortable and was in fact
quite painful, resulting in severe listening fatigue
and temporary threshold shift. If my hypothesis is
correct, this type of venue is far more likely to
cause hearing problems than the others, even
though the measured sound level is lower.
Obviously high level music that we like is
considerably less aggravating than music we don't
but it is more complex than that. We also appear
to have some form of 'gain selection' in our
hearing. Medical and neurological text books
show that we know little of exactly how this
process works. There is a process in our vision
termed 'surround inhibition' where peripheral
images are dampened to enhance focal images. A
similar effect takes place in our hearing which we
call the 'cocktail party effect', where we can hear
our own name over the general hubbub of a
party. Essentially, surround inhibition allows us
to analyse frequency and amplitude variations
more closely. We also appear to have the ability
to control, to some extent, listening parameters.
In communications we call it 'receiver
desensitising', where the back contacts of a morse
key are used to pad down the receiving aerial
circuit during the dot and dash transmission to
avoid overloading the receiver front end. It's not a
Marconi patent, because bats have used it
effectively for millions of years. During the
transmission of their echo sounding pulses, bones
in the middle ear, are dampened down by a
muscle, deafening the bat for a few milliseconds
.
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FIG 4: Low quality mobile disco
duration of the echo pulse.
Just like the tensor tympani, it is a
subconscious and involuntary act but there does
appear to be some control over the system. After
a shoot for example, the loaders invariably
complain of earache more than the people actually
firing the guns, just as musicians complain less
than the people around them, although they are
nearer to the sound source.
The obvious conclusion is that those instigating
the noise are more used to it but field
measurements show that we are less prone to
hearing problems in an environment under our
own control.
To fully understand why modern sounds can
cause these problems, it is necessary to look at
natural sounds and analyse their difference.
Basically, the sound spectrum is divided into
three regions. Mid frequencies-to which our ears
are most sensitive -are primarily used for
communication. High frequencies, which are
considerably lower in level naturally, allow us to
analyse different kinds of sounds by their
harmonic content, give us a better sense of
direction due to increased phase shift between the
ears at high frequencies, and generally contain
the 'quality' of sound as opposed to the
'intelligence' of sounds at mid frequencies. Low
frequency sounds are primarily danger signals
stampeding feet, landslides, etc, and hence the
direct stimulation by low frequencies of the heart
and adrenalin glands. This 'fight or flight' reflex
is common to man and all animals. Hi -fi
enthusiasts may have observed this phenomenon
when playing Saint Saens Organ Symphony at
high level, and how, at the onset of the pedal
notes, the cat flies out of the room. We use it to
great effect in music and without bass in music
there is little stimulation.
There is an even greater difference between
natural and man -made sounds. Ironically, in
almost all references to high sound levels, a
pneumatic drill is invariably quoted as the maxim
for high sound levels. In fact, on broadband SPL
measurements, a pneumatic drill is not so loud as
it appears: generating white noise over the same
bandwidth and at the same level as a drill is not
subjectively very loud. However, more detailed
analysis of the drill shows that the majority of
noise comes from the metal plates striking each
other on each half cycle of the drill. They cause a
very fast rise -time transient just like distortion in
a compression driver, which defeats our acoustic
reflex.
Almost all natural sounds have a 'slow

-
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envelope', ie slow attack, some degree of sustain
and slow decay. Increases of sound level, no
matter how great, can be followed by the ear's
automatic gain controls; in addition there are
efferent and inhibitory nerves running between
the upper and lower centres of the brain and our
ear mechanisms. These 'negative feedback loops'
perform the same way as they do in amplifiers, ie
they both reduce and stabilise the system gain.
These feedback nerves are variable and control
our ear's gain and response to different sounds.
As with all feedback systems, they have a finite
rise time and signals with sharp transients can
defeat all our natural volume controls. Making us
jump with a sudden rise in heartbeat is a short
term result of sudden transient sounds for which
we have not prepared ourselves.
Man -made sounds are not only full of transients
that can be considerably faster than that of the
rise time of the ear's protection mechanism but
high distortion levels particularly from amplifier/
speaker combinations can generate transients well
in excess of the measured SPL from those sounds.
In real terms, classical music contains 'slow
envelope' sounds from acoustic instruments and
SPLs of 100 dBA are not only harmless, they are
invigorating. The same levels in a recording
studio where the acoustic conditions are controlled
and the monitors are hopefully broadband devices
with considerable headroom can also be tolerated
for some duration as the distortion levels are low.
At the clipping point of the driving amplifiers,
however, where loss of feedback occurs,
oscillograms made in control rooms, show once
again the high level transients that cause
listening fatigue and eventually threshold shift. It
is interesting to note that several attempts have
been made over the years to illustrate hearing
damage in recording engineers due to high SPLs
in the control room but measurements have in
fact shown that in most cases, the engineer's
hearing actually improves with his experience.
Inadequate monitoring systems combined with
continued high level monitoring, however, have
been shown to cause threshold shift even under
these well controlled conditions.
In discotheques and live events, where typically
the amplifier /speaker combinations are generally
lower quality, extremely high distortion levels are
found and 100 dBA under these conditions can
cause considerably more hearing damage than the
same sound levels encountered in natural and
controlled sound environments.
It is this which makes the measurement of
absolute SPLs a very difficult task. On overdriven

loudspeaker sytems, especially those containing
compression drivers -which represent around 98%
of high powered speakers and which are
particularly prone to high distortion levels -we
know from experience that transient overloads are
painful to the ear, and it is established that the
threshold of feeling is around 130 dB, with the
threshold of pain in the order of 140 dB. Yet with
laboratory measuring sound level meters, we are
only reading pressure levels in the order of
100 dBA suggesting that very fast transients
which are defeating our ears' automatic gain
controls, are effectively around 130 to 140 dB.
This apparent error margin makes accurate
assessment of sound levels almost impossible to
measure with conventional equipment, and
certainly impossible to legislate for, unless the
nature of the sound is taken into account at the
time of measurement.
The latest addition to man -made sounds is the
personal stereo system, which is potentially even
more hazardous. The acceleration of the bones in
the outer and middle ear is obviously proportional
to the frequency of those sounds as well as their
intensity. As previously discussed, the relative
level of high frequency information is low
compared to mid range and low frequency sounds,
in addition, a large portion of high frequency
energy is lost due to the high mass of loudspeaker
diaphragms, and finally as it travels through the
ether, by molecular air absorption.
In the case of personal stereos, with headphones,
their excellent high frequency performance is
directly coupled to the ear, where a clipped
waveform or even an unclipped squarewave, can
present high energy wavefronts in the form of
very fast rise time transients. These can impart
accelerations on the outer and middle ear bone
structure several hundred times more than
'natural' sounds. Measured in hundreds of Gs at
the middle ear, the effect on hearing is not so
much a short term problem but since we all lose
our ability to perceive high frequencies with age
due to stiffening of the outer and middle ear
structures, excessive stimulation by high level
headphone listening can cause a rapid

deterioriation of this sensitive mechanism
resulting in premature high frequency loss.
As with all these phenomena, the effect may not
immediately be obvious but once deterioration has
taken place, the effect is irreversible.
Temporary and permanent threshold shift in the
inner ear is also more prone to occur at high
frequencies, so the problems are compounded with
personal stereos.
In conclusion, this is a very complex subject,
which even after years of research still requires
considerable investigation. It is obviously safe to
say that any prolonged exposure to high sound
levels must be avoided but it is equally important
to establish exactly the nature of the sounds
being measured, and the way in which the sounds
are being reproduced. Not only must the type of
sound be analysed in terms of sound pressure
level but in terms of frequency, bandwidth,
distortion and transient content, all of which
cannot be read on conventional sound level
meters, and without which any attempt to
establish a maximum permitted level is not only
without real meaning, but is impractical and
unlikely to be executed with any degree of

observance.
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Launching a new band with a unique style requires talent.
Capturing that talent direct to disc requires experience.
Mark Knopfler and Guy Fletcher have both that talent and experience.
Experience dictated the choice of console for Mark's private studio.
Their new band The Notting Hillbillies" recorded their first album on the
IL3632 and as with many albums recorded on Soundtracs consoles, theirs
has been an immediate success.
The Soundtracs IL 3632 is a compact, sonically pure console with multiple
inputs (76) each with access to an exceptional equaliser. It enables
production of either analogue or digital recordings of a standard
demanded by the most discerning engineers, artistes and producers.
Soundtracs combining talent with experience.
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ENTER THE NEW REALM
OF TONAL CONTROL
Announcing the MPE 28,
MPE 14 and MPE 47 MIDI
Programmable Equalizers

eet the new generation of tonal
controllers. More than mere equalizers,

these are flexible instruments that
actually give you power to enhance
your music and your performance. Imagine a
device that could give you this:
CREATIVE CONTROL: your guitar screams with
sizzling brilliance on your lead cuts, then instantly
switches back to a gutsy punch for your rhythm
chops. Right on cue. And completely automatic
through MID sequencer control.

POWERFUL EXPRESSION: the after-touch
command from your synthesizer builds an earthshaking rumble into the lingering sound. At your
next patch change, the new voice instantly
becomes crystalline with presence.
CONSISTENT SOUND QUALITY: you get the
perfect PA sound at one of your regular clubs,
then punch tie EQ settings into memory. Next
club, next button. Instant recall. Great sound.

This is but a small sample of the kind of magic
you can achieve with the new MPE Series of MIDI
programmable equalizers. The MPE 28 1/2- Octave
design. The MPE 14 dual 2/3- Octave format. The
MPE 47 four -channel fantasy machine. We've

combined our proven leading -edge filter technology
with micro-processor control and an exclusive
built -in software package. The result: actual
expressive capabilities never before achieved by
any equalizer.

Discover for yourself the new creative dimension
that an MPE Series tonal controller can give you.
Then let you- musical imagination soar.
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AIR MOVEMENTS
special
This month sees the start of a
series that will document the entire
move of one of the world's most famous
recording studios, AIR London.
David Mellor starts by talking to AIR's
Dave Harries and Malcolm Atkin about
the reasons and rewards of the
impending move
Twenty-one years may sound like a long
time when you first take out a lease on

recording studio accommodation but if
business booms the time will come when
the lease expires. You will then be faced with
either renewing the lease at considerable cost or

being pushed out onto the streets. For 21 years
AIR Studios have been located in the Burton
Group's building on the north -east corner of
Oxford Circus, London, alongside leaseholders
such as the Post Office, Burger King and others.
Now that the various leases have expired and
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Burton have decided they want the entire
building for their own use, AIR and everyone else,
unless Burton change their mind, will be forced to
leave. There is no option for any of them to stay
although some, including AIR, are still trading
under short term licences.
Resisting any temptation to bury their heads in
the sand, AIR started to look around for new
premises 5 years ago. The most obvious place to
start was close to home -London's West End. This
was at a time when it was still viable to have a
studio in the heart of Central London but, as
other studio owners have found out in the last
couple of years, the West End is not a comfortable
place to be when rents and traffic congestion seem
to be on an exponential increase. So it was
decided to look further afield, even -as it
happened-as far as Bray in Berkshire. The
requirements of a first rate recording studio make
finding likely premises difficult, with the need for
ease of access, a quiet location, high ceilings and
pleasant surroundings (one likely place in
Wimbledon was rejected because it was next to a
scrap metal merchant). Dave Harries and
Malcolm Atkin made the usual rounds of estate
agents and one of the places that came up was
Lyndhurst Hall in Hampstead. Harries and Atkin
initially went up for a quick look and, as Malcolm
Atkin says, "We had been looking for 5 years.
When Dave and I saw it, we said it was right
within 2 or 3 minutes of walking through the
door."

After

5 years of searching Lyndhurst Hall was felt to be ideal premises for the new
recording studio. An impressive building dating back to the 1890s, it originally
belonged to the Congregational Church and is a Grade II listed building with
20,000 ft' of floor space

Lyndhurst Hall is an impressive building dating
back to the 1890s. It was designed by Alfred
Waterhouse, who was also responsible for the
Natural History Museum, and is a Grade II listed
building. The original owners of the Hall were the
Congregational Church (later the United Reform
Church) who probably found it an ideal building
for their purpose. Dave Harries also asserts that
Waterhouse knew a thing or two about designing
buildings in which to set up recording studios, so
well does it fit AIR's plans.
Listed building status is often seen by owners
and would -be developers as a curse because it
inhibits the way in which buildings can be
adapted for business purposes. But in this case,
the Grade II listing was to AIR's advantage
because it had prevented the place being turned
into flats or offices during the 10 or 12 years it
had more or less been lying fallow since the
Church's departure. Interested parties in
Lyndhurst's listed status included Camden
Council, English Heritage and the Victorian
Society, any of which could have thrown a fairly
sizable spanner into the works, had they wished,
to hold up AIR's proposed acquisition but it
turned out that using the building as a studio
will keep the exterior and principal internal
features of the building in a condition very close
to the original design.
Perhaps the most important feature of
Lyndhurst Hall is that Air were able to buy the
freehold of the building and not tie themselves
into another search for premises in however many
years time. The initial costs of financing are, of
course, quite high but, as Harries points, out, In
the long term it's by far the best proposition
because if we had built here 21 years ago we
would still be here and living for next to
nothing."
Atkin also appreciates the location, saying that
Hampstead is one of the nicest, most pleasant
areas of London. Of course, Lyndhurst Hall has
other advantages such as 20,000 ft1 of floor space
including a 5,000 ft1 hall at the front for
orchestral recording, two 1,800 ft' areas at the
rear, which will eventually make "beautiful"
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"Tis not enough
no harshness gives offence,
the sound must seem an echo
to the sense"
Alexander Ape 1688 -1744

AESD Studio Series

Monitors

Designed to be used anywhere
an accurate reproduction of
source material is required for
precision audio analysis.
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THE PARAGWHIC SOLUTION

Did you ever
run into situations where you clearly felt the limitations of

your graphic equaliser?
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parametric equaliser/notchfilter?
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would be useful?

a try APEX ?!!
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Tel: +32-111-272983, Fax : +32-11-274353
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HOLLAND

heavy construction work to come.
Was there anything Atkin felt he would be
leaving behind in the move?
"The aggravation of the West End and the
aggravation of trying to get there. In the last 2 or
3 years we know we have lost work because we
are too far into the middle of town, because
there's nowhere to park now that the Denver
Clamps are here with us. Look at the West End
this year: Advision has gone, the Marquee, PRT,
Odyssey, Audio One. There are only CBS and
ourselves left, of the large studios, in the West
End. When we go next year CBS will be on their
own. The whole thing's devolving. You have to
get out of the middle of London. Pop stars won't
use public transport, so you have got to supply
parking, which is something we haven't got (at
Oxford Circus). There's a lot of free parking there
(at Lyndhurst). There'll be less wear and tear on
the staff in the mornings than trying to get into
the middle of London.

what about Air's plans for the future?
Harries: "The plans at this stage are really to
move Air's facilities to this building, to get larger
control rooms and provide more facilities and
residential accommodation. Air has a fairly
international clientele, particularly American and
Japanese and we feel that if we can give them
the same as we have got now and better, plus
some accommodation and car parking -and up
here in Hampstead it's a nice spot for them to
come -I reckon we should be able to increase our
slice of the market for that sort of clientele, which
is what we like because there are always big
names and big producers and we cater to them a
lot."
Atkin: "Certainly we have got ideas of looking
to areas of the business that we haven't covered
here (at Oxford Circus). Put it this way, we are
not sticking to rock 'n' roll.
So

octave

4 notchBiters.

tracking rooms, and plenty of other space for mix
rooms, offices and accommodation for clients.
The only problem is that like most large
buildings in London, it is taller than it is broad.
"It costs more to build a studio on top of a studio
than it does to build a studio next to a studio,"
says Atkin, "because you don't have the planet,
which is rather heavy, to short out the bass end.
You have to do it with expensive concrete
building foundations if you are doing it
vertically."
Atkin accepts that it would be impossible to find
the same amount of space in London all on the
same level and is bracing himself for some pretty

-
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PERFORMANCE YOU CAN DEPEND ON.
PRECISION YOU CAN SEE.
However large or small an installation, three factors are of overriding
importance.
Reliability, accuracy and sonic performance.
All of which are an intrinsic part of every Turbosound enclosure - and every
Turbosound array.
PRECISE ACOUSTIC DATA IN DETAIL.
Our range of compact enclosures is designed for maximum flexibility and
ease of installation in any type of venue.
So for every enclosure there's a detailed Engineering Information sheet
which covers all the angles.

Literally.
Each includes a set of spherical co- ordinate isobars, derived from rigorous
independent tests, conducted by Mark Engebretson of Summit Audio
Laboratories in California.
Guaranteeing the accurate information on directivity prediction that's
essential in specifying a system.
And confirming too, exactly why our dispersion theory is a major step ahead
of current thinking.

Point source array

- 1979

PROPORTIONAL DIRECTIVITY
A HIGHER- PERFORMANCE ARRAY.
Contrary to other claims, Turbosound developed the world's first curved
spherical array, using ultra high Q enclosures, back in the late 197Os.
And ever since, we've been questioning the fundamental wisdom that
constant directivity is the key to perfect dispersion.
Because in exploring its benefits, we also exposed the flaw that what was
good with a single unit didn't hold true for arrayed multiple enclosures.
The results of our thinking are depicted in the directivity sections of our
Engineering Information sheets.
You'll notice the pattern becomes progressivley narrower with rising
frequency.
We've called it Proportional
Directivity.
Unlike conventional theory, we

knew that narrow dispersion was
only part of the answer. But
Proportional Directivity provided
the ideal route to a perfect array.
Our patented TurboMid- device

F

Sensitivity & Harmonic Distortion

Spherical Isobar

Composite Polar Set

This minimises the problem of multi- source interference (combing) and
creates a virtually seamless transition between adjacent enclosures - over a
substantial range of angular increments.
And since both horizontal and vertical dispersion accuracy are a major
factor, we've evolved a range of compact, rectangular section enclosures rather
than enter the current vogue for trapezoidal designs which fixes only one
position. Rectangular section enclosures give considerable freedom in the
design of multi -tier arrays and will produce an even spectrum response in the
most complex situations.
As can clearly be seen from the illustration, a multi -tier array made up from
trapezoidal -style enclosures can produce severe dispersion anomalies.
The technology is complemented by a unique, flexible and complete flying
system, designed to allow the creation of 3 -D 'true point source' spherical
arrays - fully safety- certified by a UK Government authorised testing station.
To get the full picture, call your authorised dealer for a Engineering
Information Pack and a demonstration.

OTurbosound
*
\I

allows the directivity factor (O.) to
increase smoothly through the
frequency range.
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GENELEC 1035A IN JVC AOYAMA STUDIOS NO. 401

GENELEC®
ANYTHING ELSE WOULD BE SECOND BEST

FINLAND: Tehtaantie 17, SF-74100 lisalmi, tel. 77 -13311 fax 77- 12267, AUSTRIA: Audio Sales tel.
02236-26123, BELGIUM: Hes Electronics tel. 02 -466 81 80,
KOREA: Seoul Sound Technology tel. 2 -584 4311, FRANCE: Publison Audio Professional tel.
1- 43608464, GREECE: Kern Electronics tel. 081 -687 8514,
HONG KONG: Power Source Development tel. 3- 7456189, ITALY: Audio Equipment S.R.L. tel.
039 -2000312, JAPAN: Otaritec Corporation tel. 03 -332 3211,
THE NETHERLANDS: Audioscript B.V. tel. 02155- 20400, NORWAY: Siv. Ing. Benum A/S tel. 02- 145460,
SPAIN: Promovisa tel. 081 -535 2017, SWEDEN:
Intersonic AB tel. 08- 7445850, SWITZERLAND: RTG Akustik AG tel. 061 -231912, TURKEY: Omer Trade
& Representation tel. 90(4) -1380296, UK: SSE
Marketing tel. 071- 3871262, USA: Ouest Marketing tel. 617 -964 9466, WEST GERMANY: Audio Export
Georg Neumann & Co. GmbH tel. 07131 -62470.

Acursory glance at the French recording scene

concludes that most work is centred around Paris
and, as in Britain, the only other top line studios are
dotted about the countryside. One such studio that is
making definite overtures to the international market is Studio
Polygone based in Toulouse in the South of France. The owner
Jacques Bally has been planning such an onslaught for a couple
of years, and feels he now has the equipment, personnel and
right professional approach to attract top international acts.
Studio Polygone is in Blagnac, a suburb of Toulouse, 5
minutes from Toulouse international airport. The studio was
purpose built 3 years ago in the Avenue du Parc and backs onto
the Blagnac public park. Polygone is a three -studio complex,
which now offers residential status after the council allowed
them to build a small villa in the park adjacent to the studio's
entrance.
Toulouse is seen in France as the second recording centre
behind Paris. Indeed, in parts it does look like the capital,
especially with its river walkways and riverboat restaurants.
Toulouse itself is a burgeoning hi -tech society. Already known
for the building of half of Concorde, the city is now the centre
for aerospace research in France as well as a forerunner in the
robotics and communications industries. The city centre is very
lively and should offer more than enough entertainment for
'party -animal' Polygone clients.
Polygone have seen all the big French acts pass through their
doors and are now recognised as one of the best studios in
France. Jacques Bally, however, has raised his sights towards
the UK and US markets. To prepare himself and his studio for
such new and demanding clients he set out to improve the
studios' standards technically and professionally. Part of that
improvement centres around the new Neve VR console with
Flying Faders automation installed in Studio One. Bally has
also addressed the language problem by employing a native
Briton, Laurie Owens, to promote the studio, from Polygone, in
the UK and the US. Owens feels that having a friendly English
voice on the other end of the phone when UK or US clients call
gives them a certain amount of comfort and confidence. In fact
all the Polygone staff speak English to one degree or another,
another promotional plus for the studio.
The residential villa is also there with international acts in
mind. The clearance for the building plans did take a while to
come through as the villa sits in the middle of the public park.

POLYGONE
If you're a French recording studio
that has won awards for your hit
making ability in the French
recording market, do you really
need to look abroad for clients?
Julian Mitchell reports on a
Toulouse studio that has, and is
already attracting top UK
producers
But once approved the building was quickly up and features six
various sized fully air conditioned rooms, a well stocked bar
staffed by an enthusiastic and very good villa manager
Jean-Christophe, and last but not least a swimming pool.

The old days
Bally was born and raised around Toulouse but moved to Paris
to learn about music recording. In 1975, by his own admission,
he felt homesick and came back to Toulouse to try to start his
own studio. The next few years he progressed from 4- track,
through 8- track, 16 -track and finally 24- track. In those years he
produced a lot of music but had a lot of failures. One incident
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Control Room One
that showed Bally was on the right road, however, was when he

was approached by Pink Floyd!
Somehow, his studio had come to the attention of EMI in the
UK when the Floyd were looking for somewhere different to
record. They phoned Bally and much to their surprise, and his
chagrin, he had to refuse their booking. The fact was that his
studio was a converted garage and it was already as much as he
could do to placate his neighbours when they wanted to watch
TV while he was recording downstairs. Unfortunately EMI
thought he was playing hard to get and persuaded EMI France
to find out why this madman didn't want the best studio
booking he had ever had. Unfortunately, then, Bally wasn't
ready for acts like Pink Floyd.
In 1986 Bally had settled in a 24 -track studio in the centre of
Toulouse (a studio he still owns and runs mainly for local acts)
and had acquired an SSL console and two Sony 3324 digital
multitracks. But the need for expansion beckoned and he found
out about a leisure complex that was being built in Blagnac
with some extra available space. Actually about 1,000 ft', which
for the next year became the centre of weekly meetings between
architect, builder and owner and was finally turned over to
studio designer Tom Hidley to work on the control rooms. He
chose Hidley mainly because: "he seemed to have more definite
ideas about what was needed than the other people available'.

Avenue du Parc
The planning for the studio took a year and the actual building
just 7 months. Architecturally the studio bears a passing
resemblance to Metropolis studios in London with its tangled
gangways and mezzanine floors. You walk down some steps from
the car park towards a large glass entrance, which would make
the reception unbearably hot in the summer months if it weren't
for the excellent air conditioning. To the right of the entrance
and up is a well -used sun terrace, which gets the sun all day
long and can offer clients a place to eat, sunbathe and play
table tennis. The reception area itself is hidden from view from
the outside by an opaque glass brick wall, a clever design
feature to give the reception privacy and mood. Once inside
there are steps immediately in front of you that go up to a
bar /restaurant area and offices. On reception level the area is
strewn with large tropical plants embedded in what appeared to
be solid concrete mounds and floor -to- ceiling mirrors. The initial
impression is a relaxing one as the lighting is kept quite low.
Polygone has resident engineers, assistant engineers and a
full-time maintenance staff. If there is a disadvantage to living
and working in the South of France it's getting parts and
equipment quickly. The maintenance staff have tried to get
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round this problem by stockpiling, and even if they need a part,
say for the Neve or the SSL, it will only take a day maybe 2 to
arrive. Outboard equipment needed by clients is hired from
Hilton Sound in Paris and the agreement seems to work well.

Recording areas
Studio One is to the left of reception and has its own artist
relaxation area just outside the main doors with the usual
trappings of satellite TV, video and lush leather sofas. The
studio's recording area is quite large, 150 m', enough room for a
medium sized orchestra. The room is quite live as a result of a
stripped wood design in different colours on the floor and walls.
The colours only graduate from black to light brown and so
don't intrude too much. There is also an adjoining room for
overdubs and isolation purposes. The control room is a Hidley
design and features the usual Kinoshita monitors with FM
Acoustic amplifiers )although these may be swapped for the new
JDF amplifiers).
Studio One also features the new Neve VR console with Flying
Faders automation, and the pick from two Sony 3324 digital
multitrack machines and two Studer A800 24- tracks. The VR
replaces a Neve V60 Necam 96 -2 desk that now sits in a corner
of the recording area waiting for a new owner. The new Neve
opens all kind of doors for the studio. Now they can mix there,
something that clients were not happy doing on the Necam
system. Before the VR Polygone was known for having a track
laying room, Studio One and a track laying/mix room with the
SSL in Studio Two. Polygone have also now entered the post production world with the new Neve and are investing in new
projection screens and video projectors.
Studio Two is on the other side of the reception area and
again has its own relaxation area with TV, video and games
machine. The control room is roughly the same size as in Studio
One but with an SSL E series 4048 desk with Total Recall and
automation. Kinoshita monitors again and various racked
outboard. The recording area is smaller than in Studio One at
80 m' but has the same stripped wood feature and doesn't seem
so live.

Studio Three is opposite Two's main door and is basically a
programming room with no particular acoustic treatment. Here
Polygone offer a 64-voice Svnclacier and various MIDI
equipment and keyboards.
The fourth recording area in the Polygone complex is not
owned by the studio at all, but shared with the council. It's a
large theatre that is part of the original cultural complex that
was there before Polygone was built. The studio can offer the
use of the theatre as part of or as a whole package. Technically
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ONLY AVAILABLE ON SOUNDSTATION

SEGMENT BASED

PROCESSING
revolution in speed and
convenience - now available on
the powerful new, 16 channel
SOUNDSTATION DSP system.
Segment Based Processing lets
you add digital parametric EQ,
gain and panning to every
individual audio segment via the
SOUNDSTATION DSP console.
A

The unique and essential disk based recorder and editor for video, film and audio post -production.

DIGITAL AUDIO RESEARCH

DIGITAL AUDIO RESEARCH LIMITED
2 SILVERGLADE BUSINESS PARK

LEATHERHEAD ROAD

CHESSINGTON SURREY KT9 2QL ENGLAND

TELEPHONE (0372) 742848 FAX (0372) 743532

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The Medici
Equalizer
"As the complexity and scope of modern
The Medici Equalizer is my newest
recordings increases the essential need to
creation. The curve shapes, slopes and
define clarity, presence and naturalness in
turnover frequencies have been chosen most
key sounds has become paramount.
carefully, the result of many years
Digital recording technology, advanced
experience, of listening to and serving the
noise reduction techniques and the extensive
needs of top producers and engineers in the
use of Dynamics processing has done much to
professional recording and music industry.
eliminate unwanted and residual signals.
My new Warmth control, as the name
Much less thought has gone into
suggests, adds that elusive quality of fullness
creating devices which can be used to enhance
and presence without colouration.
the inherent quality of signals, particularly
On top of this accumulated knowledge, a
through the medium of analogue processing
years' further research and design work has
which is still unsurpassed in the finesse and
gone into the development of this product.
subtlety of its capabilities and probably will
However the enthusiastic backing and
remain so into the next century.
MR RUPERT NEVE
resources of the AMEK team, who developed
Throughout my career I have been
the
digital
control
elements,
was
dedicated to obtaining what I regard to be the ultimate in indispensible in bringing this product into being.
equalization. The circuitry required to reach such a result cannot
As a result, we believe the Medici Equalizer provides the
be separated from the highest standards in noise and distortion
most powerful yet subtle and musical sounding creative tool yet
performance.
available ".
The Medici Equalizer is manufactured in the UK by AMEK
Head Office, Factory and Sales: Amek Systems and Controls Ltd., New Islington Mill, Regent Trading Estate, Oldfield Road, Salford M5 4SX, England.
Telephone: 061 -834 6747. Telex: 668127. Fax: 061 -834 0593.
AMEK/TAC US Operations: 10815 Burbank Blvd, North Hollywood, CA 91601. Telephone: 818/508 9788. Fax: 818/508 8619.
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The Equaliser

things like highly trained and helpful staff, internationally
recognised equipment, close international travel links and an
environment that encourages creativity, then Studio Polygone
passes the test. If the success of Studio Miraval in the '80s is
anything to go by then Polygone should have the ingredients to
imitate them in the '90s.
Studio Polygone, 4 Avenue du Parc, 31700 Blagnac,
France. Tel: 61 30 44 45.

Polygone have been forward thinking and audio and video lines
run to both consoles from backstage. Bally cites the theatre as
one of the things that puts Polygone apart from other studios.
Bally: "There is a lot of interest in recording in the theatre. I
feel that live recording is becoming popular again, especially in
France. Bands sometimes come from Paris just to record here
live."
Synchronising all the available multitracks allows a possible
96 tracks for a live situation. The stage seems big enough to
deal with a full orchestra and accompanying chorus. Polygone
get preferential treatment where bookings are concerned and
getting to the stage area from the studios couldn't be easier:
open one door in Studio One's relaxation area and you're
backstage.

Equipment list
Two

One

Console
SSL 4048 with E series computer

Neve VR with Flying Faders

Recorders
3324; Studer A80

International studio

2 x Sony

Possible equipment upgrades to the studios to keep up with the
idea of appealing to an international clientele would be a G
series SSL desk. Bally agrees that the move up to the G series
would be beneficial to him but it's not going to happen. The
reason is ostensibly a noble one, Bally, who himself started his
career as a musician in Toulouse, still has a great affinity with
the struggling bands of the area. It's one reason why he keeps
the studio on in the centre of Toulouse, but he intends keeping
the E series for the time being, "If I were to buy the G series I
would have to raise the daily rate, at the moment we're still
getting local bands booking that room, with the raised rate that
would start disappearing. I don't want that."
Really it's not that unselfish as Bally still produces many of
the bands himself and so has a keen interest in their future. On
the question of studio rates you talk to either Jacques Bally or
Laurie Owens. The rates do seem competitive even if you put
the price of a 90 minute plane trip from London to Toulouse
into the equation.
If you take as your criteria for a top international studio

Monitors

1/4

inch, PCM

Fl, Sony DAT

2

Kinoshita; Yamaha NS10; FM

Studer A800 24-track, A80 1/2 inch,
inch; Sony PCM FI, Sony DAT

X

'/4

As Studio One

Acoustics amps

Reverb
Lexicon 480L; Yamaha REV7, REV5,
SPX90II

Lexicon 480L; EMT 240; AMS RMX 16;
Yamaha REV5, REV7, SPX9011

Outboard
AMS; Drawmer; Roland; Bel

Includes two TubeTech EQs

Microphones
Sanken; Neumann; AKG; Shure;

As Studio One

Schoeps; Sony; E -V

Design
Tom Hidley

Tom Hidley

Studio Three is a 25 m2 programming room

Programming suite with 16 -voice Synclavier and extensive samples library
Various keyboards and computers.

PPM10: IN- VISION PPM
TWIN TWIN POINTER DISPLAYS
CHARTS PROGRAMME LEVELS -A POWERFUL
ANALYTICAL TOOL
RGB OUTPUTS, OR SUPERIMPOSED ON
PAL PICTURES
PPM10 takes stereo audio
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inputs and generates a high
definition colour video display emulating the well
known coaxial twin movements, long regarded as a
most satisfactory way of monitoring stereo audio
levels and mono compatibility. The eye can judge the
level displayed, at a glance, from the angle of pointers,
without needing to refer to scale markings.
-

COLOUR VIDEO PRINTER

ALSO Stereo Variable Emphasis Limiter 3. * 10
Outlet Distribution Amplifier 4 * Stabilizers and
Frequency Shifters for Howl Reduction * Broadcast
Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz * Advanced
Active Aerial 4kHz -30MHz * Stereo Disc Amplifier 3
and S * Broadcast Stereo Coders * Peak Deviation
Meter * Twin Twin PPM Rack * Twin PPM Box *
BBC licenced PPM9, PPM7 and PPM5 20 pin DIL
Hybrid * PPM8 IEC/DIN 50 / +6dB scale.
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TAPE

LIFER

AN ERA OF CONCERN
How safe are your masters? Barry Fox
investigates reports of instability among

archived audio tapes
you know what condition your old
tapes are in? Are you prepared for the
fact that some master tapes from a 10
year period, between the mid '70s and
mid '80s, may well be disintegrating in storage?
If you are up to speed on all this, do you
regularly check all stored tapes, to find out which
ones are showing problems so you can put them
through a restoration process and copy the
programme material onto new reels?
Or do you just cross your fingers and hope that
the tape you pull out of store for re -issue on CD
doesn't shed gooey binder that gums up the tape
transport, and eventually slows the machine to a
dead stop?
Or does the whole idea of disintegrating tape
come as a new and nasty shock?
It is hardly surprising that tape degradation is
a subject tape companies would rather not discuss.
When pushed, some claim that their product is
immune and it is only their rivals who suffer.
Others admit to the problem, with varying
degrees of frankness. There is vague talk of
coating formulations being changed on
environmental grounds, without adequate thought
Do

Sticky tape could
be baked for up to
6 days at graded
temperatures up to
50°C. After
baking, the tape
must be wound
very slowly
through a recorder
several times to
free any sticking
turns. But the
treatment is only
temporary ..
.
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given to chemical stability.
Those who are frank have a neat way of
inferring that tape degradation is something all
good engineers already know about and if they
are not taking precautions then they have only
themselves to blame if tapes degrade past the
point of recovery.
Distinguishing folklore from fact is like
swimming through treacle. But it is vital because
the security of literally hundreds of thousands of
master tapes is in question. The facts suggest a
can of worms the recording industry cannot afford
to ignore.
Recording tape is made by gluing particles of
magnetic iron oxide pigment onto one side of a
thin base film, using organic binder. The other
side is back -coated with electrically conductive
material. This leaks away the electrostatic
charges that build up when tape is wound fast
through a recorder and also prevents scratching of
the polyester film.
Tape chemists aim for a binder that tightly
retains the coatings, but remains flexible and does
not release any sticky material.
Tapes sometimes shed oxide, especially if stored
in hot, dry conditions and different makes of tape
behave quite differently.
SSVC (Services Sound and Vision Corporation),
which incorporates the British Forces
Broadcasting Service, records radio programmes
in London for distribution around the world on
open -reel tape.
The engineers at BFBS use BASF and Agfa
tape and they find that the Agfa material, even
when new, sheds considerably more brown oxide
than BASF's.
The cure is easy. Clean the heads and guide
rollers. For BFBS, the problem is now academic,
anyway. The radio station is just on the point of
switching to distribution by VHS FM stereo hi -fi
video cassette instead of open -reel audio.
The problem now emerging is far more serious
than this. It comes from breakdown of the binder,
which creates a sticky material.
Perhaps it is not by chance that Japanese tape
company Taiyo Yuden, makers of That's tape and
write -once recordable CDs, currently run adverts
in the music industry press warning: `Record your
CDs on the wrong tape and you'll find yourself in
a sticky situation'.
As the adverts appear in US -based Billboard,
which has always taken a hard line against home
taping, Taiyo's advice can surely not be an
exhortation to copy CDs onto cassettes...

The first signs of binder-shedding were seen in
the mid '70s when Sony changed their narrow
gauge open -reel video tape formulation from iron
oxide to chromium dioxide. The tapes became
sticky after storage. As the video industry soon
moved from narrow gauge to U -matic cassettes,
the practical consequences were limited.
But audio engineers are now finding that some
of the tapes made by Ampex at around the same
time are shedding in the same way. The
consequences here are much more worrying.
David Bennett, an independent record engineer
and producer specialising in jazz recordings,
discovered the problem earlier this year. He found
that six reels of Ampex 6.3 mm ('/; inch) 406 and
407 tape stuck and juddered in his replay
machine, making a mechanical screeching noise,
which impinged on the audio signal coming from
the tape.
Ampex UK told Bennett, when he phoned for
advice, that the company already knew of the
problem and had developed a technique for baking
the tape in an environmental oven.
When I phoned Ampex, in the early autumn, as
a 'worried punter', I was told the same thing.
Sticky tape, Ampex told me, could be baked for
up to 6 days at graded temperatures up to 50 °C.
After baking, the tape must be wound very slowly
through a recorder several times to free any
sticking turns. After the recorder and tape have
been wiped clean the tape runs smoothly again.
But Ampex warned me that the treatment is only
temporary. The recording must be copied onto a
new reel within a few weeks of treatment.
Ampex UK also told me that the company had
not yet finalised a policy on whether to charge for
the treatment. The lab oven is not large enough
to cope with a flood of orders, anyway.
Another independent recording engineer, Tony
Faulkner, warns against the risk of baking tape:
"Tape is like wine, you should not let the
temperature go up or down. Heat can cause
print- through.
"The irony," notes Faulkner, "is that the
Ampex tape box carries the warning 'Store in a
cool, dry place'."
In technical literature released to the recording
industry, 3M warns against exposure of tape to
'even moderate temperature'.
Studio engineers have always been advised not
to use or store tape in extremes of temperature or
humidity. 3M advises that an environment
comfortable for engineers is ideal for tape.
Bennett did not dare risk baking. He laboriously
cleaned each reel of tape with Canus 2.22, a fluid
used to clean and lubricate cinema movie film. It
worked well enough to make a copy tape.
Bennett talked with studio engineer David
Wright and learned that he had recently
encountered a mixed reel of '4 inch tape, of which
only some sections stuck. Wright believes all the
sticky sections were of Ampex tape. He cured the
problem by attaching strips of cleaning tape to
the guide rollers of the recorder and lightly
coating them with silicon grease.
Sticking also affects the 50 mm (2 inch) master
tape made by Ampex for multitrack recorders.
Studio Sound's editor recently tried to play some
Ampex 50 mm tapes he had recorded in the late
'70s. He got the same screeching noise, "like
chalk on a board ", and the recorder ran slower
and slower as the tape shed sticky gunge onto the
drive mechanism. As we go to press we learn that
Alan Parsons has had to have 12 reels baked.
Engineer Nick Griffiths faced even worse
problems when he was hired by Roger Waters to

direct the use of recorded sound for the live
performance of The Wall in Berlin. Although the
audience heard live sound, the musicians had to
recreate the original recorded sound. They wore
headphones and listened to a clicktrack that
synchronised their cues and playing.
Griffiths had to build the clicktrack from the
original master tapes of The Wall made by Pink
Floyd. He collected 56 reels of 50 mm master tape
from various studios and record company vaults.
Immediately he found that the recorder was
running slower and slower, with the sound
blemished by appalling wow. The recorder then
stopped running. Griffiths tried another machine.
And a third. Each ground to a halt as brown glue
from the tape created excessive stiction.
Griffiths contacted Ampex's engineers who
again admitted that they knew of the problem
and had already developed the baking rescue
operation. Griffiths sent all 56 reels for baking
and was gratefully able to finish the Berlin job.

made on tapes which were chemically unstable.
"Sticky oxide shedding has always been an
indicator of instability," says Andriessen. "Test
methods back in the '60s were good enough to
detect this. But some people did not use them."

Volatile mixture
Tape chemistry is a black art; an odd mix of
chemistry and cookery but with ingredients that
will often be poisonous or at least a pollution risk.
Batches of raw materials may vary, so the factory
chemists must continually adjust the process to
compensate and maintain consistency of the final

product.

Contrary to some rumours, the base films used
to make tape do not appear to affect stability.
Very early tape makers experimented with
paper as a base. By the '50s tri- acetate, as used
for photographic film, had become the industry
standard. Polyester was introduced in the late
'50s by 3M. Manufacturers were using acetate for
professional tapes at least until the mid '60s.
BASF, primarily a chemical company and thus
with access to chemical technologies ahead of
competitors, started using PVC
(PolyVinylChloride) as early as 1940 when BASF
was still part of the IG Farben group. EMI also
used PVC. Agfa never used PVC for professional

Common

ingredients
Ampex is now telling worried callers that other
tapes, as well as their own, are at risk. One
folklore theory going the rounds is that several

tape plants were all using the same binder,
derived from whale oil, and it is now changing
chemical structure. Ampex's main competitors
strenuously deny any problem on a similar scale.
But evidence mounts that all is not quite as rosy
as the corporate fronts suggest.
Joe Clerkin, sales and marketing manager for
3M's professional audio tape division in the UK,
first thought that 3M Scotch tape was completely
in the clear: "We know of no instance where
customers have found any such problems,"
Clerkin told me in September. "Remember that in
the late '70s 3M was very strong in the
professional audio market, making both analogue
and digital recorders as well as tape for them. We
were neck -and -neck with Ampex so you would
think that someone would by now have been onto
us, especially as many record companies are now
going back to their original masters for re- release
on CD. But we have heard absolutely nothing."
To his credit, Clerkin pursued the matter with
3M in the US and came back with the
qualification: "3M has had a few cases of sticky
tape in the US."
Several people told me of Agfa's problem'.
Ampex dropped broad hints, too. I had certainly
never been alerted to it by Agfa (although, to be
honest, they have seldom alerted the to anything
at all, even good news) but when I put the
`

straight question, Agfa guardedly admitted that it
made a batch of tape that shed magnetic oxide
even when brand new.

-

"These problems were restricted to a small
production period and have been corrected," says
Werner Singhoff, head of Agfa's magnetic tape
technical centre in Munich. Although the incident
was not widely publicised, it seems that Agfa did
try to call back tape from the faulty batch.
Later, I began to get the distinct impression
Agfa was giving me the runaround and that there
was a lot more the company wasn't telling.
Meanwhile BASF, the German company that
made the first tapes in the '30s, advised that
tapes should be stable for 50 years and
categorically denied that any of their own tapes
were shedding. But BASF's technical director
Wilhelm Andriessen added, "Quite a lot of
valuable recordings have unfortunately been

Fig

1

& 2:

Before and after shots of a guide showing deposit from back coating

Fig 3: Scraped from the guide, the
deposit is hard and shiny

About the pictures

Fig 4: Damage to the back coat caused
when guide deposit bonded tape to
guide

To produce these pictures we took two reels of 2 inch tape (Ampex 406) that had
been stored under average conditions -recorded between 1977/78 and then
stored on shelving that maintains a temperature a few degrees under room
temperature and is constant all year round.

The first tape was placed tail out on the tape machine having been left with
the box open to reach control room temperature for 2 hours before playing.
Having been put into fast wind a whining sound became quite audible that
changed in pitch from a lowish note to a screeching `chalk -on-blackboard' sound
with the fast wind speed slowing. When it reached the head, the tape tension
was taken off and the tape pulled away from the heads and guides revealing a
very hard black deposit on the guides in contact with the back of the tape. This
is shown in before and after shots in Figs 1 and 2. This deposit is nothing like
an ordinary oxide such as might be found in normal cleaning, being hard and
shiny when cool. Scrapings are shown on the finger Fig 3. The deposit is also
difficult to clean off.
When put into play the tape made the same whining sound and slowly ground
to a halt in under 10 seconds, refusing to play without being cleaned again, only
to play for a further 10 seconds. This tape was then removed from the machine
and the second tape tried. This reel was not quite so bad about making noises
in fast wind although it did during the last quarter of the reel. When the tape
reached the head, the tape was not removed but left under tension for a short
period. The tape was then put into play but it would not move at all.
Investigation found that the deposit on the guide nearest the feed reel had
cooled and welded the back coat of the
We would very much like to thank
tape to the guide. This made the mark
Studios for letting us make both
across the tape seen in Fig 4. With care Jigsaw
of their otherwise pristine JH16s (16 and
and frequent cleaning this second tape
24-track) very dirty in the name of
could be played satisfactorily.
research for these illustrations
Keith Spencer -Allen
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Technology
Embraces Art.

There was a time when these words
were seldom used together. The
disciplines necessary to produce art
had little patience for technology.
Today the union is prerequisite. With
this fusion in mind, Trident engineers

set out to combine vintage sonics
with adaptable studio integration
and control.

The Vector 432 in-line console.
Featuring balanced bussing, 32
groups, 4 stereo mix busses, 4 band
equalizer splittable between channel
and monitor and 8 auxiliary send
busses. The 16 mute groups, fader
automation, and multiple machine
control are all accessible from our
Central Command Panel.

With Audio specifications straining
theoretical limits and sonics that
can only be described as Trident, the
Vector 432 is clearly the console for

the creative. Audition a Vector and
hear for yourself. After all, you've
been listening to us for years.
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There are no
professional trade
figures comparable
to those pooled by
the tape companies
for domestic audio
and video sales.
But the European
market is steady at
around $60 million
a year. Over a 10
year period that
makes an awful lot
of suspect tape in
the vaults
tape and switched directly from acetate to
polyester around 1960.
Some manufacturers were wary of polyester
because it tended to stretch rather than break
cleanly; whereas a break can be repaired easily,
there is little that can be done with stretched
tape. Brutal braking on early tape machines made
this an important consideration.
After improvements in 'tensilising', ie
strengthening, BASF started to use polyester for
professional tapes around 1970. Some companies
were even then still using acetate for `economy'
tapes. Neither polyester, PVC nor acetate base
films, have shown any real problems with aging.
Very early tapes are, in general, still in good
condition. Agfa recently collected tapes from
broadcast archives dating back to the early '60s
and found them in good condition. Tapes from the
mid '40s have also survived well.
Virtually all modern professional audio tapes
now use polyester as a base film. Cassette tapes,
as well as video tapes, have always used
polyester.
Justin Underwood, Ampex UK's product
manager, has been helping people, like Nick
Griffiths, who have tapes that stick. He says he is
surprised that anyone is surprised because the
matter has been well documented and aired at
industry seminars, since around 1978.
Says Underwood, "No -one in the tape industry
wants to talk about unpleasant topics like
degrading tape, they want to talk about good
things. Ampex have been talking about it for 10
years. We have bitten the bullet."

Just add water
"For practical purposes you can ignore
degradation of the polyester base film," continues
Underwood, believing the root cause of the
problem to be a chemical reaction between the
binder used to stick the coating to the polyester
and water in the atmosphere, accelerated by the
lubricants added to make the tape run smoothly.
"People used to use all kinds of formulations for
tape binders, such as PVC and acrylic. Some were
very water- resistant but mechanically they were

not very good. If the tape stretched, they would
fall off. So by the mid '70s most tape
manufacturers had changed to polyurethane.
Unfortunately, you can then get hydrolysis: the
polyurethane gets zapped by water and releases
an acid. You then get gummy residues on the
tape, which resemble heavy oils. They are nasty
and gooey and in extreme cases will make your
recorder come to a grinding halt."
Every tape company uses its own proprietary
lubricants. Long ago whale oil was used. Now
they are fatty acids. The lubricants tend to exude
with time. This normally has a benign effect but
it can compound hydrolysis.
"We have been looking at this for the last 7 or
8 years," says Underwood. "You can have two
tapes that have had a virtually identical
existence, and lived on the same shelf, but for
some reason one is breaking down faster than its
twin.
"We have scrutinised our manufacturing records
to try and find out why this should be and come
up with theories but all have proved groundless.
"One thing is clear, in practice. Back-coated
tapes survive better, they breathe better. But
there is no theoretical basis for this."
Underwood is adamant that it is not just Ampex
tapes that are affected, and not just professional
tapes either. Any tapes made with polyurethane
binder, and without modern stabilisers, are at
risk. But analogue audio tapes are at greater risk
than digital audio or video tapes. This is because
these tapes use a cobalt -doped oxide coating.
"Yes, every tape made may have only a 10 year
life," acknowledges Underwood, emphasising the
word may, "but some seem to lead a charmed life.
I wish we knew why.
"We still use polyurethane but since around
1981 there has been a steady improvement in the
stabilisers used in the mix.
"We live in a perishable world," says
Underwood. "The way to keep tapes, is cool and
dry, at around 40% relative humidity and at a
temperature of around 20 °C. People don't realise
it but the UK has a high humidity, often up to
85 %. In these conditions things can come unstuck
over time, I'm afraid."
The baking process does not reverse
degradation. It drives off solvents and excess
lubricant so the tape can be played. The tape thus
becomes copyable but only for a month or so.
Once the tape has lost more than 30% of its
binder, recovery becomes much more difficult. The
high frequencies, which record in the top layer of
the coating, go first.
"Other tapes behave in much the same way as
ours," says Underwood. "So far we have always
been able to rescue anything sent us. We haven't
lost one yet."
The Ampex diagnosis points to a risk period of
around 10 years, between the mid '70s, when
polyurethane was first used as a binder, and the
mid '80s when stabilisers had improved.
After talking with Justin Underwood I went
back to Ampex's competitors, and to tape users,
and asked more questions.
Little by little, with some Agfa spokespeople
`unavailable' and others reluctant to be named,
Agfa amplified on its `problems'. Difficulties
arose, I was told, only with a batch of tape made
by Agfa around 3 years ago after a change of
chemical mix, due to pollution control in
Germany. After 18 months, Agfa started getting
reports of a white powder on the tape surface, as
the tape shed coating (nothing like the brown
dust shedding of which SSVC complains). Agfa
says it identified the batches and will clean and
copy any faulty tapes that turn up, using a

process called XT, at its laboratories in Germany
and the US.

Home made
BASF, inventors of tape but first and foremost a
chemical company, note that some firms began to
use polyurethane as a binder from as early as
1962. But BASF did not, preferring to use their
own `home made' mixes. The company quietly
sells these binders to other companies, too.

Wilhelm Andriessen acknowledges that
"dramatic progress" has been made in
polyurethane binders and that they are now
"excellent ". But BASF believes that some early
polyurethane -bound tapes may suffer aging.
Significantly BASF confirm that even today the
company do not use polyurethane binder for their
professional audio tapes.
The National Sound Archive works closely with
the BBC on the preservation of old tapes. Like
many radio stations, they use tapes made by
Racal- Zonal. Neither uses Ampex tape and
neither has encountered sticky binder shedding.
But the BBC did hit trouble with two batches of
Agfa 468 (from 1986/87), which started to shed
white powder.
The BBC says that Agfa was helpful over
notifying users, and gave free replacement reels.
But some reels are still turning up and shedding
white powder.
Although Agfa, like Ampex, has been willing to
talk reasonably frankly, either to troubled
customers or to the industry at seminars, and has
answered specific questions put by people who
know what specific questions to ask, neither
company seems to have made any real effort to
alert the industry at large. Realistically, how
many working engineers know about, and go to,

archiving seminars?
In response to my persistent queries Agfa said
their PR agency would send me information on
the XT restoration process. When this information
finally arrived, after a despatch delay of 2 weeks,
it turned out to be a short, undated text on
preserving programmes in magnetic tape archives.
In it Agfa talks vaguely about `problems' with old
tape being caused mainly by improper handling,
and only guardedly admits 'in a few cases faulty
production conditions could not be excluded'.

Ingredients will

often be poisonous
or at least a
pollution risk.
Batches of raw
materials may vary
so factory chemists

must continually
adjust the process
to compensate and
maintain
consistency of the
final product
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This is why, the information sheet continues,
'Agfa has developed a process for retrieval of the
recording from such affected tapes'.
The Agfa retrieval process is only vaguely
described, as relying on a combination of
mechanical cleaning and thermal treatment to
regenerate the binder or lubricants. Agfa claims
that the magnetic signal is not influenced by this
process, so the programme material can be copied
onto a new tape.
Agfa says the treatment has to be done under
carefully controlled conditions to prevent damage
or deformation of the tape and that this is `the
reason for a relatively restrictive description'.
Perhaps this also means it is regarded as a
proprietary process.
Significantly, Agfa's information sheet did not
even identify the process by name as XT and
makes no mention of the specific problems
encountered with specific batches of Agfa tape. It
is all very general. So I asked Agfa and the
Agfa PR agency for an urgent fill -in on when
the statement had been released -and to whom.
It took another 3 weeks for Agfa's PR in
Germany to own up that the odd little document
had been written `exclusively' for me, and
released only to me- hardly the way to alert tape
users to potential problems!
The general picture to emerge is thus one of all
tape from the polyurethane era being at risk but
so far only Ampex and Agfa provably affected,

`Sticky shed syndrome -tips on saving your
damaged master tapes', told how Fantasy had
built their own oven, to bake tapes.

Reassuringly, the explanation of tape
degradation caused by polyurethane hydrolysis
given to de Lancie by Steve Smith of Ampex, in
the US, ties in with the explanations I had quite
independently been given by Justin Underwood of
Ampex in the UK. de Lancie also refers to a
forum hosted by Agfa in April 1989, at which
Agfa apparently offered to recover engineers' tape
for a cost of between $280 and $350 a roll. For
some people at least, tape degradation looks like
becoming a profitable business.
The extent of the degradation problem is
impossible to gauge. No studio or record company
can possibly keep on checking every stored tape,
on an ongoing basis. Ken Townsend is in charge
of all EMI's recording services, worldwide, and is
based at Abbey Road studios in London. In the
UK alone EMI has 280,000 reels of tape. Like
most recording studios EMI used mainly Ampex
50 mm tape for multitrack analogue recording.
EMI have since 1979, been storing all their
finished stereo master tapes on digital cassettes,
and re- issuing them on CD without reference to
the original, unedited, multitrack masters. Quite
simply EMI do not know, and cannot know, which
tapes to check and cannot keep checking them all.
Townsend is now starting on a worldwide
research programme. to try to establish what

The extent of the degradation problem
is impossible to gauge. No studio or
record company can possibly check
every stored tape on an ongoing basis.
In the UK alone EMI has 280,000 reels
with Ampex the worst hit but least pro -active in
volunteering information. Or, as a British
Government Ministry spokesman once told me
when I was following up a story likely to cause
official embarrassment: "It's not a secret, we just
haven't told anyone."

Large slice
Agfa's share in the tape market is in fact small
and the company are now being bought by BASF.
Ampex's strength in the professional audio
market creates much greater cause for concern.
Ampex make all their own tape at a factory in
Opelika in Alabama, USA, and have long been
the market leader in professional audio. Ampex's
own advertisements list engineers who have made
gold albums on Grand Master 456, and claim
`More engineers go gold on Ampex than all other
tapes put together.'
There are no professional trade figures
comparable to those pooled by the tape companies
for domestic audio and video sales. But the
European market is steady at around $60 million
a year. And Ampex have a share of around 40 %.
Worldwide, Ampex very probably sell more
professional audio tape than all their competitors
put together.
Over a 10 year period that makes an awful lot
of suspect tape in the vaults.
It was only after researching this article, that I
saw a piece in the May 1990 issue of US
magazine Mix written by Philip de Lancie,
mastering engineer at Fantasy Studios in
Berkeley, California. Lancie's article, entitled
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restoration of EMI's archive is necessary.
Bill Foster, of the APRS, says the Association is
waiting to see if members now make formal
representations. "Obviously we don't want to dig
up the drains if it's just an isolated problem,"
says Foster, "but we want members to check their
archives and let us know what they find."
If any one conclusion comes out of this whole
sorry mess, it is that the tape companies now
have a clear duty to their customers. That duty is
to come clean and publicise potential problems,
not just chew them over at archive group
seminars. That way everyone with a large store of
tapes at risk knows what to check for, when to do
it and what remedial action to take when
necessary. If engineers know how real the risks
are, they will take more notice of the standard
advice routinely offered by tape companies on
storage conditions, especially humidity.
Recording studios and record companies that
believe they have carefully stored tape according
to the advice previously offered as instructions on
the tape packaging, will surely also want to
establish who is to pay for recovery and who is
liable for compensation if valuable programme
material cannot be recovered.
Alan Parsons is already urging that the matter
of liability be sorted out without delay. David
Bennett says he was distressed at the way Ampex
reacted to the news of his plight, reminding him
that with a Gulf War we could all be dead before
our tapes degrade.
Tony Faulkner asks the all- important question:
"Who have Ampex told about this? I have used a
lot of Ampex tape and they certainly haven't
warned me or anyone I know of."
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SERIOUSLY PROFESSIONAL
S /PDIF Digital
Interfaces allowing direct
connection to digital equipment from multitracks to
domestic CD players.
44.1 and 48 KHz sampling
rates (front panel switchable)
and 32 KHz (digital input

recent years DAT has
assumed a certral role in
professional stereo mastering. Until now, however,
many studios wishing to
enjoy the undoubted benefits
of DAT recording technology
had ttle choice other than a
modi=ied domestic unit.
Now TASCAM, one of
the worlds leading manufacturers of digital and
analogue tape recorders introduces the DA -30 Digital
Audio tape recorder which
has been designed specifically for the sophisticated
needs of professional audio

ADS /EBU and

applications.
Our commitment to recording quality means that

allowing external control of
the DA -30's transport
Wired remote control
So, to get a serious professional in your studio, call into
your local TASCAM dealer
today.
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A/D technology
and 18 Bit 8x oversampling
D/A converters for superior
audio performance
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the DA -30 carries, as standard, features that on many
machines either require modifications or are expensive

options:

pin

parallel

interface,

TASCAM
the right track
TEAC UK LTD
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Marlin House, The Croxlley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8YA Tel: 0923 225235 Fax: 0923 36290

am very pleased to report that Philips

honoured a past promise to talk frankly
about DCC, the new digital audio cassette,
as soon as a formal announcement had been
made. The announcement, made at the beginning
of October, came after 9 months of speculation. It
was largely ignored by the national press, because
the short statement said little and the record
companies, which are supposedly supporting DCC
along with Philips and Polygram IEMI, BMGRCA
and WEM as usual failed to do a business -like job
of communicating past the music press.
Also, at the time of the announcement, the only
hardware company to commit to DCC was
Tandy/Radio Shack. TRS has never been taken
seriously in the hi -fi world, seldom communicates
with the specialist press and lost virtually all
credibility as an innovator following the
unfulfilled loudmouth promise of the Thor
recordable CD system.
As late as mid September Matsushita was
planning a joint announcement with Philips on
DCC. Sony was interested too. But hardly
surprisingly the Japanese government trade body
MITI was unhappy about any new system that
could pull the rug from under DAT. So Philips
went it alone. And CBS. owned by Sony, of
course, remained the only record company to stay
on the touchline.
The new cassette will be the same size as a
conventional audio cassette but is likely to be
styled quite differently, with a closed top and
sliding tape cover. The tape inside the cassette
will be the same as the video tape sold in bulk to
duplicators of VHS video cassettes, with a coating
of chromium dioxide.
A hi -fi DCC deck, which when the system is
launched in 1992 will initially cost around $500
or $600, will play back conventional analogue
cassettes or the new digital cassettes and record
in either format. Later there will be cheaper
models, portables and in-car units.
The DCC deck will have a conventional stereo
pair of heads for analogue recording and
playback, and in addition a solid state head for
digital recording. This head is divided into 16
very narrow segments, spread across the width of
the tape. Each head segment is itself divided into
two parts: a magneto- resistive circuit, which
senses magnetic patterns on the tape for
playback; and a magneto -inductive circuit, which
creates a magnetic field for recording.
Although the cassette follows the traditional
format of recording on one half of the tape width
in one direction and then on the other half in the
other direction, DCC is not a flip -over format. The
system has been designed from day one as an
auto -reverse format, to give faster access.
The 16 head segments lay down, and play back
from, 16 very narrow tracks spread across the
tape width, eight for each stereo pair. Tape speed
remains the same at 4.75 cm/s, to provide the
same playing time as an analogue cassette.
Previous attempts at recording digital stereo on
a compact cassette have either compromised audio
quality or sacrificed playing time by increasing
tape speed, or relied on more, narrower heads
which lay down tape tracks that are, in practice,
too narrow to play back reliably.
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Digital audio
cassette launch;
Kenwood write
once CD
Instead of using linear PCM, DCC relies on a
new coding technique, called Precision Adaptive
Sub-band Coding (PASC), which has been
developed over the last couple of years mainly as
a method of broadcasting digital stereo over
conventional radio channels for Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB).
The PASC processor samples the signal at the
standard frequencies for DAT, 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz
and 48 kHz, and then analyses the content of the
sound, right across the frequency range. Where
signals are audible to human ears, precise coding
is used. Where signals are likely to be inaudible,
less precise coding, with fewer bits, is used. In
some respects this compares with the analogue
processing used by Dolby SR.
Philips have been working on PASC since the
'80s, and the breakthrough, which makes DCC
possible, is a new generation of VLSI (Very Large
Scale Integration) chips, which can now do in
realtime what it previously took computers hours
to achieve. As a yardstick, in the '80s it took 8
hours to analyse and code 20 seconds of mono
sound, using a VAX minicomputer. PASC can
work in realtime for stereo. The launch date,
1992, is based mainly on chip availability. The
talk about DCC being based on conventional
cassette technology has in this respect been
confusing and misleading.
Philips claim that the PASC system on which
DCC relies can provide coding equivalent to 18
bit PCM, which is 2 bits (12 dB) better than CD
or DAT. In fact, says Philips, DCC gives a
dynamic range of 110 dB.
Interestingly, although DCC works at all the
DAT frequencies, analogue signals will be
converted into 44.1 kHz digital signals, not
48 kHz as for conventional DAT. Sampling at the
higher frequency wastes valuable coding space on
inaudible sounds. Better, says Philips, to use all
available bits on audible sound.
Philips has for several years been working with
Polygram at Baarn in Holland. Eindhoven
develops a coding system, the music people at
Baarn try listening to it, make criticisms and
suggestions, which Eindhoven then takes into
account.
Philips promises sound quality 'equivalent to
that of compact disc' from DCC. The next step
must be for Philips to demonstrate a DCC
prototype to engineers outside Polygram and to
the hi-fi press, along the lines of the early
demonstrations of CD player prototypes.
Philips claim the DCC signal can be copied and
duplicated at high speed, just like analogue
cassettes, eg at 64x speed. This claim will also

need proving if the industry is to put R -DAT on
ice as a pre -recorded music format.
DCC will have copy protection 'of SCMS type' to
prevent the digital copying /cloning of tape copies.
But SCMS does nothing to stop people copying the
same CD onto a series of tapes. Philips have
talked to the record companies about modifying
SCMS to write a copy -stop flag into the DCC
original after it has been copied once, thereby
preventing any further digital copying on any

other tape.
But adoption of this would pull the rug from the
record industry's case for a tax on blank tape.
Philips has without doubt done a very good job
of selling DCC to the record companies. They,
along with the Japanese electronics companies
and in -car audio industry, have been flying to
Eindhoven for briefing sessions at which Philips
shows charts of musicassette sales, the high cost
of DAT mechanisms and tapes compared to the
low cost of DCC, the difficulty of duplicating DAT
cassettes at high speed compared to the ease of
duplicating DCC, the risk of pilferage with small
DAT cassettes and the general philosophy that
DCC kicks an existing technology into the 21st
century.
Philips have capitalised on the fact that the
record companies do not want another completely
new format.
But dare the record companies pin faith on a
format that is not due before 1992 when domestic
R -DAT recorders are already reaching the shops
for around £550, and probably soon £500?
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enwood, previously known as Trio in
the UK before a trademark wrangle

with the food mixer people was
resolved in 1987, have now launched
u recordable CD system. Kenwood's CD-WO
(Write Once) is similar in concept to the Taiyo
Yuden/Sony /Start Lab/Sonic Solutions system and
the Yamaha/Fuji/Gotham system, both previously
reported. But there is one important difference.
Whereas the Start and Gotham Write Once
systems are unambiguously aimed at the
professional user, eg radio stations and recording
studios, Kenwood is ambivalent over CD -WO. Is
this just muddled thinking or a straw in the
wind? Judge for yourself.
CD -WO, say, Kenwood "has considerable
implications for use in both the professional
recording and computer industries ". The cost is
high-£12,900 plus a personal computer-and
Kenwood suggests that it will be ideal for
CD -ROM software manufacturers and publishing
companies as well as broadcast stations and
recording studios.
But on the front page of their press publicity,
Kenwood also say: "Following the numerous false
starts of the Digital Audio Tape recording system,
recordable CD has been anticipated in Europe for
some time. Following the Japanese launch last
month, significant industry interest has already
been generated and a buoyant new market is
expected to build over the next few years."
This kind of talk makes the professional launch
of CD -WO look like a toe in the water for
domestic sales of a cheaper system.

Fred says, if it's we

d

recording it's worth

FRIDA
FRIDA combines the well established
editing facilities of FRED with its own
fully comprehensive tape recording
facilities ensuring the highest studio
standards - wherever the action is.

Unique family features include:

lightweight
portability
modular design
ease of operation

sensible pricing
and FRIDA is available in TC versions
and models covering all working
situations.

Lyrec
OF

0

DENMARK=

Rack -mounted

Technology where it counts.
Lyrec Manufacturing A/S
Box 123 (Mileparken 22) ,2740 Skovlunde Denmark
Tel +45 44 532522 Fax +45 44 53 53 35

European Distributors
Austria:
Belgium:
Finland:
France:
Greece:
Italy:
Netherlands:
Norway:
Switzerland:
U.K.:
W. Germany:

Tel
+43 22 36/26123
+32 11 415278
+358 0 5661644

+33142815047
+3016475659
+39 2 817839
+31 20 141749
+47 2 797730

+4118400144
+44 84427 8866
+49 6171 4026

Fax
+43 22 36/83223
+32 11 491662
+358 0 5666582
+33 1 42858247
+30 1 3639234

+39

2

8136032

+31 20 140065
+47 2 796154
+41 18410726

+44 84427 8810
+49 6171 4401
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the right company in '91...
NEVE V3 60 Frame, 60 Channel, NECAM 96 Automation. Ex. Condition
SSL 4064E 64 Frame, 48 Channel, G Series Computer, T/R
DDA AMR 24 36 Frame, 36 Channel, Optifile H, Hard Disk Automation, patchbay, v.g.c.
AMEK 2520 40 Frame, 40 Channel, VCA, Faders, Extended patchbay, Immaculate condition
SOUNDCRAFT, SOUNDTRACS, HARRISON, TAC, TRIDENT. Many used consoles in excellent

&EO.A.
SP.O.A.
BP.O.A.

,

S.P.O.A.

condition available.

you'll be on the right track for a great deal ...
MITSUBISHI X850 32 Track digital, Low hours, Ex. Condition, choice of 3
SONY 3324 With 3310 Remote/Auto, 2500 Hours, v.g.c
STUDER A820 With Dolby SR and Remote /Auto under 2000 Hours
STUDER A80 MKII With MKIII Headblock, Auto /Remote, v.g.c
OTARI MTR 90 MKII With Autolocator. Choice of 2
VARIOUS STUDER, OTARI, SOUNDCRAFT, MCI, LYREC, 3M Machines available.

SP.O.A.
SP.O.A.
SP.O.A.

£ROA.

in outboard that's not overboard...
vast selection of outboard equipment currently available including: LEXICON 480L, LEXICON
224XL, LEXICON PCM70, LEXICON PCM60.
AMS RMX16, AMS 15-80S 1.6/6 sec. or fully loaded, FAIRCHILD 670, }CLARK TEKNIK DN 780,
YAMAHA REV 7, YAMAHA SPX90.
We have a

amps priced as good as they sound...
Current stock includes:
HARRISON X1150, HARRISON X0300, CITRONIC PPX450, CITRONIC PPX900, FOSTEX 600, H & H
MOSFET V800, AMCRON DC300, QUAD 405.

monitors that speak volumes...
PAIR WESTLAKE HR1 With 4 way crossover. PAIR WELLARD SOFT DOME With Stands. Various
JBL MONITORS. TANNOY ARDENS, COURT SN60 SOFT DOME, TANNOY SUPER REDS,

YAMAHA NS1OM. Many more.

in fact a sound miscellany
of gear to get you there in
the New Year.
Various microphones including: NEUMANN VALVE U47 + PSU, NEUMANN U67 + PSU,
NEUMANN VALVE SM2C + PSU, NEUMANN U87, AKG 414 EB, AKG 451 EB + CK1 CAPSULE,
SENNHEISER MD421. SONY 5850 UMATIC, SONY PCM 1610. Various 24 track dolby racks. Give
us a call for any items you require.

RING NOW

(O9á2)
872672/874768
FOR MONTHLY

MAILSHOT

/

A

HAPPY CH,P/9TMAS
n2,41.4/

)1

We'll ship it, freight it, insure it, to any destination

from Neasden to Nanking, from Romford to Reykjavik.
After sales, our engineers will certainly never
leave you out to lunch - always there to back you
up - there's no finer bunch. See it all, give Mike or
Jenny a call.
Make an appointment and hurry on down to
Surrey to our new studio complex.
We're 30 mins from Central London, 2 mins from
the M25 and only 10 mins from Heathrow Airport.
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AUDIO
ISASUBSIDIARVOFM s MANAGERIAL SERVICES LIMITED

NORTH LODGE, STONEHILL ROAD, OTTERSHAW, SURREY KT16 OAQ.
TELEPHONE: 0932 872672 INTERNATIONAL: +44 932 872672 FAX: 44(0) 932 874364

PRO -DAT PRACTICALITY
Some of the digital trends and opinions
aired at the AES Convention in Los
Angeles discussed by Francis Rumsey
that the recent glut of conventions
has passed, there is a small breathing
space in which pause for thought
would be a good thing; time to collect
some ideas about the direction audio will take
during the last decade of the century. Collected
principally, then, from material gathered in Los
Angeles at the recent AES Convention, here are
some ideas to ponder over, and which might form
the basis for further discussion, particularly
concerning the role of DAT in the face of other
digital recording formats.
It is time to be very rigorous in our assessment
of DAT as a major professional 2 -track tape
format of the future, since very soon there will be
many more so- called `professional' DAT machines
arriving from a large number of manufacturers,
and the professional user will find it hard to
distinguish between them. What does the term
`professional' mean when used in conjunction with
DAT? Does it mean that the device has XLR
sockets, AES/EBU interfaces, timecode and an
external sync interface, or should it mean more
than that? Certainly Sony's Roger Lagadec
believes that it should be more, since, among
other things, he said at the AES DAT workshop
that Sony's professional DAT machines would be
nothing like the professionalised consumer
transports seen to date. He implied that the
transports and construction would be built
specifically for professional use but that the user
would have to realise that such things would put
up the cost of machines. More remarkably, he
stated that he saw no reason why DAT should not
Now

completely replace 1/4 inch analogue tape:
something of a phase reversal in his attitude
when compared with that of a year or so ago,
which suggests that Sony (or at least a part of
Sony) has great plans for the format. The recent
announcement by Philips of a consumer digital
cassette format to rival DAT, in the form of
machines costing only £250, must be putting the
wind up Mount Fuji, and perhaps the only way to
recoup the massive investment in DAT
development is to repackage it as a professional
format.
Certainly if DAT is to fulfil this rôle in the
market it will need to overcome some of the
serious worries people were expressing in
discussions at the Los Angeles Convention.
Clearly, many potential users have a fundamental
worry that a format designed originally for
consumer use should not even be considered as a
serious contender for a long term professional
format. Kudelski (father of the Nagra) clearly
holds this view, since he is introducing a digital
tape machine with a new format all of its own,
the Nagra -D, intended to address just this worry.
Whatever the original intention for a format, it is
how real machines perform in practice that
matters, and here also there is divided opinion. In
the DAT workshop there were reports from audio
engineers who had worked on major film and
video productions, and many claimed that they
always used an analogue Nagra backup when
shooting in the field, even when DAT was being
run as the primary audio format. This was, they
said, because they simply couldn't risk the

Nagra-D digital recorder -open reel with rotary heads

possibility of a single drop-out, N
in a mute on replay.
In retrospect, it is this factor t
possibly the single most serious
digital audio in any format has to jump before it
is widely accepted. DAT has made digital audio
reasonably priced, it can be synchronised, it can
be edited and the sound quality is good, but
people are still scared stiff of drop -outs. Are they
justified? A recent test by Panasonic showed that
a DAT tape, which had been played over a
thousand times in one place, still did not drop out
but some users in the workshop were claiming
only four playings before a drop -out. Clearly
somebody must be wrong, with such enormously
differing claims, mustn't they ...?
Manufacturers' representatives and service
engineers made it very clear that DAT machines
were like any other tape machine and that they
needed to be aligned and cleaned correctly. But
how many people align and clean their DAT
machines? The audio world is perhaps under a
false impression that maintenance and cleanliness
is a thing of the past with anything digital.
It is not common, in fact it is almost unheard
of, for the manual that comes with any DAT
machine to recommend the use of any form of test
tape, alignment jig or test equipment for regular
maintenance of the transport. Comparatively, the
manual that comes with most professional
analogue tape recorders has a large section on
alignment, and test tapes are widely available.
This is because most DAT machines to date have
been consumer and not pro, and it is not standard
practice to issue alignment instructions with
consumer machines. Even so, it will be interesting
to see just what is suggested in pro- machine
manuals, and whether any important alignments
will be a task that a normal user could perform.
Just what are these alignments anyway? It is
very difficult to get at the transport of a DAT
machine, and certainly not as easy as tweaking
the azimuth on an analogue machine in order to
replay a dodgy tape from another studio. How do
you get dodgy DAT tapes to play? How do you
compensate for tapes from other people's badly aligned machines? How do you cope in a market
where half the machines are consumer and half
professional? Does it matter? Clearly the
manufacturers need to educate us, but are they
sure themselves?
If drop -outs in digital recordings are feared more
than anything else, and this is definitely the
impression gained from talking around, what can
be done to alleviate the fears? Two things
immediately spring to mind. Firstly, all
professional DAT machines, studio and portable
alike, should have four heads, not two, and they
shouldn't be allowed to be called professional
otherwise. This would allow off -tape monitoring
while recording -known as confidence replay -and
would at least give the operator the comfort of
knowing that a recording was `alright leaving
him'. The Fostex D-20 pioneered this approach.
Secondly, a means must be found of allowing
digital audio to degrade more gracefully in the
face of increasing replay errors. If the sound
quality could be made gradually worse as errors
got more frequent then perhaps people would find
digital recorders more acceptable. A third point
worth considering is a means of adjusting the
equivalent of tracking in order to make possible
the replay of tapes recorded on bent or badly aligned machines.
Analogue recorders lose high frequencies as the
heads get dirty or when the replay head is out of
azimuth, and the sound quality gets a little
unstable or lumpy if playing over a slightly
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patchy bit of tape, but typical digital replay tends
to have a characteristic similar to a cliff -edge
where the sound is there one moment and not the
next. Granted there is a grey zone where many
systems begin to interpolate rather than correct
perfectly, and this results in a gentler degradation
when compared with the choice between total
correction or muting (again resulting in a loss of
HF if interpolation is prolonged). But we need to
take the masking process one or two steps
further. This function could be made switchable,
so that for mastering purposes it would be
possible to revert to the 'correct -or -mute' strategy
but in many real operational circumstances users
would prefer a means of getting the tape to play
rather than not play, in order to rescue, for
example, the one good take that the famous actor
did before he left for Hong Kong. People liked the
'Playback Muting Off' function on Sony PCM-F1
and 701 for this very reason, because it allowed
them to replay over major errors and hear the
effect of the error, rather than muting. If the
audible effect of the error could now be made
more subtle, then engineers could choose how to
cover the momentary loss of sound quality in post production, hoping that the producer might be
momentarily distracted! This is not so much to
support the adoption of fudges as a rule but to
acknowledge the existence of potentially
disastrous situations in professional recording,

The audio world is perhaps under a
false impression that maintenance and
cleanliness is a thing of the past with

anything digital
It is not common for the manual that
comes with any DAT machine to
recommend the use of any test
equipment for regular maintenance of
the transport
is an open -reel machine with rotary heads and the

format was designed specifically for professional
use. You would be looking at parting with around
£12,000 for such a machine. Stellavox, on the
other hand, the alternative to Nagra in Swiss made excellence for portable analogue tape
recorders, has gone down the DAT route with the
StellaDAT. The StellaDAT has four heads,
timecode, sync ports, 'climate control', is claimed
to be operable in very severe environments and is
also waterproof. It comes with a number of mixer

Stellavox StellaDAT professional portable DAT machine
where thousands of pounds may be at stake. It
cannot be beyond the wit of manufacturers to
achieve this and it is possible that it might sell a
lot more machines to wary operators.
On the positive side for DAT, one operator who
had recently toured some very inhospitable parts
of the globe for National Geographic with a Sony
portable DAT machine claimed not to have
experienced a single drop -out over the length of
his tour, in high humidity and temperatures. He
pointed out that a circumcision operation in the
Serengeti was not a take he would like to have to
ask for again and that this proved his faith in
DAT as a professional medium! The question is,
was he lucky, or could such a claim be made
repeatedly over a thousand trips to the Serengeti?
Mr Kudelski is clearly a very clever man. He
has designed a portable digital tape recorder,
which aims to replace the analogue Nagra as the
machine of choice for ultra -reliable field
operations in inhospitable climates. The Nagra-D
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options on board and the usual portable features
such as battery powering, phantom power for mics
and so on. There is an interesting difference
between Nagra-D and DAT, and that is that the
Nagra format allows for 20 bits of audio data per
sample, whereas DAT only allows for 16. This
may become important in a professional world
now obsessed by resolution over 16 bits.

Furthermore, the Nagra allows for four channels
of audio, which matches well with the four
channels available on digital video recorders.
Clearly, in the potential war between DAT and
Nagra-D it will be a matter of 'you pays your
money ...', but the question exists as to whether
many professionals will 'pay their money' for
DAT and then complain because it's not quite as
future -proof as they expected. Sony and others
may be regretting the day they ever introduced
DAT, since it is possibly too good for consumers
and perhaps not the format they would have
designed for professionals. There is no doubt, even
so, that DAT is an extremely good and useful
thing, and in terms of value for money it cannot
be beaten. It is also a world standard, if such a
thing exists. Like the PCM-F1 before it, DAT
makes digital audio available to a wider range of
users but, also like the PCM-F1 it should not be
seen as a universally- applicable professional
recording system.
If DAT is going to be such a large feature of
Sony's 2 -track professional audio line -up in the
next few years, as Dr Lagadec appears to believe
at the moment, where does this leave the DASH
format and the PCM-1630? The 1630 format is
certainly steam technology when compared with
DAT but has fostered a wealth of experience and
a wide adoption as the CD mastering format. It
also works moderately well but is probably no less
prone to drop -outs than DAT. Users have found
tape types that work well and they stick to these.
Similarly, certain DAT tapes are more reliable
than others. The 2 -track DASH format was never
as widely adopted by broadcasters as it might
have been and although there is a steady but
slow stream of sales, it could not be said that
2 -track DASH has 'taken off'. Perhaps, then, DAT
will form the basis of professional 2 -track
recording from Sony and DASH will be the
mainstay of multitrack recording. Quite how Sony
will cope with the question of 20 bit or 4 -track
recording will be interesting to watch, since it
will probably have to introduce a new format.
You could lay good money on the fact that it
won't be using the Nagra-D format.

On the positive side, one operator who
had recently toured some inhospitable
parts of the globe with a Sony portable
DAT machine claimed not to have
experienced a single drop -out in high

humidity and temperatures
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Peak
Vierring
With the recent
technological advances in
the transmission and
distribution of broadcast
sound the accurate
monitoring of signal level
has never been more
critical.

/1111111

DIGITAL AUDIO METERING
* Both AES /EBU and SPDIF formats catered
for on (2) XLR and (2) Phono connectors.
* Compact size (160 x 40 x 95mm).
* Simultaneous outputs in both formats.
* Peak segments and overs may be held in
memory.
* Switchable `bright-up' portion of display.
For further details, contact:

RTW PPM 1130E
Already in service with
many U.K. broadcast
organisations, the RTW
PPM 1130E provides
precise indication of even
short transient peaks on a
clearly readable neon plasma display, designed to
BS Standards *.

TOTALSYSTEMS
Windermere Avenue
RG22 5JH, UK
Hants
Basingstoke,
Phone & Fax: 0256 468555
41

Information on the
complete range of RTW
Peak Programme and
Phase Correlation Meters
is available, on request,
from Audio Design,

West German Rental & Studio Facility in the
beautiful Black Forest area
offers for the tirsi time in the UK

Digital Video + Film Post- production Systems for
Voice Over, Voice Replacement, Synchronisation, Music

Tel: (0734) 844545

Specify the RTW PPM
1130E and improve your
peak viewing!

Production, Jingles etc.

SYNCLAVIER
8 -TRACK DIRECT -TO -DISK
Digital Audio Systems
and

our

B.S. 55428 Part 9.

in several different versions (we currently own three
Synclaviers and two 8 -Track Direct -to -Disk Systems)
available for hire

with and without operator on short or long
term basis at extremely reasonable rates
(also at your location in UK)

Ask for our `On the Road' rental rates or our low
prices for our Studio Rentals. You will be pleasantly

surprised.
We also rent our Video Post -Production rooms
equipped with A /B /C Roll Betacam, Ampex ADO,
Chyron Super-Scribe and much more

MM-TECHNOLOGY
Vertriebsgesellschaft audio /visueller Electronik mbH
7502 Malsch b. Karlsuhe West Germany
Bachstr. 2
Tel: (49) 7246 5005 Telefax: (49) 7246 5009

O!

Memo +40dB Reset
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4 DESIGN

Unit 3, Horseshoe Park,
Pangbourne, RG8 7JW, U.K.
Tel: (0734) 844545
Fax: (0734) 842604
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AUDIO PRECISION QUALITY IN A PORTABLE TEST SET
Just press a button and take a measurement!
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from TONY LARKING
CONSOLES used
AMEK ANGELA 28124124 +plbay, 56 line
inputs, private use only

VGC

£12,500

VGC

£22,500

VGC

£29,950
£24,950

AMEK 2500 36 channels +Mastermi,
I

owner from new

NEW 8108

32 channels, 8 VCA subs,

plbay, ex broadcast use
NEYE 5316 36 channel TV broadcast conso e

RAINDIRK CONCORD 20 channel

VGC

'' -

hart*

64 line inputs with E0, midi muting, only

video, or in large networks with other digital
audio equipment. At the AES Convention it was
clear that there is enormous confusion among
users over the principles of signal
synchronisation, since it is not a subject with
which analogue audio engineers have needed to
be particularly familiar. Most engineers have at
least a passing acquaintance with timecode
synchronisation of transports but what we are
talking about here is the business of ensuring
that all signals are locked to a common reference,
such that 48 kHz in one part of a system is
exactly the same as 48 kHz in another part of the
system, and also that there is a common and fixed
relationship between the video master clock, the
timecode master clock and the audio master clock.
In passing, it should be pointed out also that
there is a vital need for a stable master clock to
be used as a reference for retiming `jitter- bugged'
audio data before conversion, since this is the root
of many people's complaints regarding the sound
quality of digital audio after it has been

transferred between consumer and professional
systems, or to a high quality converter. The sound
quality of a digital system can only ever be as
good as the timing accuracy of data entering the
DIA converter.

Video establishments have had to contend with
the need for careful synchronisation almost ever
since video began and reference inputs are a
standard feature of all professional video
equipment but digital audio equipment comes
with a wide variety of different sync inputs and
sometimes with none at all. Audio engineers are
not familiar with the principles of centrally
distributed sync signals or genlock. They also
have to deal with a number of possible timecode
types and sampling rates. In the all-digital studio,
all equipment would run at the same sampling
rate and each device would be locked to a sync
source (in the form of an AES/EBU audio signal)
generated either by a standalone sync pulse
generator or by, say, a digital mixer in a single studio setup. Asynchronous signals would
normally have to be synchronised to the reference
before they could be combined with other signals
-

months use.

As new £12,995
new purchase price £1 7,900 SAVE £4,905
SOUNDTRACS CP6800 40 channels, 24 monitors
plboy+tracm s fader automation, 64 line inputs in

DASS -100 from Digital Audio Research
Moving to other subjects, it is worth noting the
sudden increase of interest in synchronisation of
digital audio signals. This is partly due to the
AES issue of draft recommendations for
synchronisation but also is because more and
more people are using digital audio systems with

2

£2,500

As new

16 inputs, plboy, unused
SOUNDTRACS QUARTZ 3200 32 channels,

or recorded and thus we shall begin to see more
of digital audio signal synchronisers, such as
DAR's recent DASS -100.
Digital audio operators need to be aware that
timecode to be striped onto digital tapes must be
locked to the same sync reference as the digital
audio recorder. This can present problems since
although most timecode generators have video
sync inputs they don't have AES/EBU sync

inputs.
If the audio recorder has a video sync input
then it is possible to use video sync to lock
timecode generator and audio recorder. Also, if a
digital audio tape is to be post- striped with
timecode, a means is required of ensuring that
the timecode generator is locked to the sampling
rate of the tape recorder, in order that the post striped code does not drift in relation to the audio.
It seems most sensible for a timecode generator to
be an integral feature of all professional digital
recorders, which would normally be locked to the
sampling rate. The sampling rate would then in
turn be locked to whatever sync reference the
machine was presented with. Although
asynchronous timecode has its uses for rescuing
disaster tapes, it should not be the norm.
On a final note, it is good to be able to report
that at last someone is working towards a
standard interchange format for sound files on
optical disk. A conversation with Ted Smith,
technical director of WaveFrame, indicated that a
group of interested parties is working on a file
format that would allow sound files to be
transported between systems, provided that the
disk drive used in each system was capable of
reading the disk concerned. Such an interchange
format would be similar to the various
interchange formats that exist for the exchange of
text between different word -processing packages,
in that it would carry most of the salient
information for the file such as the number of
channels, the sampling rate, and so forth. It is
unlikely that it would be possible for much
realtime editing to be done from such interchange
files but it would allow sound files to be copied
into the native format of the system in question,
after which the usual operations would be
feasible. Smith also pointed out that limited EDL
(Edit Decision List) information might also be
interchangeable, although one suspects that this
might be a hard task, given the range of

possibilities.0

At the AES Convention it was clear
that there is enormous confusion among
users over the principles of signal
synchronisation since it is not a subject
with which analogue audio engineers
have needed to be particularly familiar
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nice condition
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and the new screen and cable connection gave a
peerless picture.
In the kitchen, Jack laboured over the
Martin Polon
munchies. He was especially proud of his smoked
bluefish pâté. His secret recipe emphasised fresh
cooked bluefish as well as the smoked kind, to
reduce excess saltiness. The turkey chilli had
been cooked for hours. The addition of
unsweetened chocolate in the form of cocoa
powder had given the concoction a dark rich
earthiness. And the spinach and clam dip was the
best he had ever made-nestling inside a hollowed
out rye bread loaf.
His friends seated around the living room, Jack
had been anticipating the awards
felt vindicated. His station had pioneered stereo
show for some time. The sound consultant
TV in his town. It had cost some money and at
was a top professional; known worldwide
first, Jack felt that he had been the butt of
as being number one in his field. The mix
Jack
several jokes. But now, all the work had paid off
engineer was a friend, with the finest credentials. and Jack's stature
as station manager was
Jack had been inside the remote truck. A virtual
enhanced. The awards programme started and all
audio techno-star. It had been driven in from LA
was well.
for the show. Las Vegas, Nevada -almost the
Or was it. Susan had noticed it first: "The left
showbiz capital of the world -at least for this kind side sounds
funny."
of musical event. Jack's excitement and
Leave it to my wife, Jack thought as he began
anticipation was betrayed by his preparations.
to perspire. Indeed, it was clear that the
In the living room, the brand new audio control
relationship between left and right was not as it
receiver was ready to roll! The audio feed was
should be. Subtle, a sort of a phasing sound going
taken from a 13 inch TV monitor with dedicated
in and out. His guests said nothing, straining
left and right MTS stereo feeds. The unit was
with politeness. The hum was not subtle and
made specifically to serve as much as an audio
settled in every time the performers wore a white
tuner, as well as a superb TV display. This feed
shirt or dress. The subwoofer was especially
went into the 120 W /channel receiver, which
impressive with the hum. But, at least the hum
would decode the surround logic for centre and
was not there all the time and 15 minutes in, it
rear audio. The large bookshelf speakers were
stopped. It was replaced by an intermittent kind
from a major maker and well thought of in the
of whooshing sound from the rear surround
annals of the hi -fi trade press. The same maker
speakers.
provided the small bookshelf speakers used for the
The very low-level whistle began about 30
surround sound. The centre-channél feed was fed
minutes into the show and stayed for the rest of
into another power amplifier and thence to the
the hour. Jack thought it might be some kind of
subwoofer. Speaker placement was ideal. So was
parasitic note. Last but not least, was the total
seating, as Jack had laboriously muscled the two
loss of the picture for the last 5 minutes of the
sofas into place. The video projector was ready
show. Jack went into the bedroom, returned with

-

Stereo television
an American
phenomenon? asks
our US columnist

his shotgun and had to be restrained from
blowing his TV stereo setup out of the water.
apologies to all those out there
in the United States who have
enjoyed TV stereo flawlessly, the
above `fairy tale' is a virtual replay
of an evening I spent with `Jack'. The point here
is that the basic provision of audio to accompany
television programming is much improved in the
United States but the prospect of truly dramatic
stereophony and surround sharing the home
environment with the visual elements of
television has not been achieved and, in fact, is
still far from reality for most viewers. There are a
number of current problems that might be
discussed one by one to illuminate the current
state of audio affairs in TV in the US.
With

A lack of consistent phase discipline and phase
technology throughout the production, distribution
and transmission systems contaminates the North
American television industry today. Despite the
repeated telling of ribald stories of failure by
broadcasters, over repeated glasses of Tennessee
sipping whiskey at NAB conventions, the
consistent and reliable transmission services
provided by the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company kept the broadcast industry
`honest' in terms of phase relationships. The
splitting up of the Bell System continues to bring
us a `leaner and meaner', `Ma Bell' but as the old
lady kicks off her black dress for a Paris look and
has indeed become a world competitor, some of
the benefits of `mom and apple pie' are missed.
Signals had to conform to published standards
that every subsidiary operating company of
`Mother Bell' treated as the Bible. There was only
one way to do things and there were no
exceptions. Signals entered the telephone system
through standardised and telco- supplied repeating
coils and left the telco system in the same way.

OFTEN HEARD...
An unobtrusive microphone, flexible enough to be integrated into a system which offers an inexhaustable
number of
accessories, and with a dynamic range 2Odb greater than the microphone it replaced (KM84).
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Many of the complaints about the transmission
by `Mother' centred on the quantity of service

rather than the quality. Frequency response and
distortion limits were `dollar' decisions based on
broadcaster economics. At any rate, whatever the
limitations of `telco', the rigid discipline of
standard phase relationships through common
equipment and wiring practices created
nationwide conformation. It may not have worked
all the time but at least it was more predictable
than today, where professional audio equipment
makers and the industry still cannot agree on the
correct wiring of pins 2 and 3 on input and output
Cannon connectors on equipment.
Today, the lack of predictable dependability
throughout the chain of programme production,
network or syndicated distribution, and local

station transmission has cost the broadcast
industry the simplicity of conventional stereo.
Programme producers and network managers fear
phase cancellation as a real menace. If, in fact, it
is a menace that occurs very rarely -it is felt to
be a snafu that can be ill -tolerated since it could
cost millions of viewers their audio if it happened
in the wrong place at the wrong time. This
virtually condemns any stereo programme to be
without voice tracks, since any cancellation of L
into R or vice versa could cost the viewer `the
voices' if in stereo and that is what the monaural
as well as the stereo viewer ultimately pays for.
This `unwritten standard' for mono dialogue has
cost the home viewer much of the potential
impact of stereo TV. Most feel that in the current
transmission environment, little choice exists for
other options. It must be noted again that phase
problems like large spiders in basements, do not
exist everywhere. Such difficulties probably
constitute only about 1% of the connection points
in the nationwide system and only then under a
certain combination of circumstances.
A lack of new audio

equipment at all points

along the production, distribution and station
audio chain complicates the phase problem
indicated above and remains a source of noise,
distortion, hum and reduced dynamic range.
Everybody insists that waiting for digital products
is the only sensible response and existing
equipment will just have to soldier on a little bit
longer. Many of the problems associated with
vintage audio gear centre around transformers. It
is not unusual for programme audio to have
passed through 40 to 50 transformers per audio
channel.
Another common problem area historically, for
audio recording and reproduction in television has

audio tracks still get mangled during video
recording.
Whatever the audio ill, consider the complexity
of the typical audio chain for an average
television programme broadcast in the US:
Original recording-microphone pickup, portable
audio (Nagra) recorder
Post transfer -limiter, film (mag stripe) or audio
tape recorder
Post -production-console with equalisers and
volume levellers, film (mag stripe) or audio tape
recorder, limiter, video tape recorder
Network transmission -video tape recorder,
console, switcher, limiter, satellite uplink

Truly dramatic stereophony and surround sharing
the home environment with the visual elements of
TV has not been achieved and is far from reality
been the video tape recorder. The dearth of
distortion -free, full- response audio signal handling
on all the generations of the 2 inch and on the
early 1 inch machines has been solved. The
advent of digital video tape recorders (DVTR) such
as the D -1 and D -2, has provided many operators
with an exceptional method for combining high
quality audio with picture. The industry has also
made great strides in equipping many of the large
number of C- format 1 inch machines with Dolby
and/or other technology noise reduction cards to
improve audio response. The new small format
Y2 inch machines, like the Betacam SP series and
the M-II products, offer greatly improved audio
capability with PCM -like recording formats. The
S-VHS system has also been upgraded to full
digital audio capability for affordable composite
studio work. And DAT recorders with timecode
capability offer similar utility as well.
But the cost of replacement or upgrading is still
a stumbling block at many stations and decent

Satellite-transponder input, transponder output
Station transmission -satellite downlink, control
console, switcher, limiter, microwave link
Station transmitter site-microwave link, limiter,
television transmitter aural exciter input
As you can see, the possibilities of signal
degradation in the analogue domain are increased
in small or large jumps by each new device
introduced into the total chain. Ideally, needless
to say, all these devices should have only the
insertion effect of a straight wire but as the
saying goes, 'Not in this life!' Even the coming of
partial digitisation has not solved the problem.
Consider that some experts have been quite
outspoken about the use of portable DAT for
original sound recording and digital tape
recorders and digital hard disk recorders in postproduction. It is suggested by these worthies that
digital merely adds the summing error of as many
as half a dozen A/D conversions. As long as we
must return to analogue buses, so their theory

..RARELY SEEN
The NEUMANN KM100

- The Microphone - The System

BRUCH
F.W.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 4RZ
Tel: 081 -953 0091 Fax: 081 -207 5970
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goes, the positive effects of digital technology in
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transmission are somewhat limited. Only
complete digitisation will allow error and acoustic
discrepancy -free transmission of audio totally in
the digital domain from unit to unit.
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A major shortfall in rewiring network facilities
and station facilities for stereo has plagued the
TV industry. This problem is plaguing digital
video as well. Everybody is waiting for fibreoptic
systems before recabling and broadcast quality
fibreoptic systems are waiting for sufficiently
hardened termination points to be viable
functionally as well as financially. Existing
wiring frequently has grounding inconsistencies,
patching wiring, centre -tapped transformer
isolation, etc, that seriously endangers in -plant
stereo transmission. The cost of an audio -only
rewire works as a prohibiting factor as well. If
a rewire is to take place, then it must encompass
the whole plant to be cost effective.

TV set manufacturers, instead of settling for a
mandatory left and right signal output system
with hi -fi system compatible jacks, have chosen to
sell various kinds of on -board stereo sound
systems. Today, most smaller sets (19 inch or
under), have no stereo capability whatsoever.
Many of the larger sets do have stereo
functionality but at a higher price and the
presence of built-in speakers does not guarantee
the appropriate output jacks. For many home
viewers, the presence of the on -board stereo TV
represents just another `bell and whistle' on a big
set. Some sets do have superior on board sound
via special baffling but these are the exception
and not the rule.

Programme producers in the United States do
not usually cover their expenses in producing TV
programmes from the licence fees paid by the
networks. The profit for producing the TV
programming should come with syndicated sales
after network runs are finished. Unfortunately,
the current market for syndicated programming
has flattened out. Something has to give and
what could be more expendable than elaborate
post -production for stereo? That has given rise to
the now familiar phrase `send it through the

synthesiser'.

Summit Audio Inc.
P

O. Box 1678, Los Gatos
U.S.A.

California 95031

408 -395 -2448
FAX: 4033951403
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The use of stereo synthesisers has reached
almost epidemic proportions. Not only are they
used by programme producers, syndicators,
colourisers and local stations showing old movies
(which may have in fact been previously
synthesised by the studio for re-release) but they
are found in virtually every stereo TV station on
the air and exist as features on most home audio video receivers, control centres, stereo VCRs, etc.
That leads to the consummate horror of twice,
thrice or quadrice synthesised audio. Thrice baked
chicken may be truly sublime at the
neighbourhood Chinese restaurant but it does
nothing for the soundtrack of Citizen Kane.
Even if all other deficit areas involving TV
stereo were easily remedied, the problem with
cable television systems alone would be sufficient
to scuttle most options for quality with television

stereo sound. Since cable services slightly more
than half of all viewers in the continental United
States with similar or greater penetration in
Canada (depending on location), the impact of
cable is very significant indeed. The problems
encountered stem from the age and technical
limitations of most cable systems as well as an
attitude assumed early on by many cable system
managements. It was felt that TV stereo should
be an `add-on' feature to be sold to cable
customers -not given away free. In fact, early pay
and music services had their stereo audio tracks
provided for a fee as an FM signal ...to be
decoded by the viewer with a separate FM tuner.
Because of the existing charge service and with
the hope of charging for the on -air MTS stereo
signal, cable systems have frequently dragged
their feet, plus whatever other parts of the cable
anatomy that were hanging around, in enabling
their systems to pass the on -air signal. Curiously,
some operators still hope to profit from TV sound
with the advent of the Eureka DAB (Digital
Audio Broadcast) system for FM. They would like
to pack all the TV sound channels together and
offer them via DAB on unused video programme
channels.
it is clear that some if not all
these problems will be solved as the
TV broadcast industry adopts new
technologies throughout the '90s,
some of the current problems could be solved if
sufficient budget and production co- operation were
available. A move away from US/Europe coproduction in the name of EC nationalism further
feeds the shortfall in quality programme
production. A lack of world co-operation or
standardisation in stereo TV will also hamstring
the lowering of programme post -production and/or
distribution costs on an international basis.
Having to remix a programme for each
distributed venue adds an almost unaffordable
burden to multi -country distribution. High
definition television remains the one place where
common standards for stereo audio could be
implemented. But, just as the European
Community (EC) and the US are worlds apart in
agreement on picture standards, common
programme audio schemes seem equally as
diverse.
Most, or all, of these problems could be fixed by
throwing money at them -that being true of most
ailments of our modern society. Unfortunately,
the funding is few and far between these days as
advertising revenue continues to dip for the
television industry. And television stereo has
achieved the status of a `must have' technology.
There is no extra revenue to be gained by
networks, syndicators, individual stations as
affiliates or independent programmers when
stereo TV is presented. Everyone expects the `red
light' to be lit but there are no `brownie points'
beyond that and considerable expense accrues if
the accepted norm is exceeded. If TV stereo is to
truly soar and enhance the viewing experience,
the format must be accepted as a standard of the
highest quality from beginning to end. Perhaps
the rest of the '90s will witness such an
While

emergence.
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must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (11 the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (21 it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

CASSETTE DUPLICATING:
GAUSS Loop -Bin
/ TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing
OPEN REEL
DUPLICATING
(ANY SPEED - ALSO
BROADCAST SPEC.)
SPEECH
RECORDING
-OVERS; LANGUAGES; AUDIO- VISUALS)
TO

t

( VOICE

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.

UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 071 -231 0961

É

THE COMPLETE

SERVICE.....

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

DIRECT

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length

Record Pressings
Cassette Duplication
Compact Discs
Post Mastering
P.Q. Encoding

TEL: 061 -973 1884

Print & Reprographics
Video Duplication
Competitive Prices
Free Quotations

it

with us
We make the hits
Make

r

NAB

REEL REEL

IEC

Fl PCM DIGITAL

I

AUDIO
DOLBY
CASSETTE LDOLBY

C
B

*
*
*

Duplication & Loading
High Spec Professional Bin
Mastering
120x Real Time Duplication
Ferric & Chrome Cassette supplies
Printing & Packaging, cases & accessories.

IIIGH PERFORMANCE CASSETTE ti

lr
r

jbs records
MUSIC -SPEECH -DATA

/

\

-/

IN

.OUT

\

THE BETTER THE MASTER, THE BETTER THE COPY,
HOW MANY WOULD YOU LIKE? 1005000

Sal -868 5555081-866 5555 PHONE FOR PRICE CHECK

68

New Tapematic Loop Bin

CALL 061 -344 5438

HIGH SPEED HIGH QUALITY LOOP -BIN
DUPLICATING BY SRL TAPE SERVICES
A

Cassettes

Tapeline, Unit 2, York Works, York Street
Audenshaw, Manchester M34 5HD

0480 61880 CAMBRIDGE

r DOLBY

Blank & Duplicated

FOR

MARKET LEADERS
081 -446 3218 LONDON
.

TAPELINE

-o

Studio Sound, December 1990

QUALITY
CASSETTES

CASS TTES

QUALITY
CASSETTES

REAL -TIME /HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000. Computer printed
Labels. Solo, 'A" Seel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT recording.
Fast Security Delivery service
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR 0992- 500101

MASSED NAKAMICHI'S IN LONDON!
ULTIMATE QUALITY REAL TIME CASSETTES
VERY COMPETITIVE RATES * DAT TO DAT COPYING
AND EDITING * BLANKS WOUND

*

COMPUTER PRINTED LABELS

AURAL CASSETTES 081 -460 7435
TASCAM /SENN/BLYER, trade counter. Lrri. ks
VCD, Brighouse 722121.
(X)

,.

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX
BASF
MAXELL
AGFA
JVC
AUTHORISED NATIONAL AUDIONIDEO TAPE DISTRIBUTOR

Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank
custom wound cassettes C1 -120, labels, library cases and
cards, C- zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges.
ttaaraaaai

12 Britannia Road
Sale, Cheshire M33 2AA
Tel: 061 -905 1 1 2 7

SOOND AND VIOEO SERVICES
FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE

STUDER -REVOX
SERVICE SPARES
NEW & USED SALES

-

MACHINES CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
STUDER A62 STEREO, TROLLEY, 7'k, 15 IPS

£800.00

STUDER B62 STEREO, TROLLEY, 7%, 15 IPS

£1,200.00

STUDER C37 STEREO, VALVE 71/2, 15 IPS

STUDER 867 VU, TROLLEY, 71/2, 15, 30 IPS

f 1,000,00
f 1,800.00
f 2,200.00

STUDER B67 VU, PORTABLE, 71/2, 15, 30 IPS

STUDER 867 STEREO, BROADCAST, 15 IPS

f 2,000.00

STUDER B67 STEREO, PLAY ONLY, 15 IPS

(1,250.00

STUDER 867 MONO RECIPLAY,15IPS
STUDER A80 MK ONE VU 71/2, 15 IPS

(1,200.00
f 2,500.00

STUDER A80 RC MK ONE 71/2, 15 IPS

f 3,500.00

STUDER A810 MK TWO, VU, 30 IPS, TROLLEY

f4,500,00

REVOX PR99 MK TWO

f 1,200.00
f 900,00

REVOX PR99 MK ONE, NEW HEADS
REVOX PR99 MK THREE, NEW IN STOCK

REVOX C270 TWO TRACK MASTER, NEW

(1,800.00
f 2,400.00

REVOX 677 MK TWO HS, NEW

f 1,300.00

REVOX B77 MK ONE HS, NEW HEADS

f 750,00

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT

MACHINES ARE FITTED WITH NEW
PARTS AS REQUIRED AND CALIBRATED
TO CUSTOMER'S REQUIREMENTS

TEL 0246 275479
FAX 0246 550421

BOB TURNER
PRO SOUND SALES
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO & VISION SALES
(NEW & USED EQUIPMENT)
& INSTALLATIONS

TV, RADIO STATIONS & RECORDING STUDIOS

TEL: 0244 881708
FAX: 0244 880538
1 SEAHILL ROAD, SAUGHALL
CHESTER, CHESHIRE CH1 6BJ

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS

ASSISTANT PRODUCT MANAGER
An international challenge for your technical and business skills
Hampshire, South East England c.£22K + Car + Benefits
Sony Broadcast & Communications Limited markets and
distributes Sony's advanced range of professional audio and
video products throughout Europe, the Middle East and
Africa. Our prominent market position is based on a
combination of top -quality products and marketing
innovation ... a combination we expect you to extend.
Your portfolio will include a number of new products, such
as digital and analogue audio consoles and recorders. Your
responsibilities would involve not only ensuring your

products achieve their marketing objectives, but that they
also satisfy the current and future application requirements
of the marketplace, by working closely with the product
design teams located in Japan, America and our sales teams
throughout Europe.
Such success must be achieved across a range of areas, from
competitor and market research, to new product launches,
planning exhibitions and demonstrating prototypes and
ultimately influencing the shape of future products. Each
product will bring unique challenges in a highly pressurised,
yet ultimately intensely rewarding environment.
Such a distinctly varied role calls for a rare combination of

skills. Ideally a graduate, you should have an impressive
engineering background, including a minimum of 3 years'
with a manufacturer. Further experience in a studio or
production house environment would also be an advantage.
Whatever the case, a good knowledge of advanced

professional audio products and post -production equipment
is essential. You will also need good communication skills,
plenty of initiative and a confident, decisive approach.
You can expect regular overseas travel, particularly
throughout Europe, so a proficiency in two or three
European languages including English would be a bonus.
In addition to the attractive, negotiable salary, you can look
forward to a full range of benefits including product
discounts, medical cover and generous relocation assistance.
There will also be excellent international career possibilities.
Please apply in writing, with a full cv to: Roy White,
Human Resources, Sony Broadcast & Communications
limited, Jays Close, Viables, Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4SB.
Sony Broadcast & Communications limited is an equal opportunity
employer Vacancies are open to all people, irrespective of race, sex or
disability.

SONY®
Dealer Inventory Clearance Sale
Both reasonable and unreasonable offers are welcome
SANKEN CMS 7 MS stereo mit new
SANKEN CMS 2 MS stereo mit with SANKEN P.5 2 x 48V and SANKEN

SANKEN WS -41 windscreen; SANKEN CU-31 min.
Otan MTR 12 Mk a CT h" center track timecode demo use only.
Otan DP4050 OCF reel to 6 cassette copier, refurbished.
Quantec QRS /XL reverb.
Q. Lock Eclipse controller; O. Lock 4.10 frame with readers &2, various
interfaces.
Mastermix MX644 computer; Mastermix MMK700 digital interface for
up to 64 channels; Mastermix AMM300 PSU fits AMEK. Harrison MR4
and Soundcraft T924 consoles.

M5 matrixbox;

1

Soundcraft modules.
8 of 6101 input for 6000; 1 of
1 of 8018 24 -track monitor for 1600;
2400 master; 12 of stereo input for 2008; 1 of 5101 input for 500.
Tascam 80 -8 track with remote.

Contact Mr Christensen at

SLT, Skjulhoej Alle 57
Copenhagen DK -2720 Vanlöse, Denmark.
Phone int: 4531713344. Fax int: 4531713976.

BROADCAST /REFERENCE Stereo Disc
Amplifier 3 special offer £190; without cartridge
loading selectors and switch -on muting £140; Disc
5 £320. Surrey Electronics 0483 275997.
VERSATILE AND EXPERIENCED New
Zealand engineer requires work in the UK recordng industry. Has teaching, musical and
maintenance experience. CVs, references and demo
tapes available. All locations considered. Tel:
Kevin on 081 -980 7618 (weekends).
DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured by

TAM /ENGLAND, 13a Hamilton Way, London
N3 IAN. Telephone: 081 -346 0033.

Sony Broadcast
& Communications

represents e smell selection of
equipment evadable. Meese call lor

Thos list

complete monthly mailehot
15 Stockton Drive. ChInI.Y.

j!!'AUDIO

Tsl
FROFES4püL SOUND COMMENT
CONSOLES
Includes'. Neve, Mitsubishi. MCI. Soundcralt. Harnson. Amek. Studiornaste, etc.
SMALL MIXERS
choice of two available [525
Al ce 812/8
[750
Chilton 12.4 mixer
[ 725
Chilton 16 -2 mixer
TAPE MACHINES
P.O.A.
Sony .0116/24 24 -track
from E295
Revos A77
Flue'. Studer, Mitsubishi. 3M. Lyrec. MCI. Skull, Foste.. Sony. Tandberg. Otan. Uher etc
MICROPHONES
each E125
5 xCalrec CIVIC Condenser+CC50 caps, Univ Phan Pwr 7.5.48V
each E32
2 eCalra< CC58 Cardroid vocal capsulas. chrome windshields
each E 100
w,ndahrelda.,..........
M69NICI,
boxed
and
x
Soya,
2
[ 130
AKG D224E. boxed Including double windshield.......
E575
2 x AKG 414 ES. boxed and windshields, immaculate, only used once
(2,300
Calrec Soundlield. Ilightcased. As new
MISCELLANEOUS
EQUIPMENT&
OUTBOARD
0495
Yamaha Rev 7
OFFERS
AKG 440 Spring Reverb
Flightcasa manufacturing equiomen, Details on request.
P.O.A.
List extensive......
[120
. unused 4'73 , 3'
Fliohtceses[70180190
1
. Sons Dun x 10u good condinon
[85190
x 13uí l at 89 average
fax
51099
or
0663
Plus lots, lots more- Ring for mailshot now un 0663 50948
1

1

WANTED: DEAD OR ALIVE! Puttee EQs; Fairchild & Teletronix Limiters; Neumann,
Telefunken, AKG, RCA and Schoeps micro-

phones. Tube McIntosh or Marantz amps and preamps. Sontec, ITI and Lang EQs. Neve or API
equipment. Boxes of old tubes; Urei, Orban,
United Audio, dbx and other outboard gear.

or 104s. Parts for MCI
H 110/ 114 recorders. Altec 604s /crossovers /Tannoy speakers, JBL 2231; Altec 288h drivers.
Miscellaneous equipment of all types. Please contact: Dan Alexander Audio, 2944 San Pablo
Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94702. Tel: (415) 644 -2363.
Fax: (415) 644-1848.

Ampex ATRIO2s
J

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting,

pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin
Masters. Location Recording. Free Brochure. Tam
Studio, I3a Hamilton Way, London N3 IAN. Tel:
081 -346 0033.

A. P. T.

(X)

0344 890289

QUALITY CASSETTE MASTERING ANI)
COPYING, any quantity, Video duplication
PAL /NTSC / SECAM transfers, 24 hour, seven
days a week service. G.W.B.B. Audiovision, 42
Lancaster Gate, London W2 2NA. Tel: 071 -723

SONY D7Y' 100(1 ES DAT MACHINE including
Rack Mount kit £700. SONY PCsl 701 E5 with
inch (71/2,
C9 deck £500. MCI .IH 110 2 -track
15, 30, I PS) (1,400. Call Chris 08 -53 3 0443.

LOCKWOOD, "FANNOY, etc. New and used
equipment bought, sold, serviced. Authorised Tannoy specialist. Lockwood Audio, Tel: 0923 210254
Fax: 0923 240558.

Financing and leasing of new and secondhand
Audio Video equipment from the industry experts.
Malcolm Toft or Warren Palmer

a

1

5190.
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FvR SALE

BOB
TURNER
PRO

SEAHILL ROAD
SAUGHALL, CHESTER
CHESHIRE CH 1 6BJ
Tel: Chester (0244) 881708
1

SOUND
& VISION
SALES
SPECIAL PACKAGES...

NEWI

TASCAM MSR24 RECORDER IN TROLLEY &
AUTOLOCATE AND TASCAM M3500 32CH. INLINE
CONSOLE INCLUDING STAND AND LOOM,

AKAI 1100 (UPDATED 51000) EXTRA FEATURES
INCLUDE ...24 BIT INTERNAL PROCESSING,
DIGITAL IN /OUT, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

112,100.00

(REVERB/CHORUS/DELAY), TRIGGER FROM
SMPTE /CUE LIST ETC.

16 TRACK PACKAGE

OCTOBER DELIVERY

FOSTEX G16 RECORDER INCLUDING SMPTE
SYNCHRONIZER & REMOTE OR TASCAM MSR 16
RECORDER & SOUNTRACS PC MIDI 24 INLINE DESK
INCLUDING LOOM,

OCTOBER DELIVERY

£1,999.00
COMPLETE MIDI STUDIO & SYNCHRONIZERS
TASCAM 688 CASSETTE MIDI STUDIO 10 CH. (20
INPUT) 8 GROUP MIXER & 8 TRACK RECORDER
£ 1,629.00
8 CH.

(16

INPUT) 4 GROUP MIXER & 4 TRACK RECORDER

£750.00
TASCAM DA -30 DAT RECORDER & REMOTE

£1,100.00
SONY DAT RECORDERS
RING FOR PRICES
FOSTEX D20 DAT RECORDER WITH CENTRE TIME

...£ 7,100.00

SONY PROFESSIONAL VIDEO
V05800PS
Sony V05800PS U -Matic Video Recorder
V09800P
Sony V09800P U -Matic Recorder
V09850P
Sony V09850P U -Matie Recorder
PVM1442QM Sony PVM1442QM 14" Tri -Std Monitor
PVM1444QM Sony PVM1444QM 14" Tri-Std Monitor
PVM2730A Sony PVM2730 27" Grade A Monitor
PVM2130A Sony PVM2130 21" Grade A Monitor
PVM1320P
Sony PVM1320P 13" Rack Mount Monitor
DXCM7PK
Sony DXCM7PK Camera Kit

SONY PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
Sony PCMI630 Digital Processor
Sony APR 24 Track Recorder
SU224
Sony SU224 Remote Stand for above
CDP3000
Sony CDP3000 Professional CD Player
DAL1000
Sony DALI000 Digital Audio Limiter
DAE3000
Sony DAE3000 Digital Editor
DFX2400
Sony DFX2400 Sample Rate Convertor
DMR4000
Sony DMR4000 Digital U -Matic Recorder
PCM2500
Sony PCM2500 Professional DAT Recorder
MUR201
Sony MUR201 Digital Reverb
DABK3001 Sony DABK3001 DMR/DAE3000 Interface
Board
701/RTW
Sony PCM701ES & RTW Digital Interface
RM500
Sony RM500 Remote Control
701 /AD
Sony /Audio Design PCM701 Stage 1/2/3

.

COMP
QUADVERB
DPR402
DPR504
DS201
LX20
BD980
LXPI
ISA115HDP

ADAM SMITH ZETA

ART,

3,

ALESIS,

BSS DPR 504 QUAD GATE

£585.00
BSS DPR 502 MIDI STEREO GATE
£585.00
BSS DPR 402 STEREO /COMP /LIM /EXP/GATE /DE- ESSER E685.00
JBL UREI 7110 COMP /LIM
1440.00
JBL CONTROL 10 STUDIO MONITORS
1666.00
ALESIS QUADRAVERB
£370.00
ART SGE DIGITAL ANALOGUE PROCESSOR
1425.00
ART EXT. REVERB MULTI EFFECTS SAMPLER
1445.00
FOSTEX G16 INCL. SMPTE SYNCHRONIZER
14,400.00
FOSTEX 4050 SMPT MIDI AUTOLOCATE
£600.00
FOSTEX 812 12.8.2 MIDI MIXER
£899.00
TUBE TECH CL1A COMPRESSOR
11,165.00
TUBE TECH ME LA MID RANGE EQ
£995.00
TUBE TECH MP LA MIC PRE- AMPLIFIER
11,255.00

DN410

SDE3000A
BD8OS
1140
R880

JLC
401

£2350.00
£3075.00
£4750.00
£850.00
£875.00
D £945.00
D £893.00
£1665.00

£6500.00
H £13000.00

£22500.00
£250.00
D £995.00
D £1000.00
H £14000.00
H £5000.00
H £8500.00
£1500.00
£699.00
H £1250.00
H £1250.00

H £125.00
H £999.00

£499.00
£750.00
£325.00
£575.00
£499.00
£250.00

122MKII
DA30
MSR24

0112E
MKH50
MKH416KIT
RE20
SM57LC
SM58LC
SM85LC
M88
KM851

Focusrite ISA131 Dynamics Processor
£1545.00
Klark -Teknik DN360 Stereo Equaliser
£950.00
Klark- Teknik DN410 Parametric Equaliser
£725.00
Roland SDE3000A Digital Delay Line
£595.00
Bel BD8OS Stereo Digital Delay
£550.00
TC Electronics 1140 Mono Equaliser
D £250.00
Roland R880 Digital Reverb (inc. GC8 controller)£ 1599.00
J L Cooper Midi Automation System
£1999.00
Drawmer M401 Midman
£199.00
Tascam 122MKII Cassette Recorder
Tascam DA30 DAT Recorder
Tascam MSR24 24 Track 1" Recorder

EXM003
S1000PB
IB103

Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai

TRACK

B

FOSTEX 816 & AUTOLOCATE
FOSTEX E16 & 4050 AUTOLOCATE

1'

8 TRACK

OTARI 50/50 IN DESK TOP CONSOLE

TASCAM 32

2

TRACK EX DEMO

tc ELECTRONIC 2290 64 SECS
tc ELECTRONIC 2290 8 SECS
EVENTIDE SP2016
NTP COMP /LIM /EXPANDERIGATE IN STEREO

AMCRON DC300A MK11 AMP
COURT SN30 MONITORS

NEUMANN U87 MIC

PLEASE RING FOR FULL LIST

PLUS MUCH MORE

TEL: 0244 881708 * FAX: 0244 880538
1 SEAHILL ROAD, SAUGHALL
CHESTER, CHESHIRE CH1 6BJ

IFU2

Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha

MFC1
MLA7

QX5FD
RCX1
RX5

SPXI000

IFU2 DMP7D to 3324 Interface
MFC1 Midi Foot Controller
MLA7 Mie Amp for DMP7
QX5FD Sequencer
RCX1 Remote Control
RX5 Digital Dram Machine
SPX1000 Digital FX Processor

DIGITAL AUDIO PRODUCTS
DA2
Casio DA2 Portable DAT Recorder
EVCOPRO
Electric Valve Co Digital Processor
HDX1
Aiwa HDXI DAT Portable Recorder
PROBOX1
Audio Design PROBOXI
PROPAK1
Audio Design PROPAK1

MZ1000 Hi -Res Colour Monitor
PG1000 Patch Bay Controller

£99.00
£99.00
£479.00
£750.00
£450.00
£89.00
£89.00
£99.00
£175.00
£285.00

D
D

STUDIO MONITORS (All prices are for pairs)
REDBOXII
Acoustic Research Red Box II
CRYSTAL
Electrovoice Crystal Speakers
EV100A
Electrovoice Sentry 100A Monitors
MIDMON
Wellard Middle Monitors (Powered)
NOIZE
Noise Nearfield Monitors
SCM20
ATC SCM20 Studio Monitors
NS1OM
Yamaha NS1OM Monitors

£1499.00

D

DR1200 Digital Multitrack
D
DM1200 Meter Bridge for DR1200 D
DL1200 Locator for DR1200
D
EXM003 Memory Expansion IMPC60)
S1000PB Playback only sampler
IB103 SCSI Interface

£12500.00
£175.00
£1199.00
£69.00

SL1200
SL1210
SLP1200

Studio Sound, December 1990

£160.00
£125.00
D £199.00
D £199.00
D

£125.00
£399.00
£799.00
£425.00
£499.00
£449.00
£299.00
£199.00

D
D
D

AD2X

Yamaha AD2X A/D Convertor

£799.00

IFU1

Yamaha IFU1 DMP7D to X850 Interface

£275.00

Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron
Amcron

D75

MA600
MA1200
MA2400
CM200
CM310
GLM200
PCC160
PCC200
PZM30RB
PZM3LV
SASSP

D75 Power Amplifier

MA600 Macrotech Amplifier
MA1200 Macrotech Amplifier
MA2400 Macrotech Amplifier
CM200 Cardioid Microphone
CM310 Differoid Microphone
GLM200 Microphone
PCCI60 Microphone
PCC200 Microphone c/w Gate
PZM3ORB Microphone
PZXM3LV Lavalier Microphone
SASS-P Stereo Microphone

D £325.00

£714.00
£849.00
£1077.00
£75.00
£85.00
£69.00
£175.00
£199.00
£199.00
£25.00
£399.00

GENERAL
QUARTZ
DELTA
6000

QUADCD
XC777
XK009
SL2000B

IE30A
U2200
AS100
801C

YAMAHA

£249.00
£249.00
£699.00

AMCRON

34

£99.00
£250.00
£399.00
£999.00
£199.00
£999.00
£150.00

Technics SL1200 Turntable
Technics SL1210 Turntable
Technics SLP1200 CD Player

Soundtracs Quartz 32/34 Console
£14500.00
Soundcraf Delta 200 16/4/2 Console
£2500.00
Soundcraft 6000 32/16/PB Console
£7999.00
Quad 34 Pre -amp
£199.00
Quad 66 CD Player
£299.00
Aiwa XC777 Compact Disk Player
£175.00
Aiwa XK009 Cassette Recorder
£399.00
Zenith SL2000B NTSC Portable Betamax Recorder£250.00
IVIE 1E30A Portable Spectrum Analyser
£1100.00
Unitron 2200 Computer (Apple Clone)
£99.00

Cumana ASI00 Disk Drives (for above(
Urei 801C Chassis Dual Concentric
ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

'H' denotes ex -hire

'D' denotes ex -demo

HHB Communications, 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU
Tel: 081 -960 2144 Fax: 081 -960 1160
70

1725.00
£1,100.00
12,500.00
13,250.00
£1,400.00
£950.00
1775.00
£3,600.00
11,500.00
12,950.00
1950.00
£400.00
£1,100.00
1825.00

TECHNICS

£195.00
£3999.00
£375.00
£2595.00

£599.00
£999.00
£6500.00

AKG C1000ES Microphone
AKG D112E Dynamic Microphone
Sennheiser MKH50 Microphone
Sennheiser MKH416T Microphone Kit
Electrovoice RE20 Microphone
Shure SM57LC Microphone
Shure SM58LC Microphone
Shure SM85LC Microphone
Beyer M88 Microphone
Neumann KM851 Microphone

AKAI RECORDERS ETC
DP2000
Akai DP2000 AudioNideo P/bay
MZ1000
PG1000

...

- AUGUST 1990

MICROPHONES
C1000ES

tc

DENON,

ELECTRONIC, FOSTEX, TASCAM, SECK, BSS AUDIO, ETC

OTARI

NEW EQUIPMENT IN STOCK

TASCAM

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
DBX166 Compressor Limiter
Aphex compellor Signal Processor
Alesis Quadraverb Digital Reverb
BSS DPR402 Compressor Limiter
BSS DPR504 Quad Noise Gate
Drawmer DS201 Stereo Noise Gate
Drawmer LX20 Expander Compressor
Eventide BD980 Profanity Delay
Lexicon LXP -1 Digital Reverb
Focusrite ISA115HD Stereo Equaliser

FOR...

FOSTEX R8

WITH EITHER.. APPLE MACINTOSH OR ATARI
RING FOR DETAILS)

DN360

.

SECONDHAND /EX DEMO EQUIPMENT...

DIGIDESIGN SOUNDTOOLS

ISA131

£585.00
£649.00
£155.00
D £349.00
£650.00
£1500.00
£550.00
£275.00
£195.00
D

E

FULL TC ELECTRONICS RANGE...

PRISM,

E

SONY CONSUMER AUDIO & VIDEO
CDP 557
Sony CDP557 Compact Disc Player
GV9E
Sony GC9E Video Walkman 4"
CDP790
Sony CDP790 Compact Disc Player
XDSLC9UB Sony ex -Demo SLC9UB Betamax Video
EVS800
Sony EVS800 Video 8 Recorder
KVM3412
Sony KVM3412 34" Colour Stereo TV
AE1000ES
Sony TAE1000ES Stereo pre-amp with DSP
TAN 55ES
Sony TAN55ES Stereo Amplifier
WMD6C
Sony WMD6 Professional Walkman

E

TASCAM MSR 24 24 TRACK RECORDER WITH dbx

SENNHEISER, NEUMANN, STUDER, REVOX, SOUNDTRACS, NEVE

... £3,000.00

HHB WINTER SALE

166

ADAM SMITH ZETA 3 MACHINE SYNCHRONIZER
TASCAM M3500 32 INLINE CONSOLE INC. STAND

REVOX B77 MK11 HIS

8 TRACK PACKAGE
FOSTEX R8 INCLUDING REMOTE & MTC1 (MIDI
TIME CODE INTERFACE) CAN BE CONTROLLED
FROM CUBASE & FOSTEX 812 12 INTO 8, 3
EFFECTS RETURNS & 48V PHANTOM POWER

1975.00
£2,850.00

TUBE TECH PE LA PROGRAMMABLE EQ

DEALERS

AKAI DD1000 OPTICAL DISC RECORDER, 4 TRACK
DIGITAL EDITING (60 MINSI

£9,995.00

CODE

£2,300.00
12,999.00

AKAI 51000 & SCSI BOARD
AKAI S1000 H.D.

24 TRACK PACKAGE

TASCAM 644 CASSETTE MIDI STUDIO

0244 880538

Fax No:

£29.00

£535.00
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Convention clash
Cynicism takes a holiday
Defining quality
Fickle future
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Mix marriages
Open thoughts at the close of the year
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ADR with TEF
AES preview
AIR movements
API past and present
APRS preview
A question of culture- comment
A Sonic Solution
Audio recording systems
Black Boxed acoustics
Business of CEDAR
CEDAR
Compact discs as test equipment
Compressors and limiters
Consultants -who needs them?

Conversation with John Storyk
Digidesign SoundTools
Effects
Equalisers
Evaluating audio op amps
Fixing it outside the mix
Flashlight debut
Focusrite tracked
Full Sail
Inside the AudioFrame
KFA Box challenge
Microphones
MIDI's front line
MidiTap LAN
Monitor systems
Monitor systems- comment
Noise levels- living with the Regulations
Noise or music
No optical illusion
Novation Alpha mixing console
One world, one voice, many formats
Optical disks: an audio future?
Post at Pinewood
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Practical 20 bit-the session
Practical 20 bit -the techniques
Pro-DAT practicality
Recording Miss Saigon
Rites and wrongs in Spain
Software for the Yamaha Cl
Soviet soundings
Sterling service
Tannoy: back to basics
Tape life: an era of concern
Test equipment news
The gentle art of digital squashing
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The Wall
Three channels the future of stereo?
20 bit evolution
Vintage recording
Why do equalisers sound different?
WordFit
Wurlitzer rising to the occasion
Yamaha Cl music computer
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General news
AES exhibitors committee
Akai DD1000 price reduction
AKG buy into EdgeTech
AKG buy Quested
AMS and DAR in Joking Apart
AMS bought by Siemens
Apex new company award
API representation
APRS chairman
APRS changes
APT finance studios
ASC correction
Association for Technical Support in Audio
Audio aid for Romania
Audio Kinetics sign with Sondor
Audionics put Hallam on air
Autograph Sound supply Rocky Horror Show
Barbican Arts Centre live digital archive
BBC RDS visit Japan
Berger leaves Joiner -Rose to form consultancy
Best AES yet
BFBS second English service
B &K crowd control
B &K issue noise legislation leaflet
B &K mic records the circles
BSI Audiovisual, Video and TV Equipment
BSI new publication
BSI spec for time and address codes
BTS move into audio
Cadac agency correction
Canford buy into Ferrograph
Canford wine list
Cash boost for Focusrite

Celestion expands
Celestion speakers for USSR/UK film production
CES, Las Vegas, report
Clair /tc agreement
Clive Green 6 years with Starlight Express
CP Cases flightcased kitchen
Dick Tracy uncovers digital debut
DIE postponed

Drum set design by sampling
Dynaudio Acoustics

Earthquake
Ed Sullivan releases use NoNoise
Electro Sound expand duplication
Electro -Voice change name

Elgin Theatre computerised sound system
Elliott Bros open Meridien
First meeting for PAD
Formation of European Synclavier owners' club
45 million to watch stereo TV
Fostex UK dealer network
Frankfurt Musik Messe report
Full Sail West
Guild warns on DAT
Hard disk recording -London AES conference report
Harman acquire DOD
Harris, Grant Far East office

1/42

HDTV standards agreements
HEL for recording engineers
Hilton Sound post- production

8/33
6/84
6/36

HIT Factory London
HIT receivership
IDB Broadcast video downlink
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IFPI new president
Indiana University BSc in audio recording
Inovonics open European office
Isleworth Studios sold to Southbrook
Joe Meek biography
John Hornby Skewes win DOD award
KGM new sales office
Lansdowne Group and an Academy Award
Laser turntable halved in price
LNR/SSL digital satellite transmission
London Sound Centre's Hilton link
Mark IV announce takeover
Mark IV buy Dynacord
Masterbyte mobile hard disk editor
Medium -wave stereo radio
Metropolis -new rooms
MIDI Systems & Control book review
Mitsubishi fit Apogee filters
Mitsubishi re- introduce diamond leasing
Moles studio reopens
NaTCH offer CAD/CAM and test programming
NED move to Lebanon

Neutrik test equipment
Neve win Export Award
New Euro- Japanese company
New HR format gains momentum
New London telephone codes
New dates for AES
New scheme for radio frequencies
New team for Hot Nights
New theatre section on CompuServe

Nimbus acquire Ambisonics right
Nimbus increase CD manufacturing capacity
Nomis/Warner Chappell agreement
Obituary: Deane E Jensen
Otani acquires King Instruments
PAEG seeks US support
Philip Drake correction
Polygone basstraps
Privatised IBA transmission restrictions
Pro Audio Wiring Services opens
Proposals to change MU film/TV agreements
PRS John Lennon Awards
Quad fit Neutrik NL4 connectors
Racom Broadcast to sell DAMS
Recent projects for Digital House
Recording Architecture Design Initiative
Renovated Wurlitzer at motorcycle museum
Saki heads availability
Salford College new courses
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Scholz patent infringements
5/16
Soho Soundhouse acquire Turnkey business
9/10
Sony sued over domestic DAT players
2/13
Sony/Reading University collaboration
5/14
SoundMaestro convicts pirates
9/14
Soundcraft correction
7/14
SSL ScreenSound video
8 /10
Studer Revox USA sales office moves
5/13
Studer's future secure
12/13
Summit Audio correction
1/10
Surrey Sound reopen
5/14
Swiss digital team form consultancy
11/9
Sypha listed as consultants
9/14
Systems People technical support
1 /10
Tannoy change of name
5/16
Tape One offer CD -R
3/18
Tapeworm cassette duplication
12/13
tc/Steinberg joint venture
12/10
Tele -Cine acquire Ultrasound
7/18
Telekinoradiotechnika 90, Moscow -show report
6/19
Telephone reference
8/10
Texas Instruments award to Neve
8/10
Thatched Cottage MIDI courses
1 /10, 5/16
Thatched Cottage digital division
3/16
The Classical Recording Company
8/10
The Mill to handle Eel Pie bookings
3/18
The Tapeless Directory
5/16
The White Book 1990
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30 years of Studio Sound
3/18
3M British Quality Award
8/10
3M sell International Tapetronics
1 /10
TLS tape identification approved in USA
8/9
Tune Tube
10/11
TV aids Rock Steady
12/10
UK MIDI Association
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University of Miami graduate placement
11/8
US aircraft carrier baffled by Benchmark
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Valley International statement
2/13
Virgin venture

WaveFrame merger
Wharfedale OEM division
Winter NAMM report

warning on credit orders
Business of CEDAR
CEDAR /recordable CDs
Channel status conversion
DAT's the difference
Fl, DAT and CD mastering
Generic patents
Neutrik loudspeaker connectors
Pinewood console
The Box isolation
A

4/16
1 /10

4/29

Live sound
Audiolease and new Midas
Allen & Heath extend SC Plus
Entec adds JBLs
Farrahs distribute Yamaha desks
Klotz fibre optics at Wembley
Martin Audio unveil CT series
Pyramid transportable arena
Soundcraft Delta Monitor

Music news
Akai 51100 sampler
Atari software update
C -Lab samples
DataDisk updated
E -mu news

Hybrid Arts
JL Cooper samples
Macintosh software update
MIDI metronome
Multimedia CD -ROM
Opcode Systems software
Palmer PDi -03 speaker simulator
Quadrant AVC products
Roland samples
Roland Studio M
Steinberg samples
Yamaha TG77 arrives
Zeta Mirror 6
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1/29
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People
AKG

Alpha Audio
Ampex
AMS

Angel Studios
Apogee Electronics
ASC

Audio Kinetics
BBE
Beyma UK
BMG Studios
Britannia Row

Carlsbro Electronics
Casio Electronics
Celestion
Clarity
Clive Green & Co
DAR
DDA
Digidesign
Dreamhire
E -mu Systems
EMO Systems
Expotus
Falconer Studios

FarrahSound
Focusrite
Gefen Systems
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6/14
HHB
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Hilton Sound
2/14
HIT
3/16
Hollywood Association of Recording Professionals
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IP Kinloch
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Imagination Studios
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Jensen Transformers
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Klark-Teknik
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Klotz
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LMC Audio Sales
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Mark IV Audio
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Michael Stevens & Ptns
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Music Lab
3/16
NED
1/10, 2/14, 8/10, 11 /8
Neve
5/16
Nomis
1 /10
Opcode Systems
11/8
Otani
11/8
Performing Arts & Technology School
2/14
Picnic Recording Studios
5/16
Plasmec Systems
11/8
Pro -Bel
3/16
Producers Association
7/14
Quested Monitoring
9/13
Racom Broadcast
10 /11
RG Jones
7/14
Scarlett Studios
3/16, 5/16, 7/14
Sony
2/14
Soundcraft
2/14
SSL
3/16
TAC
2/14
Tannoy
10/11
tc
2/14
Trilion Video
2/14
VSC
8 /10
WaveFrame

Harman
Harris Grant Assoc
Hayden Pro-Audio

Letters
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Perspective
Advice to the despondent and newly unemployed
A few gripes

Convention considerations
Deviousness of lightning
Disappearing studios trick
HARP and the home studio
Oil war comments
Plight of would-be record buyers
Poignant comments
Random notes
Stereo TV -an American phenomenon
Youth today, experts tomorrow

6/104
8/62
3/68
4/53
10/46
1/62
11/59
7/44
9/96
2/74
12/64
5/66

Product news
ADT digital 'problem solver'
ADT 5MT production system
AES new products
Agfa DAT archiving box

Akai sampler memory expansion
AKG V6HP headphone amplifier
Albrecht Universal Control
Alesis Midiverb III and DataDisk
Allen & Heath 24 -track Saber
Alpha Audio DR -2
Alpha Audio DR -2 mod
Alphaton DI rack and feedback controller
Amek Mozart updates
Amplifiers guide
AMS AudioFile plus system update
AMS software for transfers to AudioFile
Aphex Dominator II multiband limiter
Ariel DM -N digital microphone
AR Red Boxes
ARX signal processors
ASC Studio Traps
ASVS PG Plug
Audio Animation Muse
Audio Animation Paragon
Audio Design PCM 2500 mods
Audio Kinetics Reflex mute interface board
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9/18
11/18
5/24
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10/12
4/24
1/24
8/16
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Audio Kinetics ES.Lock series control option
Audio Precision Portable One
Audio -Technica AT877 mic
Audio/Digital PAD -300 delay lines
Augan optical recorders
BASE spatial processor
BBE Sound BBE 322
Beyer shock mounts
Bryston portable SR frame
C -Audio graphic EQs
Cadac E -type software

Cipher digital disk system
C -Lab software updates
Coach hard disk recording
Countryman Isomax EMW microphone
Crown macro -Reference amplifier
DAR SoundStation DSP
DAR SoundStation updates
DAVe from Opcode and Digidesign
dbx products available again
DCS D/A converter
DDA DMR12 and DCM224V
Digital Audio Desktop Recording Board
DOD DigiTech Smart Shift
Dolby switchable SR /A units
Dorrough 1200 test set
D &R Qverb
Drake digital converters
Drake stereo TV console
EAA DCM III dynamic control monitor
Eela miniature monitors
Electro-Voice MTS -1 range
Electro-Voice Sentry 30 monitor
Electro -Voice 7600 amplifier
Eventide H3000SE
Eventide HS322 sampler board
Fabritrak Fabrics
Fast -Trax music archiver
Feltway active monitors
FM Acoustics FM 1000 -1
Fostex D-20 DAT remote
Fostex 8310 interface board
Fostex FAME
Fostex G16 recorder
Fougerolle Melody
Furman compact amps
Genelec 1033A active monitor
GL dynamics processor
Hybrid Arts ADAP II soft and hardware
Intelix remote controls
Jade Multiface
JBL Control Micro
Kenwood recordable CD system
Klark -Teknik audio layoff recorder
Klark- Teknik solid state recorder
Klotz A-DAM interface
Lester Audio fibre optic
Lexicon 300 digital effects
LucasFilm /Sound Ideas CD sound FX
Lyrec Frida timecode
Master Audio Design AD400 /1000 power amps
Mastering Lab crossover
Mitsubishi chase synchroniser
Mitsubishi fit DIF-2 to X -86
Mitsubishi hard disk workstation
Monitors guide
Motionworks Midiworker and Perfectworker
MTh direct injection boxes
Musonix MIDI Beacon
NED DSP and SoundDroid
NED PostPro SD Workstation
NED Synclavier 6400 system
NED 2.1 software
Neumann AK31 capsule
Neutrik Al test system
Neutrik G and E connectors and Al test system
Numark dual CD
Optodigital Designs Lightspeed 12
Orban 290rx adaptive enhancement processor
Orban RX processor and 764B equaliser
Otani 54 and TC -100 mixing consoles
Otani recorders
Panasonic professional DAT
PAS TOC 3
Pearl TLC 90 mic

Publison Infernal Workstation 4000
Ramsa/Panasonic WP -9440 power amplifier
Ramsa WR -C900 console
Rane MPE EQ
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Rane splitter/mixer modules
Renkus -Heinz ALS-1 lobing predictor
RPG Omniffusor
Saki 0 -900 replacement heads
Sanken mini mics
SDG Art Diffuser
Shure L series radio mics
Shure stereo VP88 mic
Sonic Solutions CD premastering
Sonic Solutions new systems
Sonic Solutions NoNoise II
Sonic Solutions /Sony CDR system
Sony APR -24 update
Sony PC -108M instrumentation cassette recorder
Sony post products
Sound Creators VMX console
SoundTools for the Atari
Soundtracs Quartz
SPL Procom headphone monitors
SSL Sound Net for ScreenSound
Studer Editech Dyaxis additions
Studio Magnetics alignment tape
Studio Master Systems management software
Summit full range tube EQ
Symetrix SX200 modules
TAC Magnum console
TAM CD ref system
Tascam DA -30 DAT recorder
Tascam MSR-24 tape machine
Tascam MSR-24 with Dolby S
Tascam M -3700 consoles
Tascam 2 -track and DAT
tc EQ PC control
tc 1280 stereo delay update
tc 6032 remote controller
tc stereo and multitap digital delays
Thatched Cottage S1000 expansion cards
Third Generation compact amp
3M 41A splicing tape
360 Systems digital cart machine
THX digital spectrum analyser
Timecode for the PCM-2000
TOA Saori
TOA speakers
Trident Vector 432
TSC TSC8 8 Mbyte Akai memory boards
Turtle Beach editing system
27th Dimension CD effects packages
Valley powered racks
Wadia DigiLink 20
WaveFrame CyberFrame
WaveFrame additions
Yamaha digital console
Yamaha digital products
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CIRCULATION DETAILS

Reviews
ARSonic Sigma 1.2 level monitor
Fostex D -20 editor
QSC 1100 power amp
Raindirk Symphony LN console
Saturn 824 multitrack
Soundcraft Delta 200 console
Studer Editech Dyaxis workstation
Summit Audio TLA-100A amplifier
tc electronics tc 2290
Technics SV -260 DAT player

Trax Studio Manager
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Studios
Berwick Street, London, UK
Black Barn, Surrey, UK
Eurosound Mobile 3, Herveld, The Netherlands
Imagination, London, UK
Kitsch, Brussels, Belgium
Lansdowne, London, UK
Medicina, Bologna, Italy
Metropolis, London, UK
Parkgate, Sussex, UK
Plateforme, Sete, France
Polygone, Blagnac, France
Radio Clyde, Glasgow, UK
Real World, Box, UK
Windings, Wrexham, UK
Universal, Chicago, USA
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What singles out the Venue
as the best
PA desk in its class?
Q

The Soundcraft Venue is certainly

full of surprises.
Like the stereo return module.

Complete with width control and
linear fader, its full stereo capability
gives unique versatility for front -ofhouse mixing, a feature normally
associated with more expensive
desks. o o
But our surprises don't stop there.
An alternative dual group

module (fitted with Soundcraft's
famous 3 -band Equaliser) can also be
specified.
And together with the option of
a powereful matrix module Venue's

output flexibility is enhanced in even
the most demanding situations.
What's more, with a choice of
mono and stereo inputs (with or
without mute group facilities) you
can specify as many individual
configurations as you like.
Such Soundcraft design cunning
means that you won't find any other
console that's as compact and
versatile.
And one that also fits perfectly
into your budget.
As usual, Soundcraft is in a class
of its own. lb

Soundcraft

LOUDSPEAKERS &
POWER AMPLIFIERS
www.americanradiohistory.com

